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MESSAGE FROM:
SHRI AMRISH R. PATEL

.C

“Dear All!
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Honorable President, SVKM

N.

M

I am very happy to learn that the students of N. M. College are bringing
out a compilation of success stories of their Past Students in diverse
careers and especially as entrepreneurs on the occasion of the Golden
Jubilee of the College.
The subject of Entrepreneurship is very dear to my heart, having
become an entrepreneur at a young age myself. In a vast nation like
ours the role of entrepreneurship in creation of jobs, generation of
revenue for the Government and the overall benefit of society can never
be over-emphasized.
More particularly entrepreneurship results in an immense satisfaction
for the entrepreneur and not just the wealth that he creates.

Narsee Monjee College has over the years lived up to its name and
created leaders and success stories in various fields of business. It is
very encouraging that the present batch of students has excellent ideas
and ambitions for the future.
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I once again convey my best wishes on the occasion of the Golden
Jubilee of the College.”

AMRISH R. PATEL

N.
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(President, SVKM)

MESSAGE FROM:
SHRI SHALIN DIVATIA

.C

“My Dear Nmites,
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Honorary Joint Treasurer, SVKM

N.

M

I was amazed when I came to know of the success story of NMites in
diverse fields including that of business and that too in different parts of
the globe.
This compilation of some of those success stories is an eye-opener for
the younger generation exemplifying that the purpose of education is to
create a platform for exploring the humongous possibilities that life
unfolds and is not meant to be a narrow channel in which one navigates
ones career. The experiences of the past students will no doubt serve as
a guiding force for unleashing the creativity, energy and potential
of the present batch of students at NM College as well as various other
alumni who have passed out and read this compilation.

I would like to convey my congratulations to the Alumni whose success
has been mentioned but I am sure that there would be many more
equally inspiring stories of other NMites that we still may not be aware
of.
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I would request all the Alumni to come back to College and share their
experiences and help make our own NM College better and better with
each passing year.
On behalf of SVKM, I compliment the students who have taken efforts
in this compilation and their energy and enthusiasm. Undoubtedly,
they will fulfill their aspirations in the times to come.
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Best wishes to you all on the Golden Jubilee of NM College.”

SHALIN S. DIVATIA

(Honorary Joint Treasurer, SVKM)

MESSAGE FROM:
SHRI SUNIL MANTRI

.C
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Principal of NM College

N.

M

“Congratulations to team Intent for initiating the idea of printing the
success stories of entrepreneurs from N.M. College as part of the
Golden Jubilee Year Celebrations. We initiated the business plan
competition “Intent” with an objective to bring forth the
entrepreneurship skills of our students and make available to the
students a platform to think, prepare and present their business plans.
The ultimate objective of initiating this Entrepreneurship Cell is to
arrange for finance and other requirement of making these business
plans successful.
The basic idea behind this publication is to spread awareness amongst
student of the college that N. M. has more than C. A. to its credit and to
motivate the students to become entrepreneurs rather than become job
seekers. N. M. College is known as the C. A. Factory.

With growing interaction with the alumni on different occasion, I found
that alumni of N. M. are successful entrepreneurs in diverse fields of
commerce and industry. Thus when team INTENT proposed to publish
the success stories of entrepreneurs, I was very happy and delighted to
seek approval for the publications from the Management. I am very
thankful to Shri Amrishbhai Patel, President of SVKM, Office bearers
and all at SVKM for approving the proposal immediately.
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I am very sure that the students will benefit from the success stories of
our Alumni and feel motivated to move from being job seekers to
entrepreneurs. With the participation of our Alumni in this
Entrepreneurship Cell, I am sure that we will be able to meet our final
objective.
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O

Happy reading and be motivated.”

SUNIL B. MANTRI

N.

M

(Principal, Narsee Monjee College of
Commerce & Economics)
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THE STORIES (In order of the year of graduation)

Company
Name

1) Bipin Morjaria

National Decorators

1976

3

2) Hoshi
Bhiwandiwalla

NIEM

1978

7

3) Ram Bhatia

RAB Consultants

1979

11

Prabhudas Lilladher

1981

17

Samsika Marketing

1981

23

6) Anita Dongre

AND

1983

29

7) Hiten Parekh

Nilkamal Plastics

1983

35

8) Priyesh Kamdar

Shlok Security

1983

41

9) Rajan Agarwal

Advantage India
Advisors

1984

47

10) Aatish Kapadia

Hats Off Production

1985

51

11) Atul Tibrewala

E-Vision
Technologies

1985

57
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4) AmishaVora
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Sr. Name of the
No Entrepreneur

N.

5) Jagdeep Kapoor

Year of
Page
Graduation no.

Company
Name

Year of
Page
Graduation no.

12) Sanjay Shah

Supreme Industries

1985

63

13) Nirmal Jain

IIFL

1986

69

14) Jamnadas
Majethia

Hats Off Production

1986

77

15) Vipul Shah

Sunshine Pictures

1987

83

16) AmeeTrivedi

Avni Productions

1988

93

17) Samir Tanna &
Arsh Tannna

Kala Nirjhari

1988

97

18) Shailesh Mehta

DuFlon Industries

1988

103

19) Vinay Reddy

Lovable Lingerie

1988

109

20) Harish Shetty

Radha Krishna

1989

113

21) Sheetal Choksi

WordHatter

1989

119

22) Amit Jain

Hatimi Steels

125

1993

23) Anil Bhandari

ANB Global

1993

131

24) Dippak Khurana

Vserv

1993

137

25) Ankush Agarwal

Mint RPO

1997

143

26) Rajesh Joshi

Pay Point India

1997

149

27) Smita Deorah

Leadership Boulevard

1998

155

28) Nirav Mehta

Apps Magnet

1999

161

29) Varuchhi Dubey

DNV Securities

1999

165

30) Tejas Shah

Safex Fire

2000

171

31) Sharad Mittal

Crimson Interactive

2002

177

32) Hemang
Panchmatia

Credence

2003

183
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Sr. Name of the
No Entrepreneur

Company
Name

33) Ashutosh Rathi

EnLight

2004

189

34) Dhaval Bathia

Genesis Education
Technologies

2004

195

35) Aarti U Kapoor

La Bottega Del Gusto

2006

199

36) Dhaval Doshi

Webventurous

2006

207

37) Priyesh Karia

Indus Startegy

2006

213

38) Shaili Sutaria

Griphin

2006

219

39) Ankit Doshi

InsideIIM.com

2007

225

40) Anuj Gosalia

Terribly Tiny Tales

2007

231

41) Karan Thakkar

Ecocentric

2007

237

42) Rahul Chandalia

Red n Brown

2008

243

43) Rahul Sharma

Coldwell Banker

249

44) Shruti Saraf

O

2008

Que Queens

2008

253

Ketto

2008

259

46) Vinit Rughani

Imperial International
Sports Academy

2009

265

47) Anant Mukim

Blurb box

2011

271

48) Pratik Shah

Adapt Affairs

2011

277

49) Sonakshi Pratap

Theek Kardo

2011

283

50) Sunny Jain

AVI Infotech

2011

289
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INTRODUCTION
A DREAM! A VISION! A SUCCESS STORY!
Dreaming is a power that can turn naive ideas into ideologies through
the application of a simple but very powerful tool – 'Determination'.
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This book “Ideas With Intentions” is about the 'Visionaries' of
SVKM's Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics, which
just completed 50 years since its inception in 1964. It gives an account
of the journey of 50 successful Entrepreneurs who have made it large
through their perseverance, hard work and determination without
relying merely on luck.

.C

O

Their respective journey have been highlighted in a very interactive
manner in this book. These are 50 people who have followed their heart,
identified their strengths, fought their weaknesses and have risen above
with pride.

N.

M

Based on real life incidences, these stories besides inspiring you, will
also help you discover the existence of your hidden potential, your
passion. Through this book, we intend to make the youth aware about
how their careers and lives have turned into a perfect cliché. We also
intend to dig deep into your souls an unembellished statement of selfrealisation. Even if we can inspire a niche of the society to pursue their
passion, we would consider the purpose of this book fulfilled.
The publication of “Ideas With Intentions” is an outcome of unstinted
support by the Principal of NM college- Mr. Sunil B. Mantri, who gave
the task of compilation and preparation of this book to INTENT- The
Entrepreneurship Development Cell of NM college. INTENT took
this up as a challenge and began its work in full fledge from the day the

2

responsibility dawned upon them.
The completion of this book was propelled by great hard work and
dedication on the part of Team INTENT and all its departments,
throughout the year.
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Bifurcated in three stages, the first stage included the compilation of the
“NM Alumni Database” segregating 50 Entrepreneurs who have
outdone themselves in their field, in the glorious past 5 decades of NM.
The second stage included “Interviewing the Alumni” for which
appointments had to be made and prior training to all the members and
volunteers was provided. This was done so that one could
professionally interview each Alumnus and accordingly gather relevant
information for the publication of the book. The third and the most
crucial stage was“Editing and proof reading”. Every interviewer had to
submit their respective write ups after which the work of editing the
data according to the format and its requirements was carried out.

N.

M

Step by step, INTENT made sure that the initiative taken by it was
yielded by utmost focus and perfection and that the result of all the
efforts of several NMites, teachers and alumni who have been
connected by such implications were beautifully reflected in this book
“Ideas With Intentions.”

THE JOURNEY BEGINS…

3

BIPIN MORJARIA
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National Decorators

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1976

M

Age of starting business: 22 years

N.

Year of inception: 1976
Industry: Event Management
Website: www.nationaldecorators.in
Interviewed and compiled by:
Vinit Tanna
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BIPIN MORJARIA

Mr. Bipin Morjaria began his company National Decorators in 1976.
The company brings in experience of five decades and three
generations. The company in the last five decades has managed to win
the hearts of thousands of satisfied clients and achieved their brand
loyalty. Today, National Decorators has the largest infrastructure and
manpower in the industry.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“'NATIONAL' suggests that we should have a good name
and fame nationally. The Logo “THE RISING SUN”
means to rise and shine like the sun.”
Some of the weddings they have worked on are:

M

Mr. Amitabh Bachhan – Abhishek – Aishwarya Wedding.
Mr. Sachin Tendulkar – Sachin Tendulkar's wedding.
Mr. P D Patil – D Y Patil (Pune).
Mr. Narayan Rane – Minister of State.
Hon'ble Subrata Roy – Sahara India Pariwar.
Mr. Anil Gala – Navneet Group.

N.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

His father (Shri Madhusudan Morjaria) worked as an electrical
technician i.e. providing lights for decoration purpose and mother (Smt
Pushpa Morjaria) assisted him. She was the one who encouraged him to
start his own business. And that's how the idea of establishing a
decorating company emerged. My wife Shailaja and brother Dilip were
my backbone. My sons Sagar and Vishal has also joined us since more
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BIPIN MORJARIA

than a decade and this has helped us to grow much faster.

Role Models/Mentors:
“My father (Shri Madhusudan R. Morjaria) is my role model.
I admire his ambition, hardwork, generosity and
determination.”

O
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His motto is “to be amongst the best in whatever we do”.Their vision is
to diversify into different businesses and be ahead of the competition by
setting the benchmark in quality, creativity, style and novelty. The
obstacles that they faced included financial problems, shortage of
skilled workers and competition in the market. It grew at a slow pace
but once their name was established in the market, especially in the
Juhu, Vile Parle area the growth was reasonably at a good pace. The
uniqueness of their service is that they go an extra mile to make
someone's wedding a “dream come true”.

M

.C

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“The message I would like to give is that one should have a
burning ambition to do something
and pursue it sincerely.”

N.

When he graduated and had a business idea related to the decoration
industry, he personally invited the principal of the college (Mr. Kohli)
for inauguration of his office. At that time Mr. Kohli used to stay in the
college itself. As the General Secretary of college, Mr. Bipin had an
extremely notorious image in the eyes of Mr. Kohli. Instead of letting
him in, he asked, “Why have you come again in this college?” He
replied “Sir, to invite you for the inauguration of my office”. He
laughed at it and later said “You will do the business!” Mr. Bipin was
very touched and from that moment he decided to do something big in
his life. This was indeed the turning point in his life.

6

BIPIN MORJARIA

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Never used to think about it, but in present scenario
it will and most definitely help entrepreneurs
in some way or another.”
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National Decorators also received contract from hotel Sun-n-Sand in
1983 which was very significant in establishing their brand name in the
market. One of the major feats for them was to organize Aishwarya Rai
and Abhishek Bachhan's wedding. Mr. Bipin has a vision to take his
business at an international level. National Decorators is well known all
over India but it is a dream to make it equally known all over the world.

M

INSIGHTS
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O

Success Mantra:
“Beat your enemies with success. Have an ambition to
succeed followed by hard work and honesty.”

N.

“Interviewing Mr. Morjaria taught me that education is
very important in our life. It is necessary to be punctual
and systematic in business. As you progress it is crucial to
be humble, kind and friendly. Last but not the least I would
like to express my gratitude that I got an opportunity to
interview Mr. Morjaria.”
-
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Vinit Tanna

DR. HOSHI BHIWANDIWALLA
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National Institute of Event Management (NIEM)

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1978

M

Age of starting business: 43 years

N.

Year of inception: 2000
Industry: Education
Website: www.niemindia.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Rihen Ajmera

Abhay Thakkar
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DR. HOSHI BHIWANDIWALLA
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Born in a middle class family of 5 in Mumbai, Dr. Hoshi Bhiwandiwalla
was an inquisitive person. His mother Mrs. Hilla Bhiwandiwalla, who
was a teacher, has inspired him a lot and has played a big role in his life.
After graduating and pursuing M.Com from N. M. College in 1980, Dr.
Hoshi worked as an accountant and returned back to N. M. College as a
professor. His major interests are accounts and events. As a professor,
he was always inclined towards organizing events in N.M. He
acknowledges N.M. for converting him from a shy and an ordinary
student in school to someone who started taking up challenges and
leadership through any opportunity that came his way.

O
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Significance behind company's name or logo:

M

.C

“There was no particular significance behind the name or
the logo actually. It simply happened.”

N.

He continued to work for N. M. College for 23 long years till 2002.
While working at N. M., he built an organization called Ekta in 1988
which charged a minimal fee from students and provided them with
qualitative as well as entertaining programs such as educational
programs, beauty pageants, dandiyas and many other events. Mr. Hoshi
ideated NIEM in 1995 while going to a temple with his colleague Rajiv
Zaveri. He purchased event management books worth Rs. 10,000/from Amazon and prepared the first Indian syllabus of event
management in 1999. NIEM - Asia's first event management course
was created in April 2000 in the classrooms of N.M College. In 2002,
he was awarded the Rajiv Gandhi Rashtriya Ekta award in education for
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DR. HOSHI BHIWANDIWALLA

Role Models/Mentors:
“My mother, Mrs. Hilla Bhiwandiwalla”
starting NIEM.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Believe in yourself and your ideas and do not forget to
review them. Work hard and love the work you do.”

N.

M

.C

O

LL

He faced several obstacles while starting NIEM. He did not receive
proper encouragement, finance, space and support from some people in
the event industry to back his idea. Inspite of the hardships faced,
NIEM had a gradual but fruitful rise. Their core belief is to impart
quality education and employ the best faculty. There was a time when
students of NIEM weren't paid for working under event banners. Then,
the tide turned and NIEM students are now paid for every assignment
they receive. Lastly, an amazing idea struck him and he decided to start
NIEM's signature festival. They hosted events like “Mr. & Mrs.
University”, “College Idol”, and the “Event Manager of the Year”
Award. The students gained confidence and experience while
organizing this festival and started getting placed at reputed event
management agencies. This strategy helped him increase the goodwill
of the institute. He hopes that one day NIEM will be synonymous with
events.

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“I would say that my education has always helped me.”
The USP of NIEM is - great faculty, exposure given to students in the
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DR. HOSHI BHIWANDIWALLA

event industry, providing a homely and a parental approach and honesty
in whatever work they do. His goal is to see NIEM achieve
unprecedented success with time. With all his achievements Dr. Hoshi
Bhiwandiwalla is now known as the “Father of Event Management.”

EG
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Success Mantra:
“Hard work, belief, trust and never sitting back once you've
achieved something but enjoying the work you do is what I
have lived by.”
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INSIGHTS
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“Dr. Hoshi Bhiwandiwalla taught me that it is very
important to do what you love. If you follow that, nothing
can ever stop you in achieving your goals. There will be
times when your well-wishers will try to protect you and
warn you over the hazards that lie ahead while starting
something unconventional but you need to believe in
yourself, your idea and make it work.”
Rihen Ajmera

N.

-

“My take-away after meeting Mr. Hoshi was that you need
to be down to earth in all phases of your life. I was
overwhelmed by his personality and his ability to be
precise in business operations. I learnt to follow my
dreams, chase them and believe in achieving them one
day.”
-

11

Abhay Thakkar

RAM A. BHATIA
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RAB Management Consultants

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1979

M

Age of starting business: 54 years

N.

Year of inception: 2010
Industry: Management Consulting / Advisory
Website: www.rabconsultants.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Akshaya Tawde

Sonakshi Biswas
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RAM A BHATIA
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Ram Bhatia's family owned a thriving textile business in Bahrain. After
initial schooling in Bahrain, he moved to Mumbai and lived with his
grandparents when he was a young child, because schools in Bahrain
had classes only up to Grade 3 at that time. After graduating from NM,
he went back to Bahrain to join the family business. But due to the
weakening state of the textile industry, he decided to take up a job. With
great difficulty, he convinced his father to allow him to do so, because
nobody in his family had ever worked outside the family business.

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:
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O

“The name 'RAB' is the abbreviation of my full name, Ram
Atmaram Bhatia. It also means 'God / Lord / Sustainer' in
Arabic, Urdu, Sindhi and Punjabi, which I thought would be
good for business. The logo depicts strength, stability and
willpower.”

N.

M

During the course of his corporate career (spanning over 30 years), he
worked in many companies in Bahrain and Dubai, like Citi Bank,
ABRAAJ Capital and Abu Dhabi Investment Company. When he was
posted in Istanbul with TAIB Yatirim Bank, he even met former Indian
President Mr KR Narayanan at the Indian Embassy Brunch Event! By
2010, he had worked in top management positions in almost all
important department like sales, client servicing, finance, banking and
computer operation, In 2008, he was a Director and Board member at
Signature Asset Management, Dubai and was in charge of their South
African operations. When the global financial crisis hit, Signature
decided to shut down their African business, which led Ram to realize
that he had gained rich and varied experience in management
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RAM A BHATIA

consulting in the past three decades. So he decided to leave the
company and start his own business where he could be his own boss!

Role Models/Mentors:
“No single person but I am inspired by my grandfather and
father.”

M

.C

O
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His aim was to explore viable business opportunities, hire experts and
train young professionals towards a brighter future, while creating
wealth for everyone. After exploring the local legal requirements, he
decided to apply for the Professional category of the License and with
help from his family, he started all the required preparations from June
2010. On receiving the license, he launched RAB Management
Consultants (Dubai) on 1st September 2010. While he did not face any
major problems in setting up his firm, it was difficult to get clients in the
first three years because of the market slowdown. He could not fully
trust people as many people would take him for a ride. At times, he
would work on a deal for around 3 months and nothing would come out
of it. Eventually, he had to work for more than 18 hours a day, as he was
working on 12-15 deals simultaneously.

N.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Always look for new ideas around you. Identify them and
convert them into viable business propositions. Also, be
honest, dedicated, clear and patient and your ideas
will bring you fruitful results.”

Soon he learnt the tricks of the trade and realized the importance of
saying no to unwanted deals while focusing on genuine clients. To
survive in Dubai without stable income was not easy but he had faith in
his work. Then he met some new investors from Canada and Europe
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RAM A BHATIA
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and got the feeling that his luck was about to turn. Gradually from late
2013, his business started picking up and he did some small PE deals.
After developing new relations with investors who were interested in
project financing, he got busier from 2014. Then last August, he signed
the lease for a new office, in a bigger and more prominent part of Dubai
called Business Bay, right opposite to Burj Khalifa, (the tallest tower in
the world). Having an open platform for PE, infrastructural deals/
projects and being an investment/ management advisor requires
specific and precise expertise to handle various aspects and stages of
the deal. Ram has to do proper due diligence on both sides as he is the
middleman who structures the transaction. So there is no room of
making mistakes as he works on transactions which are worth more
than USD 10 million and can go beyond half a billion USD.

M
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“It depends on what business you're doing but I believe that
studies do help in every field. You will have a greater
understanding of various aspects of business, if you
have academic qualifications.”

N.

While his journey is marvelous in itself, Mr. Ram aims to crack a deal
above USD 1 billion in the future. He also wants to fulfill his aim of
hiring young professionals and developing their careers while
expanding his own business. From 1992 Mr. Ram was an active
member of Lions Club of Bahrain, where he was Board Member for 13
years, including two years as President of the Club. He also started the
first LEOs Club in Bahrain, which happened to be the first LEOs Club
in the whole of Middle East. Blessed with a philanthropic attitude, he
also wants to start his own NGO that would help in educating the poor
and build toilets in schools/houses in the smallest of villages in India as
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per the vision of our Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi.

Success Mantra:
“Be honest to yourself. Don't compromise on trust and always
improve the quality of your work. Raise your benchmark with
every successful transaction.”

EG
E

INSIGHTS

O

LL

“He is a very humble person. His success mantra inspires
me. I learned that age doesn't matter when you have
determination and will power to be successful.”
Akshaya Tawde

.C

-

N.

M

“His journey has taught me that it is never too late to
follow your dreams. Inspite of working in the banking
sector he was willing to give up his job to pursue his
passion. Even though he faced many obstacles, his
perseverance paid off in the end.”
-
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"It's this unilateral thing that makes people upset; you want everything
your way, and as long as the world toes your line, it's fine. But you guys
are the ones who used nuclear bombs in Japan. You used chemical
weapons in Vietnam. And you're the ones driving all those gas-guzzling
cars. You have no moral ground to stand on. Who are you to tell us what
to do?”

EG
E

“I have found that the days that I see now as wasted days of my life were
those when I didn't take an acceptable risk that I could have
conceivably taken, when I didn't ask myself if there was a new and
different way to do what I was doing, when I didn't set my sights as high
as I possibly could have.”

.C

O

LL

“I owe Ford a debt of gratitude for leaving us to fend for ourselves.
Because when I look back upon these events, I know that the choice
Ford made put us solidly on the path of self-reliance. But I admit that I
have often wondered, how things would have turned out had Ford made
a different choice.”

N.

M

“I began pondering on why we were so timid, why we were afraid to
compete in the toughest arenas? Why did some American college kids
from my generation believe they could take on global heavyweights
from out of their dorm rooms, while we believed we first needed to
compete in the flyweight class?”
“The age of entrepreneurship is upon us, and I urge you to embrace it.
Not just because of the economic rewards that lie in store for you, but
also because your innovation could provide the much needed answers
to the many problems that still snap at our heels.”
-
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AMISHA VORA

O

LL

EG
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Prabhudas Lilladher

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1981

M

Age of starting business: 21 years

N.

Year of inception: 1988
Industry: Financial Services
Website: www.plindia.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Rihen Ajmera

Harsh Aladia
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The fact that Capital Market was predominantly a male bastion in the
eighties did not deter Amisha (a Chartered Accountant by profession)
from making a mark through her dogged determination to succeed. Her
foresight, entrepreneurial drive and ability to identify companies that
subsequently went on to become leading Wealth creators in the country
is what has made her a well-recognized & leading thought leader in the
Capital Markets Industry.

EG
E

She started her career with JM Financial as a research analyst and went
on to become a co-owner and Joint Managing Director of Prabhudas
Lilladher Group, which has a seven decade stellar heritage in the
Capital Markets.

.C

O

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M

“The logo consists of an eye-catching and bold initials
'PL' which stand for Prabhudas Lilladher. It also
prominently mentions the tagline-“Powering Your
Financial Growth” denoting the Group's unwavering
adherence to its founding principles of integrity,
transparency and accountability.”

At a young age of 21 she had partnered with another Chartered
Accountant to start their own institutional HNI broking business called
'’Network Investment and Financial Consultants'.
Her association with PL began in 2003 when she & her colleague,
Mr.Dilip Bhat were requested to focus on the FII business. They were
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soon looking after the entire institutional segment which they grew
exponentially by 40 times. In 2006, they were made equal partners at
Prabhudas Lilladher. Under her leadership & guidance, Prabhudas
Lilladher Group has grown into a holistic financial services
organization.

EG
E

She admits that it has been a long journey - a journey of success based
on adherence to ethics, uncompromising dedication to quality and an
attitude of excellence. Imbibed across its corporate culture, these
founding principles have guided PL to grow from strength to strength
and evolve into a formidable force offering the entire gamut of wealth
management, financial and advisory services.

LL

Role Models/Mentors:

N.

M

.C

O

“Amisha is one of the four sisters and was always
encouraged by her father who was a banker to excel in
the field of her choice & who always treated all his
daughters like sons. Her husband Niraj who is her best
friend from childhood has been extremely supportive
in all her endeavors. The Chairman of the PL Group,
Mr. Arun Sheth's unwavering emphasis on ethical conduct
of business has greatly influenced her thinking.”
With a team of dedicated experts and a nationwide distribution network
of branches, franchisees and associates, PL services both institutional
and retail clients. The range of services include equity & derivative
broking, investment banking, corporate advisory, PMS, online trading,
providing loans against shares, mutual funds, IPOs, real estate, home
loans & loans against Property. It is with our years of experience and
knowledge, PL has built a world class research team focusing on
different sectors covering more than 95% of market cap.
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Some of the most prestigious and globally coveted publications
including Asiamoney, Thomson Reuters and Institutional Investor have
consistently ranked PL's research amongst all the MNC & local
broking firms.

EG
E

Recent achievements of the PL group - In 2014 PL was ranked 5th
among all the domestic brokering houses & 14th among the domestic &
foreign brokers in the prestigious Institutional Investors Poll. Similarly
in 2013 PL stood 8th among all the domestic brokers in the Asiamoney
Rankings.

O

LL

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Have the courage of conviction in your ideas and
doggedly pursue them even in the face of adversity.
Take calculated risks and be obsessed with delivering
the best value to your clients.”

M

.C

Amisha conceptualized, created & established the Corporate Advisory
business for PL with her effective combination of aggressive leadership
style & institutional sales experience. She demonstrated record of
success in generating revenues and building a valuable business in this
segment.

N.

Some of her accomplishments were:
· Developing more than 150 strong corporate relationships
· Raising funds of over $ 1.8 billion for companies through
Private Placements, Preferential Placements & FCCBs in
around 35 deals
· Pioneer in organizing theme conferences in sectors like
Banking & Power, road-shows and seminars to enhance
Corporate Access
She has visited all the territories like US, UK, Asia-Pacific and
analyzed business potential in these areas.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?

EG
E

“Academic qualifications ensure that you get a good
basic grounding in your chosen domain. However, the
qualifications alone are never enough because success
depends upon one's zeal to work hard and focus on
adding value to the client; by identifying early some
of the trends that would benefit clients.”

LL

Amisha Vora has spent over 27 years in the market and travels
extensively around the world, regularly dealing with some of the largest
institutional investors globally.

.C

O

She has been awarded “The 10 Powerful Women - Rising Star” by India
Business Today and also has been conferred with the “Best Sales
Person of the Year” by Asia Money for 3 consecutive years.

N.

M

Zee Business Market Analyst Awards has honored her with the award
for “Outstanding Contribution to the Equity Markets”. She was a
member of the CII National Committee on Capital Markets for 20142015 as well as the Advisory Committee (SME) of National Stock
Exchange of India Limited. A frequent opinion maker on television and
in print, her views on the markets and investment strategies are sought
after by CNBC TV18, NDTV Profit, Zee Business, ET NOW,
Bloomberg TV and The New York Times.
Amisha dreams of ensuring that Prabhudas Lilladher emerges as India's
most respected financial services firm by focusing on Sustainable
Wealth Generation Strategies for her clients and by being the first port
of call for India's leading corporates for advisory services.
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INSIGHTS

EG
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“Ms. Amisha Vora is a true being of inspiration and
motivation to me. In a country like India, women
entrepreneurs like her are much needed. Her
perseverance, never-give-up attitude and the urge to grow
bigger and better everyday, is something that I look upto
and shall remember forever.”
-

Rihen Ajmera

.C

O

LL

“Amisha ma'am has inspired me to follow my passion and
work hard towards my goal in order to achieve them. She
has motivated me and lifted my confidence in true spirits.
One needs to believe in himself and have faith in his dreams
to achieve them.”

N.

M

-
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JAGDEEP KAPOOR

O
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Samsika Marketing Pvt. Ltd

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1981

M

Age of starting business: 34 years

N.

Year of inception: 1995
Industry: Consultancy
Website: www.samsika.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Hardik Thacker

Sonakshi Biswas
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Mr. Jagdeep since childhood was always the bright student in his class.
Son of a French and English teacher, he studied in a Jesuit school and
joined N.M. during his junior college. His time at N.M added many
feathers to his hat as he won the elections and became the GS of the
college even though he was the youngest candidate, contesting for the
elections in his first year of graduation. Jagdeep was a keen debater and
also participated in many quiz competitions while in college and was
adjudged the best speaker of Mumbai University for two consecutive
years. He led his college to victory in a quiz competition that was
broadcasted on national television.

.C

O

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M

“There are 4 quadrants. Our vision for the logo was
that even if a client starts from zero, Samsika will help
them reach for the stars. However, over the years, the
clients have interpreted it as a magic wand that does
wonders for their brands.”

Right from childhood, education was given prime importance at his
home, and after graduating from N. M. College, where he was adjudged
the best student in his final year, he went on to pursue his post graduation in marketing from Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management
Studies.
He presently teaches Marketing and Brand Management at JBIMS as a
visiting faculty and has been doing so for the past 18 years. He
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comments lightly, that marketing was the perfect choice for him,
because it lets him do the one thing he loves- Talk! After completing his
specialisation, he spent twelve years in the corporate sector where he
held important positions like the Group Brand Manager at Warner
Lambert, the Director at Parle Agro and the Senior Vice President at
FedEx.

.C

O

LL

EG
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After spending so much time as a professional, Jagdeep realised that he
wanted to work on branding a wider range of products instead of
working on a few specific products in a company as the scope of
branding kept getting bigger. He saw a huge potential in the market as
well as within himself for branding. Backed by this realisation was also
the opportunity to fill a gap in the market by becoming the first Brand
Marketing strategy consultancy in India. Jagdeep believed that there
was no dearth of good manufacturers or service providers, there was
just lack of effective branding. His entire business is based on the
premise that people today don't just buy a product, they buy the brand.

N.

M

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Be fearless and take the plunge. Don't be the man who goes
to the swimming pool, touches the water, thinks it is too hot
and decides to come back later. He repeats the same action a
while later and leaves because he thinks the water is too cold.
Finally he gives up and says I will jump when only when I
learn swimming.
You should be able to face 1000 Numbers before you get that
Yes. It is important to hold onto your resilience and emotional
stamina. Do whatever you want from the heart and give it
your all.”
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He feels that there has to be a hand holding in the way brands are built to
provide quality to customers as well as make profits. All these factors
led him to start his own Brand consultancy firm Samsika Marketing in
1995. He believes that brand marketing strategy is to stir the business
in the right direction. He is famous for the one liners that he conjures up
at the spur of the moment and for brand marketing he believes, “If the
Disha is right, Dasha is also right.” Perhaps it is this conviction and wit
that Samsika has catered to many big clients and witnessed a huge
turning point in 1998 when it added big clients to its bag like Monginis,
Flite, Himalaya Waters, iball, Otis, Carrier, Navneet, Ecole Moneale,
Mother Dairy, Metro shoes, Cinthol and many others, inspite of being
perhaps the only consultancy that never goes to clients, but ensures that
Jagdeep is personally present for every interaction.

N.

M

.C

O

The company operates on a simple motto which is “To build winning
brands, to build business, to serve customers, to make profits.” Today
Samsika is entering its 20th year as an organisation and has dealt with
287 clients till date. The company grows at 50% CAGR and handles
clients with a net worth of around 44000 crores; but despite Jagdeep's
convincing skills, he faced a hard time trying to get people to believe in
his vision. Everyone told him that he was cruising in the corporate
sector and it was his foolishness to leave everything and start from
scratch, but Jagdeep was clear in his head, and told people that he didn't
want to just cruise, but take off, and for that it was necessary for him to
come back to ground zero! People who discouraged him never bothered
him; his only fear was the thought of going back to a routine job if he
failed at his enterprise.
He feels that this fear was necessary for him to have the single minded
focus he needed to succeed and make Samsika what it is today.
He strongly believes, that rejection and mockery should not be taken
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too seriously, He says that the only thing that matters is who has the last
laugh and who laughs all the way to the bank!

EG
E

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“No, whether you have qualifications or not, you should have
the heart for it, apply your mind to it. And you should want
to benefit from someone. Qualification should not
become a disqualification.”

N.

M

.C

O

LL

Humour and wit come naturally to Jagdeep, he is of the opinion that the
most important thing for a person is to listen to his heart and do what he
enjoys doing. It is important to have a following than to follow the herd.
For an entrepreneur, a combination of two things are crucial to survive
according to him- 'Vishwas' (Faith) and 'Atmavishwas' (self
confidence). Customers should have unshakable confidence and faith
in the company and the entrepreneur must have unfettering confidence
in himself to make it large. When asked about his future plans, Jagdeep
said that he is very content with what he is doing and only wishes to
grow. However, he is very ambitious and dreams of being able to brand
everything under the sun including some quirky products like 'A broom
or air!’

Success Mantra:
“My success mantra is simple- Agar banana hai leader, to
banana padega nidar.”
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INSIGHTS
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“It was an overwhelming experience being in front of a
self-made man. His story inspired me to overcome my
fears, take risks and follow my heart. His words, his
thoughts, his experience with his venture, left a great
impact on me.”
-

Hardik Thacker

N.

M

.C

O

LL

“Meeting sir was awe inspiring. He is a classic example of
a man who is not scared to take the plunge. His knowledge
of branding interspersed with his sense of humour made
for an interesting and enlightening conversation.”
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ANITA DONGRE

O
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AND Designs India Ltd.

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1983

M

Age of starting business: 35 years

N.

Year of inception: 1998
Industry: Fashion
Website: www.anitadongre.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Sonakshi Biswas
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Designer par excellence and a creative force to reckon with, Anita knew
from a very young age that she would one day establish a fashion
empire in India. After obtaining a degree in fashion design from SNDT
College (Mumbai), Anita began her entrepreneurial journey by
supplying ready to wear fashion to small boutiques in Mumbai. This
wasn't easy at all, since Anita faced a fair share of opposition from her
family who did not take her passion seriously. Undefeated, she started a
small workshop in her bedroom balcony with support from her sister
and started designing for friends and supplying to boutiques. Anita had
realised that most Indian women were getting their western wear
tailored or buying it from their trips abroad. She wanted to address this
gap and offer stylish, comfortable and accessible western wear to
Indian women which lead to the birth of AND.

N.

M

.C

O

AND was the first ever Indian brand to offer contemporary western
wear to the modern urban woman. Anita's vision was to make AND a
part of every Indian woman's wardrobe. Our country is unique in terms
of its culture, which made it even more important to understand what an
Indian woman was looking for, her psyche, her body and her comfort
level. AND took all of this into consideration and was the first Indian
brand to offer urban women global styles that suited their silhouettes.
AND was conceptualized to take them to higher levels of comfort and
confidence by making them look, feel, work and play better. In India,
work wear is not too formal and often borders on semi-casual. By
offering affordable wear that effortlessly adapts to their busy schedule,
AND helps them make this transition seamless. Also, Anita addressed
the requirement of "Sizes" in women's wear where initially most
boutiques were only catering to a model size. To Anita, beauty comes in
all shapes, sizes and figures and each woman in India needs that piece of
clothing which makes her feel great about herself. Thus, the idea was to
make AND- a brand of contemporary western wear that was high on
both style and design coupled with the ease of access and
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affordability.

M

.C

O
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The foundation of the fashion house ADIL was laid in 1998 and her first
brand AND was launched in 1999 at Mumbai's first ever mallCrossroad. Success was a far-cry at the time, as her first collection didn't
do well. Anita continued to persevere and was unwilling to give up on
her big dream. Seeing her unrelenting passion, her father relented and
offered her an interest payable loan to start a small factory of her own.
Joined by her brother and sister, and a dedicated and professional team
of employees, the dream started to take shape with AND increasing its
footprint throughout India. What started as one store at a mall, today
stands at 59 exclusive brand stores with its presence across 267 MBOS
and 56 Indian cities, and has also made an international footprint with
the first AND store in Mauritius. The journey for ADIL to become one
of the most coveted and fastest growing fashion houses was far from
over. Anita came up with the idea of launching another brand “Global
Desi” – which revolutionised the concept of fusion wear in India and is
one of the fastest growing fusion wear brands in the country with 66
exclusive brand outlets. The brand went global in 2013 with its first
store in Mauritius and has launched its second store there as well in
December 2014.

N.

Tapping into the burgeoning wedding wear market, Anita started her
signature label “Anita Dongre” in 2009 which offers bridal, couture and
pret. Positioned in the “accessible luxury” category, Anita tapped into a
segment that every other big designer had ignored. She believed in
creating “Style” that was affordable for every pocket. Adding to the
existing brand portfolio Anita gave further impetus to her creativity
with the launch of her jewellery line PINKCITY in 2013. It came as a
natural extension to her fashion line, where whenever she designed a
bridal outfit she would envision jewellery to go with it. Jewellery
design came as naturally to her as fashion design, and after almost a year
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of training to understand the technicalities of jewellery manufacturing,
Anita launched a range of gold and silver jewellery inspired by
grandiose of Rajasthan and thus aptly titled- PINKCITY. The brand
currently retails from the ANITA DONGRE stores in Mumbai, Delhi
and Kolkata, and from Jet Gems in Bandra, Mumbai. The long term
vision to make PINKCITY global has also been realised as the brand is
being retailed out of two stores in Dubai since December 2014 onwards.

M

.C
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Seeing immense potential in a company that was helmed by this
visionary woman and that was fast making inroads into the Indian
women's wardrobe, ADIL received its first round of funding from
Future Ventures India Limited- helping the company channelize its
growth and expansion strategy. The stake was divested in 2013 and
bought over by private equity giant- General Atlantic. Anita's story is an
inspiration not just for fashion entrepreneurs and young upcoming
designers, but for all women, inspiring them to follow their dreams.
Anita has been widely recognized in India and abroad, and was also
featured on the cover of "Fortune India Nov 2013 issue of "50 most
powerful women in business in India", in addition to being featured on
the cover of Forbes India July 2014, and again featuring in the Nov 2014
issue of Fortune “50 most powerful women in business in India”.

N.

Anita Dongre has created a fashion empire which has successfully
broken the high price barrier that 'designer wear' is mostly associated
with; without diluting brand equity or value for any of her brands. What
also sets the business model apart is that as a fashion veteran, the
designer and her team are ahead of market trends, conjuring collections
that ride high on the trend meter, whilst being accessible and affordable
and are sealed with the promise of quality and craftsmanship. Besides
being focused on creating a differentiated product, ADIL is committed
to providing a world-class shopping and customer experience in its
stores.
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“For me, Ms. Anita can be defined as the epitome of
Modern Woman. She followed her passion at a time when
Fashion Designing as a profession was not taken seriously.
It was only through her conviction and hard work that she
was able to convince people to take her seriously. My
learning from her journey is to be bold and venture into the
path less taken, if that's what you believe in.”

N.

M

.C
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-
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"Take charge: I was 21 and had spent the last few years in Stanford
University Engineering School at California. Many people advised me
to take up a nice, cushy job rather than face the challenges of running a
hydrogenated oil business. Looking back, I am glad I decided to take
charge instead. It is a small voice that tells you where to go when you
feel lost. If you believe in that voice, you believe in yourself.”

EG
E

"Earn your happiness: I have learnt that a rupee earned is of far more
value than five found. In fact, what is gifted or inherited follows the old
rule of come easy, go easy. I guess we only know the value of what we
have if we have struggled to earn it.”

.C

O

LL

"Nothing succeeds like failure: Life has many challenges. You win
some and lose some. You must enjoy winning. But do not let it go to the
head. The moment it does, you are already on your way to failure. And if
you do encounter failure along the way, treat it as an equally natural
phenomenon. The important thing is, when you lose, do not lose the
lesson.”

N.

M

"Never compromise on your core values: Mahatma Gandhiji often
said that you must open the windows of your mind, but you must not be
swept off your feet by the breeze. One must define what you stand for.
This is not difficult. But values lie, not in the words used to describe
them, as much as in the simple acts. And that is the hard part.”
“Play to win: Playing to win brings out the best in us and in our teams.
It brings out the desire to stretch, to achieve that which seems beyond
our grasp. However, it is not about winning at any cost. It is not about
winning every time. It is not about winning at the expense of others. It is
about innovating all the time. It is a continuous endeavour to do better
than last time.”
-
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HITEN V. PAREKH
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Nilkamal Limited

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1983

M

Age of starting business: 19 years

N.

Year of inception: 1984
Industry: Plastics
Website: www.nilkamal.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Ketaki
Deshpande

Rihen
Ajmera
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Mr. Hiten Parekh's family has been associated with the Plastics Industry
for many generations. Hiten was involved with Nilkamal since 1982,
while he was still in NM College. During those days, companies in
India used wooden crates, cartons or metal boxes to handle materials
within the factory shop floor, even though the advent of plastic crates
had made its mark globally. In the early 1980s, India witnessed the
White revolution (Milk revolution), which was led by Dr. Verghese
Kurien. It increased the demand from milk dairies for easy material
handling products to move large volumes of milk in pouches. Nilkamal
Plastics took advantage of this opportunity and shifted their focus from
household to material handling products

.C
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Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M

“The name is derived from the premises which we had taken
on lease called 'Nilkamal'. The logo was incorporated in
1984 and was developed by Sistas Advertising, Worli. The
logo is simple; it gave us a local feeling and an identity that
could be understood by everyone.”
In 1983, Hiten visited Dusseldorf, Germany for the world's largest
plastics exhibition where Nilkamal became the 1st Indian company to
import Euro standard crates. This large need for milk crates gave an
insight to the material handling requirements for other industries.
Nilkamal took the lead in developing Euro standard crates for Indian
factories and relentlessly marketed the concept. With the vision to make
Nilkamal a “One-stop-shop for Material handling”, they continuously
developed innovative products for material handling solutions. The
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company expanded from Powai and set up Nilkamal House in MIDC,
Andheri (East) in 1984 for which Hiten was given sole responsibility.
The company started its moulded furniture division in 1989 and went
st
public in 1990. They put up their 1 factory outside Mumbai in Sinnar
near Nashik.

EG
E

Role Models/Mentors:
“Mahatma Gandhi had all the characteristics of a CEO. I
also admire Azim Premji and Narayan Murthy for their
selflessness.”

N.

M

.C

O
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Hiten soon put in place Quality Systems Management, which he had
learned during his Diploma at NMIMS in 1992. They also took the lead
in the moulded furniture business by bringing innovation in their
designs, product categories, colors and features.To address the
potential demand of moulded furniture across India and service
customers like Coca-Cola and Pepsi, they focused on fast expansion
from 1995 and had set up factories in remote locations like Silvassa,
Pondicherry, Noida and Durgapur in West Bengal by 2000. Nilkamal
set up their first International factory in Sri Lanka in 1999 in only six
months with Hiten as the Chairman. They indulged in multidimensional partnerships with contract manufacturers in various states
in the country in order to avail various concessions, which were
eventually passed on to the consumers and made their products
affordable.
Nilkamal put in strong systems to ensure that whenever an investment
was made in a new machine, it should get operational within 48 hours of
unloading on the shop floor. They also entered into a Joint Venture with
an American company called “Cambro” and a German company called
“BITO Lagetecknik”. Hiten's eye for detail was rewarded and
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became the 1st company to have all their factories certified as ISO
9001, ISO 14001 for Environment Management & ISO 50001 for
Energy Management in order to reduce their carbon footprint. A major
milestone they achieved was when they received the order for a stadium
in Chennai which was being constructed by L&T and 25,000 moulded
chairs had to be set up in a short period of time.

O
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Think hard about the area you want to venture into. Work in
areas that you love and are passionate about. Go after
something because you want to do it and not because others
are doing it. Deeper analysis of your shortcomings and
failures will help you reach greater heights. Finally, in your
business, never ever compromise on quality.”

N.

M

.C

But before every rainbow, one has to face the rain. One of the greatest
challenges for Nilkamal was to get the right people- who were both
competent and loyal. They also faced a major crisis when they opened
for public issue. Oil prices had increased due to the Gulf War and the
stakeholders feared that the consequences could have a major impact on
their offering. And, on 26th January 2001, they faced a major fire in
their factory in Silvassa which gutted their entire factory. The leniency
in the execution of Intellectual Property Rights gave the company's
competitors the liberty to manufacture counterfeit products. It took the
company some time, but they were able to battle this problem by
providing better quality products.
For Hiten, Jack Welch's (former chairman & CEO of General Electric)
book “Straight From The Gut” was a great source of inspiration. The
book emphasizes the need to refine oneself. He applied this learning at
Nilkamal and repositioned it from a plastic moulding company to a
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Academic qualifications definitely help but are not always
necessary. Still, education helps you to overcome various
business challenges.”

LL
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furniture company. Today they have 20 large stores in 13 cities and are
amongst the top brands in the business. He believes and stresses on the
fact that Plastics can be one of the most environment friendly products,
if they are recycled properly. He says that only one fourth of a unit of
energy is used to produce plastic and it is a misconception that it is
unsafe.

M
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Hiten is of the opinion that no matter which business he ventures into,
he has to be at the top in terms of market leadership as well as customer
recall. It is this aggressive and dedicated nature coupled with immense
passion which has helped Nilkamal to reach its current altitude. The
company has several awards and laurels like “Top Exporter in the
country” and “National Energy Conservation Award” from Ministry of
Power, Government of India to its credit.

N.

Success Mantra:
“Success is something that makes me feel happy. Success is
about being the leader in the industry and being recognized
as a smart, fair and trusted company. It's about being the
most consumer preferred company.”
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INSIGHTS

“Meeting him was a dream come true, I understood that
there is no substitute for hard work and whatever work you
do, no matter how small or big, the quality of work should
never be compromised. He influenced me to be selfless.”
Ketaki Deshpande
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-
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“Mr. Hiten Parekh is a visionary. The way he changed the
face of Nilkamal plastics left me awestruck; the growth and
expansion of Nilkamal during his reign has been
impeccable. Coming from a manufacturing background, I
realize the importance of design, quality and marketing.
His favourite book 'Straight From The Gut' is indeed very
influential.”
- Harsh Aladia

N.

M

“Mr. Hiten's journey gave me a wider perspective into the
reality of running a multi-million dollar company. My
biggest takeaway after interacting with him was that hard
work has no alternative. You will have to make sacrifices in
order to achieve your dreams.”
-
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PRIYESH KAMDAR
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Shlok Security Printers Pvt. Ltd.

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1983

M

Age of starting business: 38 years

N.

Year of inception: 1999
Industry: Security & Confidential Printing
Interviewed and compiled by:
Rihen Ajmera

Harsh Aladia
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Mr. Priyesh Kamdar is an ebullient personality who exudes warmth and
charm. He is a founder member and trustee of NaaM (Narsee Monjee
Alumni Association's Movement). He has created a name for himself
over the years through his hard work and gregarious personality, but he
too is a man with humble beginnings and a few decades back was just a
young boy with big dreams. His father retired when he was still in
college but ensured that his 3 sons received quality education even
though he himself didn't have that opportunity. Priyesh did his
schooling from one of the best schools in Jaipur – St. Xavier's. He
relocated to Mumbai after his dad got transferred, and got admission to
NM College, which according to him was the turning point of his life.

.C

O

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

M

“The name “Shlok” evokes strength, purity and purpose.”

N.

He got selected in the NM dance team in FYJC and under the legendary
folk dance guru, Indumati Lele, who was lovingly called Didi, began
his 5 glorious years of hard work, discipline, fun & learning. Little did
he know then that his contemporaries & dance partners with whom he
spent days practicing like Nita Dalal (now Ambani), Deepak Tijori,
Amit Thakur, Bakul Thakkar and many such names would make it big
in life in various fields. He soon learnt that, besides being a good dancer,
he also had great communication skills & was a people's person. He
dabbled in drama too in college & got to know Paresh Rawal, Vipul
Shah, Feroz Khan, Amole Gupte, Makarand Deshpande, Aatish
Kapadia, Jamnadas Majithia, Deven Bhojani, Paresh Ganatra and many
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others, again knowing little that they would all reach such great heights
one day. Throughout his college life, he was busy contributing to dance
and extra-curricular activities and enjoyed every moment of it! The
icing on the cake for him was when he was adjudged the “Best Student”
of NM College, despite formidable competition. He gives credit to NM
College for the way it has moulded his personality and made him multifaceted.

Role Models/Mentors:
Mr. Narayan Murthy; his brilliance blended with simplicity
and clarity of thought inspires me.”

EG
E

“
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Other than personality grooming, he feels that he also owes a lot to the
college because; it is here that he found his life partner. His wife who
also shares his Alma Mater is presently a lecturer & Head of Dept. of
Accountancy in NM and his son too has graduated from the same
college and just like his parents, is a Chartered Accountant, currently
pursuing his MBA from USA.

M

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
Yogah karmasu kaushalam” – if you perform your karma
(duty) with utmost faith & conviction, you will attain
perfection.”

N.

“

Talking about his company, Shlok Security Printers Pvt. Ltd., which
was founded in 1999 with a lot of hard work, dreams and expectations,
is today one of the leading printers in India servicing private
companies, government bodies, educational institutions etc. through
printing of public issue stationery, confidential printing & other
products using state of art technology. They have facilities to print
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offset single colour as well as multi-colour stationery, all with online
folding and numbering facility to print upto an enormous capacity of
approximately 10 lakh forms a day. They have in-house plate making
machines and also pinning, cutting and perfect binding machines for
binding of books.

EG
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They have been ranked among the top five printers in India for the last
10 years as per the Prime Ranking List issued by M/s Praxis Consulting
and Information Services, New Delhi.

.C
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“I think drive, ambition, clarity of purpose and above all a
fire in your belly are the qualifications required to be an
entrepreneur. Academic qualifications are always an
advantage as they do give you the polish and verve required
in today’s world.”

N.

M

The company has been a part of almost every equity and debt issue,
which has hit the capital market in the last 10 years. He started his
enterprise and continues to run it on the simple philosophy that those
who dream the most do the most.
The idea for the company emerged when a friend who was in financial
advertising of public issues introduced Priyesh to a south based printer
who wanted to expand his base to Mumbai. They mutually decided to
give each other a trial period of 3 months. Priyesh's efforts and
achievements in this short span resulted in a longer relationship. His
efforts ensured that they were subsequently ranked no. 1 in India in that
financial year. He worked hard at this for almost 5 years but his business
acumen made him realise that merchant bankers and leading public
companies would prefer a Mumbai based printer, Mumbai being the
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financial capital. Thus, emerged the idea of his own printing press. But
that was easier said than done. He was high on ambition, new ideas &
zest but low on the elusive green currency. He somehow managed to
float his company & operated from rented premises. His credentials in
the market generated tremendous goodwill which translated into good
business in a short span of time. He shifted into his own factory
premises in 2005 and there was no looking back then.

LL
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To find synergy between 'finance' & 'printing machines' was a
herculean task and Priyesh had to work extremely hard to learn the
technical aspects of the business and market it. He spent numerous
nights alongwith his workers in his factory to meet deadlines and to
ensure quality control. And of course, the bane of any struggling
entrepreneur- lack of financial resources was always looming.

N.

M
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To give you an insight into his perseverance, prior to the printing
business, he had ventured into home appliances with a reputed group
and had put in all his financial resources into this business.
Unfortunately, the business went southward & he lost everything. He
felt that his career as well as his life had reached its lowest point. This
was another turning point in his life after which he took up the 3 months'
trial offer with the south based printer. He willingly took on the
challenge as he did not want this failure to define him.
For Priyesh, there is still a long way to go. When asked about dreams he
has yet to achieve, he was quick to respond and tell us that on a
professional level, he wants to achieve total automation in printing.
Personally, he wishes to be able to take out the time to travel extensively
with his family.
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Success Mantra:
“I can’t change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust
my sails to always reach my destination.”

EG
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INSIGHTS
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“Mr. Priyesh Kamdar is a perfect example of credibility
and humility. Even in his darkest hours, he never lost hope
and was always on the lookout to capitalize on new
opportunities. On a personal level, his respect for the Alma
Mater is something I really look up to. His contribution to
NaaM (NM College Alumni Association's Movement) as a
founder member & trustee motivates scores of NMites.”

Rihen Ajmera

-

N.

M

“My interview with Mr. Priyesh Kamdar inspires me to
take risks in life. Despite having studied finance, he
explored completely new avenues. It was his willingness to
learn that made him as successful as he is today. Another
thing I learnt was that it is important to take out time for
your passion no matter how busy you are in life like Mr.
Priyesh does with his dance and the alumni activities of our
college.”
-
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RAJAN D. AGARWAL
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Advantage India Advisors Pvt. Ltd.

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1984

M

Age of starting business: 28 years

N.

Year of inception: 1995
Industry: Financial Consultancy
Website: www.advantageindia.co.in
Interviewed and compiled by:
Vidhi Janani

Jimit Dhruv
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Mr. Rajan Agarwal's family shifted from Ludhiana to Mumbai in 1948.
In his family he was the only one to study beyond graduation. His
never-ending thirst for knowledge and a keen sense of the environment
was what set him apart. In his childhood he spent a lot of time with his
ailing father. His father was an avid reader and in his old age Rajan
would read loudly for him and it is through that exposure that Rajan
developed the habit of reading. This habit of reading helped him reach
where he is today. After clearing CA in 1990, Rajan ventured into
traditional CA practice and started Rajan D. Agarwal & Co., Chartered
Accountants. Financial world always attracted him and in 1995 he
incorporated Rashmi Capital and Services Pvt. Ltd, a financial
consultancy company; which later he renamed as Advantage India
Advisors Pvt. Ltd.

O

Significance behind company's name or logo:

.C

“His clients get the “ADVANTAGE” of his experience and
reputation in the finance world. The combined experience of
all the directors of AIAPL is 92 years.”

N.

M

In his experience as a financial consultant, Rajan found it difficult to
break the dogma of a Chartered Accountant being able to practice as a
financial consultant. It was not commonplace during those times and he
had to go from pole to pole to arrange funds.
In 1995, lady luck smiled upon him when a listed public finance
company approached him to associate with it. This gave him exposure
as a Category I Merchant Banker and Member, National Stock
Exchange. He gained immense experience in handling public issues
and in share broking.
His work mainly consists of Debt Syndication which entails project
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Role Models/Mentors:
Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee.

EG
E

appraisal and financial structuring. He undertakes an in depth analysis
of a project before accepting it for fund raising. He always stresses on
upholding a standard in the quality of work. He is of the opinion that one
should not accept work which does not meet the standards laid and it is
because of this approach that none of the clients funded through him
over the last two decades have failed. He considers his employees as his
most valuable assets. Giving them umpteen importance and ensuring
their well-being has helped him bring his company a long way.

LL

Message for budding entrepreneurs:

.C

O

“Only do Good Work for Good People and Good Money
will follow. Believe in yourself. It is paramount to
develop a habit of reading. Success is not about wealth.
It is all about Satisfaction.”

N.

M

The company has flourished because it is instrumental in driving
innovation and growth in its clients. It has been successful in keeping it
away from undeserving borrowers. And of course, it focuses on
providing quality advice and work to its clients. For them, quality is
second to nothing and their abnormal focus on quality is also
appreciated by the bankers and financial institutions. They know that a
proposal from Advantage India is a bankable proposal.
Rajan believes in working hard towards whatever that is you do, be
sincere towards your goal and never be impatient to achieve. According
to him, these anecdotes are things to live by. His penultimate aim is to
grow and be recognized as one the most professional consultants in the
area of practice. His dream doesn't stop here. He wants to give back to
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the society in doing so.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Academic qualifications aren't necessary obviously.
However, they augment your skills and broaden your
perspective as an entrepreneur.”

LL

Rajan is concerned about Burning Issues facing the Nation. One such
issue, according to him is the Kashmir issue. Rajan has put up a website
by the name rajanagarwal.com where he has covered the Kashmir Issue
in great detail. It is one of the good websites on the subject by an Indian.

M

INSIGHTS
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Success Mantra:
“Hard work , patience, innovation and integrity is a very
effective combination to succeed not just in
entrepreneurship, but at anything in life.”

N.

“Mr. Agarwal is a very knowledgeable person and a
person who stands by his principles. One of the most
important policies that his company follows is "Truth" and
"Honesty". It left me spell bound that how Mr. Rajan's
business and honesty was aligned. The biggest weapon
that makes him unique from his competitors is that he
delves in deep research.”
- Vidhi Janani
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Hats Off production

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1985

M

Age of starting business: 37 years

N.

Year of inception: 2002
Industry: Entertainment
Website: www.hatsoffproduction.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Aayush Chheda

Vinit Tanna
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Mr. Aatish hails from a family where he has never suffered from the
dearth of wealth, having both his parents come from extremely rich
households. His family has earned a very good reputation as
businessmen in the textile industry, having been in the field for many
years, but Aatish somehow always knew that Textiles wasn't his
destiny. He felt like an odd piece of a puzzle that would never fit in the
business that his family had built up over the years.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:

O

“In a theatre, at the end of the play, actors take a bow and
that signifies the name and logo of this company.”

N.

M

.C

Aatish always dreamt of becoming an actor and a theatre artist. He
became independent at a very early age. He believed that one could
manage and do everything by his own provided they were focused
about the work they were doing. When he graduated from Jamnabai
Narsee School, like many others, Aatish too sought after a college that
was culturally inclined in order to pursue his dream and passion
seriously. N.M. was naturally his first choice and from here on began
his journey in drama. While he was on his quest to find his true calling,
he tried his hand at many different things like acting, writing and
reading. Reading was a habit that he had picked up from his father and
soon realised his love for it.
He participated in several plays and dramas and also gave many
auditions for the same. During one such audition, he met late Mr.
Mahendra Joshi who saw a potential in him to become a good writer.
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This was because Aatish had a habit of changing the dialogues in the
plays on his own accord whenever he didn't find them appropriate.
What initially began as acting roles in Gujarati plays turned into script
writing for Gujarati soaps.

EG
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Role Models/Mentors:
“I seek inspiration from late Mr. Mahendra Joshi. He was my
true inspiration and a role model.”
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The seed planted by Mr. Joshi began to grow and soon Aatish began
writing for films, Gujarati plays and many TV serials. He eventually
acquired the required seed capital and started off his own production
house with his co- founder, Mr. Jamnadas Majethia. However,
throughout his career, he maintained that only original content could
result in original entertainment and ensured that his content was always
fresh and new.

N.

M

Today Aatish is credited as a writer and a producer who has collectively
been the brain behind many successful TV shows like Khicdi, Sarabhai
Vs Sarabhai and Baa, Bahu aur Baby to name a few. When asked about
his journey from a writer to a successful producer he replied by saying
that life for him hasn't been a struggle and that things have just fallen
into place for him. He believes he is a product of meeting the right
people at the right time. His belief that life is a journey and not a race has
helped him to sail through smoothly even the most treacherous of paths.
For Aatish, it wasn't one significant turning point that changed his life; it
was a whole plethora of them. This was because he always believed that
every day was a turning point in life for him. However, as far as
commercial success goes, he gives credit to his big break in the Hindi
television space which happened for him with Alpaviram. Once the ball
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started rolling, offers started to follow and he wrote for shows like Ek
Mahal Ho Sapno Ka, which is also the first Indian television show to
complete a thousand episodes; followed by Khichdi which in
reminiscence, he says, he thoroughly enjoyed writing.

EG
E

Aatish seeks inspiration for his work and life from everyone he interacts
with. He is inspired by people he meets on the road, on the sets or while
he is traveling. His explanation for it is that he tries to understand
people, their real selves and their three dimensional lives. He is of the
faith that life is not so simple. It can never be labeled black or white and
hence people and their ways are food for thought.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
"If you're looking to become an entrepreneur then don't
waste your time going to university or business schools.
Just get on and do it. If you fail then you'll have still
learnt a lot more than in a business school; in some
ways you learn more by trying something and failing
than you do in succeeding.”

N.

For him, success is being allowed to do the kind of creative work that he
wants to do and not having the audience or the channel dictate norms.
He says that curbing your creative voice to satisfy other factions is in a
way succumbing to the pressures of the world. Aatish doesn't consider
himself a dreamer. He believes in living for the present and considers
dreaming and expecting from the future a waste of time.

Success Mantra:
“Always follow your own path and don't listen to the world.
Be sure with your objectives.”
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INSIGHTS
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“It was a superb experience conversing with Mr. Aatish
Kapadia. It has completely changed my thought process.
His mantra- "Believe in yourself" has created a great
impact on me. A few of his sayings such as 'Being practical
in life is very important' and 'Make your own path and your
own way to success' has motivated me immensely. I am now
fully inspired to achieve my goals.”

Aayush Chheda

LL

-
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“Mr. Kapadia's approach to life is simple and frank. He
believes in doing what he loves with dedication. He has
motivated me to never follow the herd and not surrender to
the pressures of the world.”

N.

-
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8 Rules of life,
RULE 1: “Life is not fair get used to it.”
RULE 2: “The world won't care about your self-esteem. The world will
expect you to accomplish something BEFORE you feel good about
yourself.”

EG
E

RULE 3: “You will NOT make 40 thousand dollars a year right out of
high school. You won't be a vice president with car phone, until you earn
both.”

LL

RULE 4: “If you think your teacher is tough, wait till you get a boss. He
doesn't have tenure.”

.C
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RULE5: “Flipping burgers is not beneath your dignity. Your
grandparents had a different word for burger flipping they called it
Opportunity.”

M

RULE 6: “If you mess up, it's not your parents' fault, so don't whine
about your mistakes, learn from them.”

N.

RULE 7: “Before you were born, your parents weren't as boring as they
are now. They got that way from paying your bills, cleaning your clothes
and listening to you talk about how cool you are. So before you save the
rain forest from the parasites of your parent's generation, try delousing
the closet in your own room.”
RULE 8: “Life is not divided into semesters. You don't get summers off
and very few employers are interested in helping you find yourself. Do
that on your own time.”
-
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E-Vision Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1985

M

Age of starting business: 18 years

N.

Year of inception: 1983
Industry: Information Technology & Services
Website: www.evisiontechnologies.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Michelle Dantis

Shristi Banka
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Coming from a family of Marwari businessmen, Atul Tibrewala's
entrepreneurial journey began when he was still studying in
F.Y.B.Com. He set up a International Commodity Trading business
with his father in 1983. A serial entrepreneur, today he is on the
precipice of starting his 8th venture! He has worked in many fields like
pharmaceuticals, commodities, recruitment and consultancy services,
IT and print solutions over the course of his career, which has spanned
over three decades.

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

M
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“'E' represents the internet and 'Vision' was because I had
the notion that internet would be revolutionary. Also, when
you type 'E vision' in a search engine, our name pops up in
the suggestion box, which was of strategic importance.”

N.

E-Vision Technologies was started as a web design company but today
it provides complete IT solutions that help clients create an online
presence, build their brand and market their products online. Atul was
always interested in technology. He was one first 1000 email account
holders of BSNL in the country way back in 1994 when Internet was
unheard off. When the mobile phones were launched he was amongst
the first 50 subscribers of Orange. As early as 1985 he had digitised his
entire trading operations when a PC used to cost more than Rs 1.5 lakhs.
When he learnt about the internet phenomenon in America, he
researched all about it and got connected to it in no time. He always
believed in doing something new and challenging. It was this desire to
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make a difference that fueled his IT ambitions. His current venture,
Cartridge Junction provides Managed Print Services to Corporates
across 4000 locations in India. They recycle cartridges and sell them at
a fraction of the cost to other businesses. This is not just cost-effective
but also eco-friendly, as each recycled cartridge saves 4 ounces of oil.

EG
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My father, Mr P. C. Tibrewala. He was a serial entrepreneur
as well and was part of about 15 ventures in his career.”

N.

M
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In the 1990s, not many people in India were aware of how the internet
worked or how a website could help them. Getting them to understand
exactly what E-Vision was giving them was a real task. Finding skilled
programmers proved difficult as well. But once the internet bug hit the
business world, it became hard to retain IT professionals because they
had become a rare commodity. The twist in the tale was when he was
invited to fill a tender to design a web portal for Bharat Petroleum Co.
Ltd. (BPCL). Having a company like BPCL on their portfolio could do
wonders for them and so Atul was determined to get the contract, even if
they had to do it for free! Happily, their quote was the lowest with the
second lowest quotation being four times more. This made the
management of BPCL question their claims but he promised to deliver,
which they did. The project was exemplary and was completed before
the time allotted. This brought E-Vision a lot of goodwill and many
more projects from other PSU's and they have also been working for
BPCL for the past one and a half decades.
Though Cartridge Junction started as a franchisee chain initially, it has
now morphed into a B2B business today. To promote relations and
ensure repeat purchases, the company provides free printers to clients,
given that they buy their cartridges in the future. This has worked like a
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charm and led to meteoric success.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“The business scenario has never been better. You need to be
aware and innovative and play your cards right. There are
innumerable career opportunities and you just have to find
your way through them.”

N.

M
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As of today, Cartridge Junction takes an order and delivers printers and
cartridges anywhere in India within three days. A true pan-India
enterprise, it operates in 4000 locations across all 29 States. Being
technology-oriented, Atul believes in leveraging technology and
keeping the team lean and focused to increase productivity. Innovative,
as always, he has started a unique corporate social responsibility (CSR)
initiative. When businesses give them used cartridges to recycle,
Cartridge Junction pays them back by donating a fixed amount per
cartridge to an NGO of their choice! This is coined as The
Recycle4Charity Foundation. He has recently got the franchisee for the
Google initiative, StartUp Grind organises events for Startups in
Mumbai every month. It brings together budding entrepreneurs who get
a chance to network with other entrepreneurs, angel investors, HNI's
and VC's. This Startup Ecosystem helps startups to bounce ideas off
each other and gain from their collective experiences. While Cartridge
Junction is his main venture, his wife- Mamta Tibrewala (a graduate
from HR College), handles most of E-Vision's business and their
daughter is studying Digital Media in New York, USA.
Atul feels that he has lived two lifetimes in one. When probed about any
dreams left to achieve, he says that every other day he gets some new
idea for another venture. But given the fact that he is no longer young,
and he can only do so much without spreading himself thin, he wants to
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“That's subjective. While all education is useful, the Current
age demands Innovation, Soft Skills and Out of the Box
Thinking. One should preferably pursue higher education
from renowned institutions because there are a lot of flybynight institutes which are churning out candidates who are
unemployable.”

O
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now focus on Mentoring you and bright minds through the Startup
Grind and create a whole EcoSystem where young Startups can thrive.
He is open to his ideas being taken forward by anyone with fire in their
bellies and a hunger to make a difference. He is also active with Intent,
which is the Entrepreneurship Development Cell of NM College.

M

.C

Success Mantra:
“Never, never, never, never give up. Life hasn't given up on
you, so why should you give up on life?”

N.

“It's not who you are underneath, but what you do that defines
you”
-

Batman Begins

“As we look ahead into the next century, leaders will be those
who empower others”
-
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INSIGHTS

"Mr Tibrewala informed me about the opportunities in the
economy available to me. I felt more optimistic about my
future after the interview."
-

EG
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Michelle Dantis
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“During my tete-a-tete with Mr. Atul Tibrewala, he
inspired me to be a leader and not a follower. He is an
epitome to the belief that one must never give up and
continue working hard, till they achieve their desired
success. His message about always following your dreams
with utmost passion, sincerity and dedication, has helped
me grow. He is one of the best examples of an entrepreneur
who focuses on giving back to the society.”

N.

M

-
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SANJAY SHAH
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Supreme Industries

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1985

M

Age of starting business: 33 years

N.

Year of inception: 1997
Industry: Consumer Goods
Website: www.silpng.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Mishal Jain

Rihen Ajmera
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Mr. Sanjay Shah came to N.M. College from Hansraj Morarji Public
School. He believes that he was an average but hardworking student.
During his college days, Sanjay was giving tuitions to school children
and was working as an article at the same time. After graduating from
N.M. and finishing his C.A. in 1986, he worked at Aditya Birla Group
and few companies in Papua New Guinea. But these jobs weren't very
challenging and made him feel underutilised. During this time, he
developed a keen interest in other functions of business like Marketing
and Sales which helped him expand his horizons.

O

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

M

.C

“I wanted the name to be generic, so that it could apply to
any field that we wanted to diversify into. And 'Supreme'
signifies that we aim to be the best in everything.”

N.

He finally felt satisfied when he began working for Pacific Foam, an
Indian Group from Africa based in Papua New Guinea that gave him the
responsibility of building their entire business from scratch. Soon he
had completely diversified the company from foam to furniture, and
then retail, through his innovative ideas and people skills. In 1997, with
support from his wife and family, he left the company because of the
management's autocratic attitude. By now, he was prepared to start his
own business. Supreme Industries specializes in a different field so as to
avoid a conflict of interest with Pacific Foam. Since he had a lot
experience in wholesale trade and import-export functions, he started
importing stationery and garments and later diversified into other
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consumer goods. Things were smooth-sailing because he had already
researched every aspect of starting Supreme Industries, even before he
had left Pacific Foam. The groundwork was all done, business
relationships were in place and a viable idea was ready.

EG
E

Role Models/Mentors:
“Mr. Kantilal Shah (father), Mr Arvind Seth, Mr. Prakash
Srinivasan and Mr. Shalin Divatia.”

N.

M

.C

O

LL

He had already formed great market relations with many business
houses both in private and public sector in Papua New Guinea, who
welcomed his goods as they trusted him and his work. The country
completely relied on imports for most goods and Indian goods were
appreciated there. As a result, Sanjay developed trade relations with
Indian exporters and brought in good quality products at low prices. His
experience in the industry helped him understand not just the
technicalities of business but even the human aspects of it. He cared as
much, if not more, for his employees and consumers as he did for profit.
He always saw to it that his products were of international quality while
ensuring the safety and growth of his employees and workers. His
motto was to “Never Say No” to any service that consumers requested.
Papua New Guinea's economy is a close-knit one, with businesses
supporting each other's development. Sanjay also played a lot of sports
which helped him forge deeper relationships with clients and suppliers,
who came from different cultures and backgrounds. This helped his
business to grow.
Initially, he suffered a setback when one of his clients (a stationery
business) went bankrupt. He lost a substantial amount of money, which
could be fatal to a new venture. But this was an opportunity in the
disguise of adversity, as Supreme Industries now began taking over its
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clients. Soon his clientele grew to government bodies, banks and other
institutions. There was competition in the market from well-established
businesses. But these firms had become complacent in terms of quality
of service, which helped Supreme Industries to gain better market share
by providing improved service at lower prices.

LL
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Soon he began to sell computer accessories and hardware devices like
printers, ink & toners, floppy drives, disks, etc. which was an untapped
market. The concept was to have a one-stop-shop for stationery. By
2001, the business had grown with supplies coming in from countries
like China, Thailand, USA, Singapore, Britain and many more.
Revenues doubled when he got contracts from mining companies and
found ways to provide them with good products and timely service at a
lower price than the prevailing market rates.

O

Message for budding entrepreneurs:

M

.C

“Put in your 100% without any expectations. Keep aside
your ego and be good to your customers and employees
as they are your assets.”

N.

He has been a Rotarian since 1996 and was awarded the Paul Harris
Fellowship for his efforts. He has been actively involved in social
service, supporting Children's Foundation and the Indian Association
of Papua New Guinea. Since it is a Commonwealth country, the Queen
of England is the head of the state. In 2009, on the recommendation of

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Yes, certainly.
They act as a strong pillar for future growth.”
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the Governor General of Papua New Guinea, Sanjay was made a
Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire
(MBE).With so many laurels to his name, he hopes to make Supreme
Industries a listed company and expand into Australia, in the near
future.

EG
E

Success Mantra:
“Service is above all. It creates the trust needed for any
business to succeed.”

LL

“Why fit in when you were born to stand out”

Dr. Seuss

O

-

.C

“When something is important enough, you do it even if the odds
are not in your favour”
Elon Musk

M

-

N.

“It's important to be thoughtful and mindful about the things you
say to other people”
-

Evan Spieigel

-

Finding Nemo

“Just keep swimming”
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INSIGHTS
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“Mr. Sanjay Shah made me realise that for achieving any
goal you need to give your 100% and be patient enough.
He also taught me a lesson which is to keep your ego aside
and be good with your staff as they are the assets of your
company. He said never spread more than your blanket
and always be willing to help others.”

Mishal Jain

LL

-

.C

O

“Mr. Sanjay Shah's simplicity and intelligence showed me
that no matter how far you go, you should always remain
grounded. He stressed that it is very important to leave
your ego behind if you want to succeed in life. Patience is
the virtue to success and glory.”

N.

M

-
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NIRMAL JAIN
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IIFL

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1986

M

Age of starting business: 28 years

N.

Year of inception: 1995
Industry: Financial Services
Website: www.indiainfoline.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Rihen Ajmera

Harsh Aladia
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Mr. Nirmal Jain from an early age had seen his father and elder brother
both creating their own businesses, which inspired him to become an
entrepreneur. He considers his father as the foundation of his business
ideas and regards his mother for setting the foundation of his ethical
values. All this brought about a passion in him to create his own
enterprise. Academically speaking, Nirmal is an alumnus of IIM
Ahmedabad, a Chartered Accountant and a Cost Accountant. He
acquired all three top professional qualifications in Finance even before
he was 23 years of age and stood second at an all-India level in
Chartered Accountancy. After successfully completing his postgraduation, he worked with Hindustan Lever Ltd. (now Hindustan
Unilever) for five years. He then helped set up the equity research unit
for a brokerage before commencing an illustrious entrepreneurial
journey.

M

.C

O

Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

“The Shree Yantra is regarded in India as the most
powerful and mystically beautiful of all yantras
(Sanskrit word for a symbol used to focus the mind).
It predates the Vedas and is supposed to be the favourite
Yantra of Lakshmi, the Goddess of Wealth and Prosperity.
This powerful symbol, said to promote harmony and
tranquility as well, has endured for many centuries. IIFL is
engaged in the business of creating wealth and the adoption
of the Shree Yantra as its logo was but natural.”
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Role Models/Mentors:
“Besides Family, I have picked up bits and pieces of
inspiration by being a keen observer of happening
around me.”

N.

M

.C

O
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In 1995, Nirmal started a business on the premise that brokers set up
their own research and cover top 200 stocks, which accounted for more
than 90% or 95% of market volumes. An idea emerged that such a move
could be side-stepped if somebody did quality research and supplied
this research to brokers, domestic and institutional investors for a fee.
Thus was born Probity Research and Services Private Limited on
October 18, 1995. The idea began with Nirmal's strong finance
background and interest in the stock market. He was comfortably able
to make sense of the data and this excited him further to understand the
dynamics of the stock market values. However, he continued to
innovate and thanks to path breaking trading innovations with
5paisa.com, which brought a revolution with its technology and created
a paradigm shift in the broking industry bringing down prices forever;
their business grew and they became one of the leading brokers in India.
He further expanded the group with institutional business, non-banking
finance company, wealth management, asset management company
and financial products distribution among others.
IIFL Holdings Limited (formerly known as India Infoline Limited) is
the apex holding company of the entire IIFL Group, which is a leading
financial services company in India, promoted by Nirmal and his
partner Mr. Venkat. They have a diversified business model that
includes credit and finance, wealth management, financial product
distribution, asset management, capital market advisory and
investment banking. They have a largely retail focused model,
servicing over 2 million customers, including several lakh first-time
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customers for mutual funds, insurance and consumer credit. This has
been achieved due to their extensive distribution reach across the length
and breadth of the country and also innovative methods like seminar
sales and use of mobile vans for marketing in smaller areas.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:

O

LL
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“To be successful you need to have a real long - term
outlook as meaningful business can take about 10 years
to establish from start-up stage. One should not worry too
much about luck and connection. However, one must connect
with customers and make genuine effort to fill the gap in
sector where you are doing your business. Budding
entrepreneurs should remember 3 Hs - Hard work, Honesty
and Humilityfor they are the three essential qualities
necessary for success as an entrepreneur.”

N.

M

.C

The evolution of the company from an entrepreneurial start-up to a
market leadership position is a story of steady growth by adapting to the
changing environment, without losing focus on their core domain of
financial services. Their NBFC and lending business accounts for 71%
of their consolidated income in FY14 and has a diversified product
portfolio rather than remaining a mono-line NBFC. They are a leader in
distribution of life insurance and mutual funds among non-bank
entities. IIFL remains a leading player in broking space, both, retail and
institutional.
The motto- 'When it's about Money' is to exemplify that IIFL is a one
stop shop for all financial service needs and represents their vision to be
the most respected company in the financial services space in India. But
every entrepreneur's journey is a roller-coaster ride. To be in the market,
one faces many cyclical ups and downs and so did he. In the late
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Academic qualifications may be necessary but not the only
ingredient for a successful entrepreneur. They may be
helpful but may not be sufficient by themselves.”

N.

M

.C

O

LL
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nineties, India had a recessionary environment. Stock markets were in
doldrums and it was really difficult to sell research reports for a fee. A
problem that continues to pose a challenge for Nirmal even now is
attracting and retaining talent. He believes that persistence,
perseverance and patience are the key to overcome any obstacle. And it
is due to this hard work and quality that the company managed to
survive and even grow. In the broking business, they were the pioneers
in online trading but due to bandwidth issues there were many
challenges in investors embracing this technology. Around this time,
Nirmal learnt about the power of internet, he decided to scale up his
company's research offerings through internet. That was the turning
point. The more he read and understood about the internet, the more
passionate he became about it. In Nirmal's words, “It was one of those
many things that make you sleepless during the night and restless
during the day”. He saw an opportunity and his only thought was to find
a way to put his best foot forward. And finally he had a Eureka moment.
He knew that while the internet is the vehicle, his company's core
competency is in financial services. They had about 250 clients but
around 5000 people who used their research, photocopied it and
distribute the reports without proper permissions. It was necessary but
increasingly difficult to control this practice. Somebody in his team said
more out of frustration that if they couldn't control piracy after working
so hard, they might as well put up everything free for the users. Though
meant in banter, his comment was the big idea Nirmal had been waiting
for. He says “I thought if we could charge even 10 paise, it may recover
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our cost. But that meant we would have to forego our revenues of Rs. 1
crore per annum. It also required investment and technology. In short it
meant that our business needs to take a Rebirth. For this the prerequisite was death.”

N.

M

.C

O
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Other than this ingenious idea, there were also many other turning
points for the company. The first private equity investment by
Commonwealth Development Corporation, now Actis Capital helped
them gain momentum in the early stages. Trader Terminal was next
among the unique initiatives in the broking business with the retail
investor armed with a never before offering. The company launched
features like streaming market quotes, very minimal delay, instant order
confirmation, charts, technical tools, ease of use and all features to be
used with a click with minimal requirement of the mouse. Importantly,
they successfully integrated their research with the online accounts and
the trading terminal to make it very powerful and easily accessible.
After setting up the business, the IPO was one of the high moments.
Another big moment was when Nirmal was successfully able to get on
board a high quality institutional team from a leading global brokerage.
It was considered an audacious move and some others tried to replicate
it but not with much success. This was followed by setting up an
extremely successful wealth management business from scratch, when
the global financial crisis had engulfed the business world.
For IIFL, it the technology and knowledge they use that give it the edge.
Its website www.indiainfoline has become one of the most popular
websites and was recommended as a 'must read' by Forbes. Having built
the business this far, Nirmal now wants to look at consolidating the
business and continuing to grow and become the most respected
financial company in India.
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Success Mantra:
“Owner Mindset is the success mantra for our organization.
At IIFL, Owners work and workers own and that seems to be
doing well for all of us”

EG
E

INSIGHTS

.C

O
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“Mr. Nirmal Jain is a man of intellect. Finance industry is
extremely competitive and IIFL has been able to
outperform others. I was really inspired by how Mr. Nirmal
Jain has grown his business, taking advantage of the
internet revolution and leveraging technology. His success
mantra "Where owners work and workers own" astonishes
me. I learnt that while in business patience is of paramount
importance. You have to stay and observe the industry and
grow your company.”
Harsh Aladia

M

-

N.

“Mr. Nirmal Jain is a true outlier in himself. Turning a
small Information Services Company into India's biggest
trading firm just shows that his excellence and
achievements are impeccable. I will always remember to
follow the 3 H's- Hard-work, Honesty & Humility which he
mentioned.”
-
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"That man is best educated who knows the greatest number of things
that are so, and who can do the greatest number of things to help and
heal the world.”
"Any man can learn anything he will, but no man can teach except to
those who want to learn.”

EG
E

"The short successes that can be gained in a brief time and without
difficulty are not worth much.”

O

LL

"We are entering an era when we shall create resources which shall be
so constantly renewed that the only loss will be not to use them. There
will be such a plenteous supply of heat, light and power that it will be a
sin not to use all we want. This era is coming now. And it is coming by
way of Water”

.C

"The remains of the old must be decently laid away; the path of the new
prepared. That is the difference between Revolution and Progress.”

M

"It is regrettable that people think about our monetary system, and of
our economic structure, only in times of depression.”

N.

"The gifted man bears his gifts into the world, not for his own benefit,
but for the people among whom he is placed; for the gifts are not his, he
himself is a gift to the community.”
"The most closely organized groups and movements in the world are
those which have been the least friendly to the people's progress and
liberty.”

-
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Hats Off Productions

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1986

M

Age of starting business: 23 years

N.

Year of inception: 1994
Industry: Entertainment
Website: www.hatsoffproduction.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Vidhi
Janani

Vedangi
Brahmbhatt
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JD's journey as an entrepreneur started in N.M. College under the aegis
of Dr. Hoshi Bhiwandiwala. He started tuitions for FYJC students
when he himself was in SYJC and so as to speak, became economically
independent quite early. He entered NM College to become a CA just
like every other student.

EG
E

Significance behind company's name or logo:

LL

“In a theatre, at the end of the play, actors take a bow and
that signifies the name and logo of this company.”

M

.C

O

Unable to clear the exam, he realized that he wasn't cut out for
Chartered Accountancy as sitting at one place and working was an
indispensible virtue which he didn't have. However, this gamble paid
off to make him what he is today. This is when his journey towards
success began. Amidst his college life, he realized that he should take up
something what he has a passion for.

N.

He wanted to pursue management due to some matters of the heart. He
completed his management degree course and took up a job at an
advertising agency. Simultaneously he was intent on pursuing theatre.
Fickle that the mind is, he realized that what he had expected to gain out
of advertising was not the case actually and he dropped it consequently.
He wrote a five page long letter introspecting about his options if theatre
didn't work out and concluded that he could always start his own
production house. He was aware that he had very good organizing skills
and creativity and was confident of starting a production company if his
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theatre doesn't work. His production career took off when he and Aatish
Kapadia, his friend started a play called “Thank you Kokila”.

Role Models/Mentors:
“Dhirubhai Ambani, Narendra Modi, M S Dhoni.”
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When at the ad agency, his portfolio for modelling was made by them. It
stunned people and he was advised to join the film industry. However,
he reaffirmed his aim in life and decided that he wasn't meant to venture
into films after a long struggle into film industry. He concentrated on
theatre and got a very crucial role as a theatre artist in a play with Mr.
Paresh Rawal which proved to be a turning point in his life.

M

.C

O

After working with Mr. Paresh Rawal, he was hard set on producing
quality theatre. When JD started with 'Thank You Kokila' he had risked
his own house worth 3.5 lakh rupees. That was all he had and he started
working in earnest to make this play a big hit. Later, when he produced
Khichdi; he stayed in a one room kitchen flat which served as his office
too. Not to mention how astounding it is that he used a single cell phone
for handling his whole business!

N.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Follow the Chinese economy but with quality.”

From 1994 to 2002, Aatish Kapadia and JD Majethia, were working for
other companies as well. Later in 2002, they decided to stop free lancing
and to focus on their own production house. They came up with their
first television show named Khichdi. Then, in a span of 12 years they
produced 28 shows among which are Sarabhai v/s Sarabhai, Baa, Bahu
Aur Baby, R.K. Laxman ki Duniya, Ek Packet Umeed etc. Hats Off
Production even produced a movie based on Khichdi. He is also
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heading the Television Producers Association since the last 5 to 6 years.
He faced many obstacles and faltered many times, but ensured that he
never repeated his mistakes. His motto and that of his enterprise was
'hope'. He believes that taking long term decisions is one of the critical
qualities in an entrepreneur which was exhibited in his life when he had
dropped CA.

EG
E

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Not compulsory but it is useful.”

N.

M

.C

O

LL

He believes that your loyalty should be to create an organization which
can run without you. It is always important to keep thinking about what
next. Right now he never looks at his past and lives in the present. For
any entrepreneur, humility is very important. Working hard should be
your second nature. You will enjoy only if you have challenges. Always
believe in yourself and take calculated risks. Your work should be an
inspiration for the next generation. For any entrepreneur, spotting the
right talent is also very important which, fortunately, he could. Be
always passionate in whatever you do. Be hungry for knowledge and
success. Turning point for his company was when they produced Baa
Bahu Aur Baby. Sarabhai v/s Sarabhai was not a profitable project but it
earned them a lot of goodwill. Such shows are humble and good enough
to leave a legacy. TV shows normally don't have a shelf life, but shows
produced by Hats Off Productions have transcended boundaries and
have left an impact on people.

Success Mantra:
“Take calculated risk and always follow your heart.”
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INSIGHTS

“Talking to him made my mind very clear regarding my
goals and made me more confident to move ahead and
follow my passion.”
Vidhi Janani

EG
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-

LL

“His line 'Always do what your heart says' has been
imprinted in my system. Sir says we should take calculated
risks in business, which helped me understand the
perception of an entrepreneur.”

O

- Vedangi Brahmbhatt

N.

M

.C

“The seeds of his company were laid when he wrote a letter
to himself. This incident made me realize the importance of
introspection. He says "Trust Nobody, trust everybody".
This statement reveals his skills as a leader and has shaped
my leadership skills.”
-
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“I believe that we all come to this world to kill time. Therefore, we pick
up some activity that we like doing and call it our profession. I call this
the time pass theory.”
“A manager always fears making a mistake and that is where he differs
from an entrepreneur.”

EG
E

“It's not a matter of can we take on foreign retailers, but how big a
gorilla you are.”

LL

“We believe that in India we have the opportunity to grow for the next
two to three years. We believe at the moment consumers are feeling
psychologically stronger than they ever were to spend.”

O

“We have learned that if we provide people with an occasion and an
excuse to shop, they will come.”

M

.C

“It's not so easy to get people in smaller towns to spend money, but they
still come to the store, all dressed up with their families. It's an outing
for them.”

N.

“There's a tearing hurry. We should be large enough before anybody
comes in - whoever that may be. We learned from them that you can sell
utensils and fashion together.”
“My Mentors: Sam Walton and Dhirubhai Ambani. I have followed
them since my late teens. I have never met them, but I would read about
them, their books and follow them pretty closely.”

-
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VIPUL AMRUTLAL SHAH
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Sunshine Pictures Private Limited

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1987

M

Age of starting business: 20 years

N.

Year of inception: 1992
Industry: Entertainment
Website: www.sunshinepictures.in
Interviewed and compiled by:
Sonakshi
Biswas

Akshaya
Tawde

Ketaki
Deshpande
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Mr. Vipul had a very normal and modest upbringing in a Maharashtrian
and Gujarati culture. His father, Mr. Amrutlal Shah, was a businessman
and managed their family owned venture Parle Book Depot in Vile
Parle. He recalls being a free spirit with many sweet memories of
childhood like cycling on the then secluded roads of Vile Parle East and
plucking fruits from trees. He completed his schooling from Nanavati
High School, which back then was a vernacular medium school.

LL
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Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M

.C

O

“I like to see things through a positive and happy glass.
When my 1st son was born, he had the most amazing smile.
My wife, Shefali used to call him 'sunshine' then my 2nd son
was born and he too had the same smile so they both were
called “Sunshine” by Shefali and me. When I was planning
to change the name of my production house from
Blockbuster to something else, I decided to use sunshine, as
it reminded me of my son's smile and made me very happy. I
believe that one must spread happiness in life and for me
sunshine signifies happiness.”
He was an extremely naughty and playful kid at school, a trend which
continued even after he came to N.M. College. His antics usually
ensured that he spent more time outside the classroom than inside!
He made use of this time by spending long hours in the library and it was
here that he discovered his love for books, especially Gujarati literature,
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in which he took a special interest. He claims to have finished reading
almost all the books in his school library by the time he graduated.
During his time, N.M. used to be a cultural hub for students. Since he
was inclined towards dramatics, N.M was naturally his first choice. His
college days were filled with fun and excitement. According to him it
was NM that helped him get closer to his dream of dramatics as it was
here that he met Mr. Mahendra Joshi and others like Mr. Paresh Rawal,
Mr. Aamir Khan, Mr. Neeraj Vora and many others. He acted in several
plays during his college days and in different languages like Hindi,
Gujarati, English and Urdu, but soon realised that his interest lay in the
other aspects of drama.

N.

M

.C

O
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Role Models/Mentors:
“I especially remember Prof. Kohli and Prof. Rao who
encouraged dramatics in college. I consider Mr. Mahendra
Joshi as my guru. It was he who instilled in my heart the fire
to do what I am doing today. It was he who made me realize
that direction cannot be taught but it is rather something
which comes from within. In fact it was Mr. Mahendra Joshi,
his friends, his theatre group and Mr. Bachchan who were
instrumental in making my first film a reality.
Amitabh Bachchan would be my role model. I am extremely
lucky to have spent time with him. It is extremely difficult to
find a flaw in him, be it his work, his personal life, his
intelligence or even his humility. It is really rare to find
someone like him.
Whenever I embark on a new journey, I think about how he
would react or how he would feel. I still share most of my
work with him and it gives me a sense of happiness to know
that he has liked my work.”
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Do not chase glamour or money. Instead you should chase
good work and satisfaction. Once you achieve these two, the
glamour and money are bound to follow. Stay true to your
personality. You must strive to be honest about yourself and
aim to do everything with diligence and integrity.”

.C

O
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He felt that a director was the sole person who interacted with all the
departments involved. It was an aspect that excited him and he decided
to become a director and eventually went on to start his own production
house Sunshine Pictures. Hailing from a business family, it was taken
for granted that he would join the family business. However, when he
decided to seriously pursue dramatics, things began to unsettle and he
faced some reservations from his family except from his mother who
completely backed him in his endeavours. Initially, he worked with Mr.
Mahendra Joshi at Prithvi Theatre and then moved to commercial
theatre, T.V soaps and finally film making and production.

N.

M

His first Gujarati play- 'Blind Man's Bluff' was a huge success and was
later replicated by him on celluloid as his first film 'Aankhein', which
had industry stalwarts like Mr. Amitabh Bachchan, Mr. Akshay Kumar,
Paresh Rawal and Sushmita Sen as part of the ensemble cast. He
achieved huge success for all projects that he directed on celluloid as
well as theatre except “Action Replay”. This increased his confidence
in his talent and his quality of work, despite not having received any
formal education in film making. He believes that direction is an
individual perception on things. It is insignificant whether one learns it
at an institute or while on the job.
Apart from films he has to his credit the 1st ever daily soap of India “Ek
Mahal Ho Sapno Ka” which is also the 1st show to complete 1000
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episodes. He realized that being an outsider in the film industry was
not easy and he credits his success to his conviction for his work and art.
After directing his first film 'Aankhein', Vipul realised that it was
necessary for director to have a certain amount of creative freedom that
allows him to live his vision for a film. It was on this realisation that he
built his production house Sunshine Pictures, earlier named
Blockbuster. The company is a creative outfit which is self sufficient
and is focused on making good and creative cinema. It can be described
as a boutique film making organization, which makes everything with a
lot of love, passion and integrity. His philosophy in life is to give his
heart and soul to whatever he takes up and to make a difference with the
work that he does. Vipul believes in Integrity and Honesty. His focus is
always on how to use the resources available at his disposal to make
something bigger and better. He does not believe in being a miser when
it comes to work; and that he feels is his biggest quality and strength. As
a producer, he is understanding with his directors and works with them
to balance creative freedom and commercial numbers. For him quality
precedes everything else which is evident from his body of work and the
films Sunshine Pictures has associated with like “Waqt”, “Namaste
London”, “Singh is Kinng”, “London Dreams”, “Force”, “Commando
– A One Man Army” and 'Holiday- A soldier is never of duty' and few
others.
The biggest challenge he faced in the business was to strike a balance
between commercial success and creative satiation for every project
that the production house takes up. He says, “Film making is more like
aligning and merging all the artistic visions into one single vision. You
need to sum up all the talents available to you and create an
environment where creativity shall give you the best result.”
On a personal level, he believes that the success of a business should be
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seen by the goodwill it generates and not necessarily in terms of
numbers. Giving too much importance to numbers may yield huge
revenues, but might not necessarily satisfy the creative vision of the
people involved; something that is unacceptable to Vipul. What he
wants to have is growth, goodwill and credibility with his audience.
This is all that matters to him, and he believes that if he has these three,
the numbers are bound to follow. The biggest lesson he learnt is that the
film industry is by and large a family run business and outsiders are not
really welcome. Most of the big banners in the industry are 2nd or 3rd
generation families, but today he is one of the top league directors; a
fact that he is proud of.

N.

M
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Yes, if you have the necessary qualifications, your journey
towards success would definitely be faster and better.
Training is always good, no matter what. No matter how
talented you are, you still need to have the necessary
technical knowhow of things.”
Even today, I consider myself a student. Although I do feel
that post a certain grade, the education students receive
should be specific to what that student wishes to pursue. This
would help the students to become highly trained, specialized
professionals instead of having generalised degrees.”
His turning point in the industry was when Mr. Bachchan agreed to be a
part of his first film. Star struck and humbled by his acceptance, his
writer, Mr. Aatish Kapadia and he spent two straight days working on
the script which they presented to Mr. Bachchan for a final reading and
confirmation. The most important turning point however, was way
before he made his first play. At the age of 20, he produced a play which
was according to him the biggest flop of the decade. Apart from
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producing the play, he had also acted in it. He received a negative
reaction from his audience in terms of the content and performance of
the play and the criticism struck a nerve somewhere.

N.
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He made up his mind that he would never go through the same
humiliation as a producer or a director again and thanks to his excellent
quality of work, he never did. He admits that although it is not important
to chase big names, one needs to have an understanding of the audience,
the medium and conviction in oneself. One requires intense passion for
making a film and he has trained himself to get to where he is. It is his
dream to make at least 2 films that will take Indian cinema to an
international platform. 'Aankhein' was almost going to achieve it but
due to certain circumstances it failed to materialize. He dreams
ofmaking a film which will put Indian cinema on the global map, and
believes that only if and when he is able to achieve this dream can he be
considered truly successful. On a personal front, he believes in striking
a good work life balance. For the 1st 10 years of his marriage he could
hardly give time to Shefali and his kids and regrets it. He never used to
take an off, but when he worked with a Hollywood crew on Namastey
London he realised the importance of a day off. He says “Frankly
speaking, there is never an end to work. It is you who has to decide when
to draw a line and decide how much time you want to spend with your
family.”
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Success Mantra:
“For me, Success is very subjective. I believe that for me, Mr.
Bachchan is successful or I can take My father as an example.
I do not necessarily think of myself as successful. One of the
biggest problems which we face, especially in the creative
field, is that we label ourselves as “successful” too early. If
you start seeing your pictures on the tabloids, you believe that
you are someone important. To me, success translates into
your work being appreciated by your seniors, peers, juniors,
critics and most importantly by the audience. They should
love and respect your work consistently for a long period of
time. That is what success is. I believe that the faster you
leave the notion of success behind the higher is the
probability of you becoming more successful.”

“Great men are not born great. They grow great”

M

- The Godfather

N.

“Coming together is beginning; keeping together is progress;
working together is success”
-
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INSIGHTS

“Mr Shah is a complete contrast from the general
prejudices held about people from his industry. He is
humble and engaging and believes in giving everything his
100% which is something everyone should learn from
him.”
Sonakshi Biswas
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“Mr Vipul Shah had an impactful impression on us as we
thought of him as a big producer/director of Bollywood,
but there he was before us, pouring his heart out about his
childhood, his journey, his struggles. Staying true to roots
and not forgetting who you are and where you belong is
very important in life. This is what I learned from this
experience.”

.C

-

Akshaya Tawde

N.

M

“It was an absolute pleasure to meet him. Interviewing him
was a dream come true. I have learnt that one should
always be grounded and if you wish to acquire something
in life ,chase it till you don't achieve it and be fearless
because if your will is strong no one can stop you from
achieving heights.”
-
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Birla shared his 7 big lessons on Rediff,
1. “The first lesson for us has been that the process of change is perhaps
90% about leadership and only 10% about managing.”
2. “Symbolism can and does have a positive effect. In our case, it was
the corporate identity.”
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3. “When you succeed in the transformation, it is because your
communication worked.”

O
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4. “The people who are often less visible but who to a significant extent
make the organisation what it is. So we owe it to this mass to keep them
motivated, to recognise their contribution which very often gets
overshadowed by the performance of the 'stars'.”

M

.C

5. “Moving away from homogeneity or creating a climate that
embraces different cultures and gives them wings whilst keeping the
organisation rooted in its core values, can be a productive exercise and
a useful catalyst in the change process.”

N.

6. “Showcasing success inspires, it motivates, it has a ripple impact
which cannot be accounted for numerically, but has hugely positive,
qualitative returns.”
7. “An attitude of willingness to learn and assimilate from different
cultures is an absolute must.”
-
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Avni Productions

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1988

M

Age of starting business: 32 years

N.

Year of inception: 2000
Industry: Performing Arts
Interviewed and compiled by:
Vidhi Janani

Shreya Das
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Ms. Amee was a very active student in NM College. At the same time
she used to act in plays for other production houses. After clearing her
SSC exams, she never preferred staying idle. One day her parents saw
an advertisement in the newspapers which required child artists and
then they made Amee Vora audition for the same. The auditions were
near Birla Krida Kendra (Chowpatty). She was instantly selected to
work in the child theatre and thus began her journey on the stage as an
actress. She came into main stream theatre with Dinyar Contractor
Productions. She acted in a few plays under his banner and since she had
a passion for art, had the abilities to approach and talk to theatre
managers and her work as an artist was well appreciated and she was
also a known actress by then, she decided to start her own production
house in the year 2000. A Production House which portrays plays with a
social message, are entertaining. Her plays are performed all over
Mumbai and other cities in the country. She has also travelled abroad
with her plays and performed in several foreign cities and entertained
Gujarati audiences staying there. Her production house strives hard and
does its best to enthrall the audiences by showcasing real time morals &
themes through dramatization.

N.

M

Significance behind company's name or logo:

“There is no such signification. A simple logic goes my
parents always wanted to name me as ‘Avni’ which is why;
this name is very dear to me. But AVNI means earth,
bhoomi.”
Her philosophy has been hard work and dedication. She always had a
liking for Arts. It made her feel different. In the journey of doing
Theatres, she happened to find a few reliable people and she started her
own production company which was a dream come true for her and so
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Role Models/Mentors:
“Frankly I neither have a mentor nor a role model. The thing
I idolize really believe in is my hard work, Determination &
Passion towards whatever I take up.””

.C
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she began venturing into avenues which seemed appealing to her & her
ideologies. Each employee is considered as a member of the Avni
family. This core team focuses to work project wise. The team is of likeminded people. The biggest challenge for the team is to produce a
successful show. Every venture has its disappointments, but, sustaining
the venture against all odds and emerging victorious is satisfying. Her
first play named "Lajja Tane Mara Saam" did 475 shows. Her play
"Lagan Gadu Chale Aadu" was the only play in the history of Gujarati
theatre till date to have an international premiere in the year 2002. She
premiered the play in London and Dubai. That's how the enterprise
progressed internationally as well. Then there came a point in her life
when she realized something important.

N.

M

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“ Well, the message that I shall give to all the upcoming
entrepreneurs is that once you set up or plan to set up
something take a look around and explore the avenues
approachable. Innovation, Exploration & Experimentation
is a must in the current world, which only shall make you
one in a million.”
She realized that, “Classic approach is the best approach when it comes
to theatre and money making”. She says, “If you dream to do something
modern, well only a niche is going to appreciate your work. Follow
mediocrity and the world shall follow you, 'cause only mediocrity
sells.”Her family was very supportive throughout and they always
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pushed her to do various extracurricular activities. It was her parents'
idea for her to audition for a Gujarati play and that is how the talent of
“Acting” in her unfolded.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“There is no such necessity of academic
qualification. One need not be academically qualified
to be able to build a big empire or a company.”
Her future plans include giving the society pure form of art, classic
stories & keep the audience entertained as the days pass by.

LL
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“ M s . A m e e Tr i v e d i , t h e p ro p r i e t o r o f A V N I
P R O D U C T I O N S, is a great inspiration. From
empowering Women to Multitasking in all possible tasks,
she is a real gem who wants to change the mediocrity
prevailing in our society. Determination and hard work are
the only way to succeed, is what her story is all about.”
- Shreya Das

N.

“One of the qualities that I learnt from her is to keep on
exploring new avenues in the business you are. Her
thoughts were very unique and her take on the theatre
industry that mediocrity in plays is something that should
be avoided is worth thinking upon. One of the most
important qualities that I would like to imbibe is stick to
your passion! 'Never give up attitude' is very important in
life.”
- Vidhi Janani
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Kala Nirjhari

.C

Samir Tanna

Course:

Arsh Tanna

Bachelor of Commerce
1988

1990

22 years

20 years

Year of inception:

1988

1988

Industry:

Performing
Art

Performing
Art

M

Year of graduation:

N.

Age of starting business:

Interviewed and compiled by:

Rihen Ajmera

Apoorva Kanotra
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
“Kala Nirjhari – 'Kala' means art, 'Nirjhari' means
waterfall. The enriching and continuous flow of art is the
meaning of this name.”

EG
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Mr. Samir Tanna has learnt dance from his father, Late Shri. Aniruddha
Tanna, who was a director, writer, singer, music director &
choreographer of many dance ballets. His speciality was in training the
physically challenged children to sing & dance. As a child, Samir would
accompany his father to all the shows & his passion for dance was deeprooted at a very young age.

.C
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Samir represented N.M. College at various Inter Collegiate dance
competitions & won many awards & medals. He was selected to be a
member of the team to represent India in the 'FESTIVAL OF INDIA'
in RUSSIA by the Govt. Of India in 1987.

N.

M

Mrs. Arsh Tanna started learning Kathak Classical Dance from
Padmashri Doctor Roshan Kumari at the tender age of five. She took
part in many Folk dance Competitions in school. She has represented
N.M. College at various Inter Collegiate competitions and won many
awards & medals.

Role Models/Mentors:
“Shri. Aniruddha Tanna, father of Samir Tanna are our role
model. A simple man, clad in white khadi kurta pyjama,
covered with a black shawl, a replica of Rabindranath
Tagore, with a majestic 'Temple of Art' within himself.”
Samir & Arsh have trained under Late Guru Indumati Lele in Folk
D ance in N.M . College. Both repres ented India at the
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'WORLD FOLK FESTIVAL' in USA in 1988.
In 1988, Samir & Arsh founded their own company KALA NIRJHARI
with the aim of showcasing & promoting Indian Folk Dances. The aim
of their company was to show the rich heritage & culture that India has,
in the form of its Folk Dances, to the entire World.
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Samir Tanna was surrounded by dance & music 24x7 with his father
and three elder sisters, all 'breathing & living' dance. It was his family
business that was naturally taken up by him.
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Arsh Tanna had a strong passion for dance. After meeting Samir in N.M.
College her focus shifted from becoming a CA to taking up dance
professionally. They both decided to give others what they had learnt
and benefitted from dance. Spreading the Joy of Dancing to
innumerable people became their aim.

N.

M

.C

Convincing people to turn towards Indian folk dance with a heavy flow
of western culture entering India at that time was a major hurdle to
overcome for this couple. Just to draw audiences to the auditorium to
view these folk dances was a colossal effort. Finance was another
aspect that the two had to deal with.

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Yes, academic qualifications are necessary to be an
entrepreneur as it widens our outlook and helps us to
achieve our goals.”

In 1989, when Samir and Arsh's troupe won the Kala Gurjari Raas
Garba Competition, the very famous director Sanjay Leela Bhansali
was present. When he decided to make the movie 'Hum Dil De Chuke
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Sanam' starring Salman Khan, Aishwarya Rai and Ajay Devgan, Mr.
Sanjay approached them for the choreography of the song 'Dholi Taro
Dhol Baaje'. With one month of rehearsals and 14 nights shooting
schedule with their own students and the main leads, Salman Khan and
Aishwarya Rai, the song became a rage all over the world. The Govt. Of
India honoured Samir and Arsh by giving them the prestigious National
Award For Choreography, in the year 2000, which was given to them by
the then President Of India, Shri K.R. Narayan. This choreography was
also nominated at the Filmfare Awards, Zee Cine Awards and Screen
Awards. This was a major turning point in their career. The rich Indian
culture of its folk dances was not only viewed but also drew the mass
closer to the roots of India.

LL

When the U.S. President, Mr. Bill Clinton visited India in 2000, the
Govt. Of India asked Samir and Arsh Tanna to present their award

M
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Recognize your passion, nurture it, believe strongly in
yourself and put in a lot of hard work. Be positive, no matter
how many obstacles you have to face.”

N.

winning choreography in front of him. This was followed by
enumerable invitations from various other countries to them, to present
the Indian folk dances. Their production 'Bharat Darshan' was staged in
countries such as the USA, UK, UAE, South Africa and Thailand.
The Prime Minister Of India, Shri Narendra Modi had invited them to
choreograph his Navratri Festival known as 'Vibrant Gujarat' in the year
2009, involving 700 dancers from all over India. An audience of 60,000
people and bureaucrats and ambassadors witnessed the grand opening
ceremony from countries all over the world.
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They have choreographed in movies such as 'Humko Tumse Pyaar Hai',
'Gandhi My Father', 'Guru Mahaguru' and 'Hanan'. Television serials
such as 'Kyun ki Sas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi', 'Bandhini', 'Agle Janam
Mohe Bitiya Hi Kijo', 'Gulaal', 'Mukti Bandhan', 'Diya Aur Baati Hum',
'Punar vivah', 'Tumhari Paankhi', 'Tu Mera Hero' etc have dances
choreographed by them.
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Sanjay Leela Bhansali's 'Ramleela' starring Deepika Padukone and
Ranveer Singh has their choreography in three songs, “Nagada Sang
Dhol Baaje”, “Lahu Muh Lag Gaya” and “Bhai Bhai”.
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They won the prestigious 59th Filmfare Award For The Best
Choreography for the song “Lahu Muh Lag Gaya” and were nominated
for “Nagada Sang Dhol Baaje” as well. They were also nominated at the
Life OK Screen Awards 2014.

M
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The Chief Minister Of Maharashtra, Shri Devendra Fadnavis has
felicitated them for their outstanding achievements in the field of Arts.
They are currently working with director Rahul Dholakia for the movie
'Raees' starring Shah Rukh Khan, Farhan Akhtar and Mahira Khan.

N.

Today, this couple, whose passion for dance has won them so many
awards and recognition, still dream.
Samir wishes to win one more National Award while Arsh wishes to set
up an institution wherein along with the folk dances of India, all the
seven Classical dances of India would be taught under one roof. They
both strongly believe that One plus One is not Two but One plus One
makes Eleven.

Success Mantra:
“Hardwork and humility are the two keys to success.”
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“Samir and Arsh Tanna have truly defined themselves as
achievers. They chose an unconventional path and
reached the top. This has taught me that success does not
depend on the industry but on the hard work that you put
into it. They compliment each other and together they
make a great power couple.”
-

Rihen Ajmera

-

N.
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“Meeting Samir and Arsh Tanna was a pleasant
experience. They were welcoming and very humble.
Learning about their journey and achievements was a
huge eye opener. I realized that sometimes passion is all
that you need to succeed.”
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DuFlon Industries Private Limited

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce

M

Year of graduation: 1978

Age of starting business: 31 years

N.

Year of inception: 1988
Industry: Manufacturing
Website: www.duflon.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Pooja Pannikar
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Mr. Shailesh Mehta belonged to a middle class family of seven
members including three brothers and two sisters. He was second
amongst his siblings. They stayed in a one room and kitchen house of
200 sq. ft in a typical Mumbai chawl. His father was a cloth broker of
modest mean. During the 1984 textile strike, his father lost over
Rs.50,000 which left his family completely broken. He was already
helping his family with a modest income, but after the strike, his father
virtually broke down and the family's entire responsibility rested upon
his shoulders.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M
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“The name DuFlon was formed during a second-class
Mumbai train journey. When my friend and partner Sunil
Desai asked me about the name we should keep, I said,
since there are two of us; Duo and as we are in
Fluorocarbon; Flon. If you take important syllables from
these two letters then it becomes DuFlon.”
He did his B.Com from N.M. College and stood 20th in the University
Examinations. Post graduation, his first job was that of an Accounts
assistant with a princely pay of Rs. 200 per month. Since then, he
continued to work and support his family, while simultaneously
studying part time for over eight years. During this time he has
completed BGL (Bachelor of General Laws),DMS (NMIMS)
and finally MAM (JBIMS). To supplement father's income, apart
from his full time job, he used to conduct tuition and also dabble in the
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market.

Role Models/Mentors:
“I look upto Dhirubhai Ambani, Sardar Patel and Margaret
Thatcher as my role models”
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Since his days in college, he had a fascination for becoming an
entrepreneur. His dream was to start an industry. During 1988, while
working as broker/underwriter in the stock market, he was marketing
shares for the IPO of Hindustan Fluorocarbons Ltd. (HFL), the sole
manufacturer of PTFE in India. Upon reading the company's
prospectus, he was attracted towards excellent properties of PTFE,
which is unique material combining electrical, chemical, and thermal
properties. Along with his friend, Mr. Desai, he established DuFlon
industries in the year 1988.

M

.C

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“You should not lose hope even in bad times. You should not
fear failure. You should be flexible with your business plans
and if you want to be an entrepreneur, you should be an all
rounder.”

N.

DuFlon today is the only indigenous manufacturer of PTFE Nozzles,
controlling over 90% market share in India. They are the largest
manufacturers of PTFE Butterfly Valve seats in the world, enjoying a
60% market share. Last year, they recorded an annual turnover of
approximately 100 crores.
It has placed itself on the global map, having subsidiaries in Europe
(DuFlon Europe Ltd (UK)) and the US (DuFlon Americas Inc). It
exports its products to over 21 countries worldwide and has also been a
two time recipient of the “Best Exports Award” given by the Vice
President of India.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Although there are a few examples of extremely successful
entrepreneur including his own role model Dhirubhai Ambani
with hardly any or minimal educational qualifications, an
entrepreneur with good academic qualifications will always
have a huge head start. A Person lacking in education
qualifications will be handicapped in multiple ways including,
vision building, day-to-day management, interpersonal skills,
legal and regulatory issues.”

M
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However, in his journey of becoming one of the world's leading fluoro
polymer processors, Mr. Mehta had to face several hardships. On the
financial front, he had to jump through a lot of hoops in order to get his
loan approved from SICOM, the financial institution that was
financing the project. SICOM wanted a personal guarantee from a
technical person, which the company did not have. After lots of
negotiations, he convinced Mr. Bhagatwala, a technocrat, to join
DuFlon as the technical director. After more rounds of negotiation,
SICOM finally sanctioned their loan on 15th June 1989.

N.

On the technical front, they were forced to develop their own
technology through trial and error as the European company, with
whom they were in talks with, refused to share any information. This
was extremely painful financially, as the raw materials for PTFE are
very expensive. They had to face huge losses in terms of wastage, as the
products manufactured had different manufacturing defects and hence
were rejected. His company also faced chronic labor problems,
logistical issues and poor infrastructure. As a result, he had depleted
most of his funds. His suppliers refused to supply more raw materials
unless they were paid their past dues. The problems were so severe that
his company was on the brink of shutdown in 1992.
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In spite of all these problems, he never gave up on his idea. He secured
some raw material after negotiations with the managing director of
Hindustan Fluorocarbons Ltd. He also got his banker to give a partial
ad-hoc credit facility. Things started to take a turn for a better in 1995
when they reported a turnover of 255 lakhs with a modest profit of 11.73
lakhs. From then on, he did not look back. By 1996, his company
cleared off their accumulated losses. Since then his company has grown
in leaps. Today, DuFlon is world's leading manufacturer of
fluoropolymer (FP) products for global Pumps & valve industry, FP
lined Piping System and PTFE Nozzles for SF6 Gas Circuit breaker.
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Success Mantra:
“Be passionate in what you do, give yours full in terms of
time and attention. Upgrade yourself continuously and
develop empathy.”

N.

M

“Good business leaders create a vision, articulate the vision,
passionately own the vision, and relentlessly drive it to
completion”
-

Jack Welch

-

Larry Page

“Always deliver more than expected”
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“Mr. Shailesh Mehta established DuFlon Industries in the
year 1988. During the interview, I learnt that failure
should never deter you from your vision. DuFlon today is
the largest manufacturer of fluropolymer products in the
country. It has offices in USA and Europe and shortly
setting up in China. Mr. Mehta faced innumerable
problems including labour, natural calamity, poor
infrastructure, funding problems etc. Despite all this, he
continued to have faith in his idea and believed in himself,
which has made DuFlon what it is today. According to Mr.
Mehta, “If it was easy, everyone would be doing it”. He
made me realize that being an entrepreneur means having
a backbone of steel, it means not giving up irrespective of
the curveball life throws at you, it means learning from
your mistakes and using them as stepping stones.”
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Lovable Lingerie & Federal Brands Limited

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1988

M

Age of starting business: 28 years

N.

Year of inception: 1996
Industry: Textile

Website: www.lovableindia.in/www.livein.in
Interviewed and compiled by:

Rihen Ajmera
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“Being Consumer branded businesses, we have tended to
use brand names that resonate with consumers.”

LL

Mr. Vinay Reddy's father was a successful businessman and they were
always a business family. But his father had other partners in business
and he was always encouraged/expected to foray into a new business.
Hence after being encouraged for 7 years in various functions in my
father's business, he felt competent enough to float a new venture.

N.
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Lovable Lingerie Limited (LLL)'s brands “Lovable” and “Daisy Dee”
are market leaders in the Indian market for women's innerwear. They
are popular and well distributed across India. The Company's brands
are targeted towards the domestic market through Large Format Stores
(LFS), departmental stores, EBOs, and MBO's totally more than
12,000 Retail Doors across cities in India. The company has three
manufacturing facilities, which are located in Bengaluru. The
company's design studio is also located in Bengaluru. The company is
listed on the NSE and BSE.

Role Models/Mentors:
“I have learnt many things from people that I have worked
with. I continue to learn everyday from reading, interacting,
listening and from coping with situations.”
Federal Brands Limited launched the LIVE- IN brand of jeans in the
mid priced segment. The product range was later widened to all casual
garments including cotton trousers. The Brand Livein is a market-
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leader and high volume-selling brand in the mid-segment. The brand
retails across India through 2,500 Multi-brand outlets. The brand is
maintaining its growth trajectory and is poised to expand hugely in the
coming 2 years.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“My two cents, whatever they are worth:
Start early in life, don't wait till you have the
answers;
Look to disrupt other established industries/
businesses through innovative approaches or
technologies;

·

Be very well funded”

LL

·
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The Philosophy from the outset was to serve aspiring Indian consumers
with internationally – benchmarked products under brands that connote
Values and Lifestyle Attributes. And over time, the goal was to entrench
our brands and Competitive Strengths so that the business becomes
robust and resilient. To build these enduring Competitive Strengths,
they pursued a culture of “Excellence” and “Pride in One's work” in all
departments, be it product development, branding / marketing, quality
assurance or any other. Their strategies were successful in building and
scaling their brands to reach across the nation.

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Of course, knowledge and courage are the only two assets
anyone has.”
Until any business actually differentiates its offering, acquires financial
strength and makes itself indispensible to its customers, till then any
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business is subject to turbulence, hyper-competition and other vagaries
and they had their fair share of the same. Their businesses have been
profitable and healthy since their early years and they were
conservative with risk-taking, besides being bootstrapped with their
cost structure. This enabled them to earn and retain profits, which could
be ploughed-back to fund growth.

EG
E

Success Mantra:
“Opportunity is missed by most because it knocks softly, is
dressed in overalls and looks like hard work.”

LL

INSIGHTS

N.
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“A young, dynamic and a charismatic leader, Mr. Vinay
Reddy is someone who instead of following the tradition of
joining the family business decided to venture out on his
own and set up two companies, out of which one is listed in
NSE & BSE. His advice for budding entrepreneurs is
something, which I will always look upon when I start a
start-up.”
-
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Hotel Radha Krishna & Hotel Golden Chariot

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1989

M

Age of joining business: 14 years

N.

Year of inception: 1975
Industry: Restaurant
Website: www.radhakrishnahotels.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Shristi Banka

Supinder Kaur
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Hailing from a small village in Mangalore, Harish Shetty is an
entrepreneur who is a strong believer in value commitment towards
quality. He recalls the day when his father asked him to join their
restaurant business; he was still studying in the 8th grade. His initial few
tasks at the job involved peeling potatoes from early morning to late
night in the hotel kitchen, which slowly progressed to interacting with
the hotel guests and eventually to dealing with different agencies. In
this way, his father made sure that Harish had a good understanding and
patience, which is required to run the business successfully from all
spheres and nurtured a leading entrepreneur in his trade.

O

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

M

.C

“'Radha Krishna' is a symbol of purity, which reflects in
their quality of food and services.
The universal association of this name with spirituality
and simplicity was the motive behind coining the name
Radha Krishna (now popularly called as 'RK' hotel).”

N.

Harish is an ardent follower of his father's business mantra, “In order to
feed your family good, you must first feed your guests well.”
Experience was his guiding light in times of darkness. He says success
is not about achieving big in life, it has more to do with overcoming the
fear of being present in the right place. Once you have crossed this
hurdle, success is bound to follow. His hotels have a working team of
about 300 people with absolutely no frictional feelings with even a
single staff member since he believes in taking care of each of them as
his own family. He believes in never removing any staff member since
the brunt has to be borne by the employee's immediate interconnected
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My father. He came down to Mumbai at the age of 8 to
clean tables and deliver food parcels miles away. His
first salary was an unthinkable 50 paisa. Few of his
hardships involved sleeping on the gunny bags and
working for 16-18 hours a day.
Today, this same man stands as a proud owner of a
landmark hotel in the city's most populated area.”
family as well.

N.

M
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He considers each member of his hotel staff as important hands and legs
of his business. The hotel business was conceived since it required the
least educational background in those days. He feels taking risks is an
important factor in order to establish your mark and too much of
analysing finally leads to paralysing. His vision and motto virtuously
remains to serve people, with a smile. He adds one should move beyond
'I, me, myself' to reach the doorsteps of success and growth. The twist in
the tale was when their humble non air-conditioned Udupi restaurant
was transformed into a luxury restaurant serving food in 'Corelle' plates
and crystal glasses consisting of all types of vegetarian cuisines ranging
from South Indian to North Indian to Chinese to Italian. This optimistic
entrepreneur's U S P definitely remains the excellent and
uncompromised quality of the food that is served in his restaurants.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Keep moving forward and never fear failure. Avoid
carelessness and don't give up.”
Harish's initial obstacle was acceptability from his hotel staff since they
weren't accustomed to a new face. However, due to his charming
personality and kind-hearted approach, he was soon successful in
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winning over his people's trust and respect. His outlook is that every
individual is destined to fulfil their aspirations; however, it gets delayed
due to some kind of negativity and stress. One of his noteworthy
practices as an entrepreneur is setting an alarm which rings at the end of
every one hour, giving him a chance to reminisce about the hour in not
more than a minute and thereafter, rectifying his mistakes in that hour, if
any.

LL
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Academic qualifications certainly help but an entrepreneur
needs to be an all-rounder. Hence, human management is of
greater importance which cannot be taught, making
experience, the primary teacher.”

N.

M
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His future dreams and plans involve helping the society by healing
them from ailments. To accomplish this noble aspiration, he is in the
process of acquiring knowledge from his erudite guru to disseminate
the learning – 'Food is the ultimate medicine.' Through his 'HOSH Amba Gopal Foundation', he has been successful in counseling several
patients suffering from medical conditions like diabetes, cancer, blood
pressure, etc by educating them about the right types of alkaline food to
consume, to keep the body toxin-free.

Success Mantra:
“Success is making the right choice every moment.”
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“Mr. Harish Shetty's aura is so contagious that after my
rendezvous with him, I was filled with optimism and
gratefulness. He helped me envisage that success has a lot
more meaning to it than simply achieving big. Benignity,
sincerity and team building are few of his many qualities
that have inspired me limitless.”
-

Shristi Banka

N.
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LL

“He is a calm and optimistic person. He is very fond of
helping others. I like the philosophy by which he runs his
business.”
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“You don't have to be a genius or a visionary or even a college graduate
to be successful. You just need a framework and a dream.”
“Our business is about technology, yes. But it's also about operations
and customer relationships.”

EG
E

“Real entrepreneurs have what I call the three Ps (and, trust me, none of
them stands for 'permission'). Real entrepreneurs have a 'passion' for
what they're doing, a 'problem' that needs to be solved, and a 'purpose'
that drives them forward.”

LL

“Every breakthrough business idea begins with solving a common
problem. The bigger the problem, the bigger the opportunity.”

.C

O

“People ask me all the time, 'How can I become a successful
entrepreneur?' And I have to be honest: It's one of my least favorite
questions, because if you're waiting for someone else's advices to
become an entrepreneur, chances are you're not one.”

N.

M

“It's through curiosity and looking at opportunities in new ways that
we've always mapped our path at Dell. There's always an opportunity to
make a difference.”
“There are a lot of things that go into creating success. I don't like to do
just the things I like to do. I like to do things that cause the company to
succeed. I don't spend a lot of time doing my favorite activities.”
“In taking Dell private, we plan to go back to our roots, focusing on the
entrepreneurial spirit that made Dell one of the fastest-growing and
most successful companies in history.”
-
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WordHatter

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1989

M

Age of starting business: 45 years

N.

Year of inception: 2014
Industry: Content writing
Website: www.wordhatter.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Rihen Ajmera

Adil Naik
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Sheetal Choksi comes from a family of professionals which probably
explains the way she operates. Her father is a practicing Civil Engineer,
whom she credits for her analytical thinking. Her family are staunch
believers in liberal thinking and independence and this encouraged her
to break the traditional norms without the pressure of having to conform
to the conventional Do's & Don'ts.

LL
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Education was strongly encouraged and after graduating from N.M.
College in 1989, Sheetal pursued her Diploma in Social
Communications Media from Sophia College. Her professional career
began in a direct marketing firm, a concept that was at its nascence at
that point. After gaining some experience in the field, she proceeded to
pursue her MBA in Marketing from Sydenham College, Mumbai

.C

O

Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M

“Logo - Punctuation marks used in the English language.
Name – it's inspired from Mad Hatter - Alice in Wonderland.
The story is about quirky intelligence and wit.”
She worked with JWT, Ambience Advertising and Shoppers Stop
before setting up a marketing consultancy firm called 'Consult Sams
Pvt. Ltd' in 2010 and now Word Hatter in 2014 with her Co-Founder,
Sharmila Cirvante. It was during her consultancy that she envisioned
the emergence of the digital marketing space and explored this further.
Similarly, WordHatter was conceptualized from her realizations of the
imminent need for Ghost Writers, especially for industry and thought
leaders who wanted visibility and a unique brand voice, but didn't have
the time to write.
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WordHatter is a provider of creative content and ghost writing services
with a strategic point of view. The company works on very niche
projects and handles content and ghost writing services for brands and
individuals. The genres that they write for include AlocBev, Culture,
Hospitality, Lifestyle, Real Estate and Retail & Travel. These are genres
that they are experienced in and therefore provide real industry
expertise to their clients. They provide 100% original content and do
not believe in plagiarizing. They work to ensure client delight and build
long term relationships with their clients.

LL

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Just Do It. Just follow your passion. There are challenges to
being an outlier but hey, be one!”

.C

O

Some things that differentiate WordHatter from the rest are the
privileges they offer to their clients. Each project of WordHatter caters
to its own unique objectives. Sheetal works with only senior writers and
strategists and is willing to compromise on the number of projects
WordHatter handles but is uncompromising on quality.

N.

M

Although she believes that there has been no one significant turning
point for her venture, she goes on to give credit to people who have
played a significant role in making her what she is today. On her journey
towards success, bureaucracy and administrative problems have been
two factors that hindered her progress during the initial stages of
starting her own venture.
At a personal level, she feels that identifying people with the right
attitude more than aptitude has been one of her greatest challenges.
Facing ups and downs in business, working through those cycles with
single minded doggedness has taught her that patience and
determination can help overcome the toughest of challenges.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Anywhere else in the world there is dignity in labour may
it be a janitor, a fireman or a lifeguard. Till this country
reaches that state of respecting people irrespective of their
education and designation we will continue to be caught in
the rut of education as a means to gain dignity.
The day we bring dignity in labour and a visible shift
in the country's thinking is noticed; in terms of not caring
about the degree one possesses and the day we begin
respecting human beings is the day we will not require
academic qualifications to follow our dreams and our
passions.”

M
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She believes that passion and resilience in an entrepreneur are the most
important qualities to overcome any hurdles. Her motto is,
“uncompromising honesty and integrity”, which has served her well as
her enterprise is set to grow at 100% in the next 3 years. Her dream is to
become the 'Go-To' person in her field. She wants WordHatter to be
synonymous with the word 'strategic content.’

N.

Success Mantra:
“Consistency - whether it's in the quality of work,
consistency of service and delivery or the consistency
of behaviour and manner, I have always maintained a
long term relationship with my clients and this has helped
me build trust and loyalty.”
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“Ms. Sheetal gave us a newfound sense of realization of
how wrong our attitude, as Indians, is towards any job- big
or small. There is dignity in labour, and us demeaning
others' work is the reason why, no matter what work we do,
we always earn less money. I was amazed at the transitions
she has had in her career, from working for an ad agency to
being the VP - marketing for Shopper's Stop, and finally
ending up with her content writing firm, WordHatter. What
she does now, as a content writer, is not just different from
what she has done earlier, but is also very unheard of. It
opened my mind to the endless possibilities out there, and
how it's never too late or irrelevant to take up something."
-

Adil Naik

N.

M

“The interview with Sheetal Choksi taught me to be
patient, determined and passionate in life. She focused on
respect which I believe is one of the most important assets
that a person can possess. To make ourselves and to make
this world a better place you begin and end with respect.
Success cannot be achieved overnight. Good things come
to those who wait.”
- Rihen Ajmera
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“The organizational architecture is really that a centipede walks on
hundred legs and one or two don't count. So if I lose one or two legs, the
process will go on, the organization will go on, the growth will go on.”
“All of us, in a sense, struggle continuously all the time, because we
never get what we want. The important thing which I've really learned is
how do you not give up, because you never succeed in the first attempt.”

EG
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“I don't think that ambition should not be in the dictionary of
entrepreneurs. But our ambition should be realistic. You have to realise
that you can't do everything.”

LL

“I think that our fundamental belief is that for us growth is a way of life
and we have to grow at all times.”

.C
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“You have to manage money. Particularly with market economies. You
may have a great product, but if your bottom line goes bust, then that's
it.”

N.

M

-
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Hatimi Steels

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1993

M

Age of starting business: 26 years

N.

Year of inception: 1999
Industry: Ship Breaking
Website: www.hatimi.en.ec21.com
Interviewed and compiled by:

Pooja Pannikar

Harsh Aladia
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
“I had just become the Director of Hatimi since all the plots
were allotted, so after I became the proprietor we kept the
name and did not really change it. Plus we did not really
want to change it because Hatimi is derived from Hatim Tai,
which means strength.”
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Amit Jain's family was originally from Delhi. After getting married, his
father came to Mumbai looking out for more and better opportunities.
Since college he knew he wanted to start up something of his own. His
father, Mr. Jaipal Jain inspired him. His father had come down to
Mumbai in the early 70's. He got into imports, trading metals and many
more things.

N.

M
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Once he graduated in '93, his father asked him about his future plans. At
that point of time his uncle used to stay in Bhavnagar. During a vacation
there he visited a yard and enjoyed it. He saw the yards, ships from all
over the world coming in. It was something very different and unique
for him and he felt, it was adventurous and a different line altogether. He
was keen on it, and after a couple of months passed, he discussed his
plans of entering into ship breaking with his father and decided to get
into it.

Role Models/Mentors:
“My father, Mr. Jaipal Jain”

In Mumbai, he got into a partnership. The first ship they beached,
JalaJyoti was for 5500 ton's; and they were lucky enough to get the
tender. He did not know much about ships at that point of time. The
entire concept of going up on the ship, seeing the various components,
observing what can be used and what cannot was very exciting and he
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absolutely loved it. It has been 20 years and he still loves it. There were
a lot of things he learnt; it was basically a game of steel and nonferrous
metals. It was something completely new and a different experience for
him altogether. They made a loss on their first two ships in Mumbai.

EG
E

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“My advice for budding entrepreneurs is to do the right thing
and to stick to your commitments no matter what.”

.C

O

LL

Later things started to get better when they moved to Bhavnagar. He
believes if a person wants to survive in the ship breaking business they
need to shift to Bhavnagar. It is the world's largest ship breaking yard.
Plots are bigger. There is already a market there, and you do not need to
go for marketing. Going ahead, they negotiated with a person who
already had a plot and joined his company, named Hatimi as a director.
On 1stJan 1999 they beached their first vessel in Bhavnagar. Currently
they produce about 3,000 tons a month.

N.

M

There were some protests by Greenpeace and such organization against
ship breaking and how it was damaging the environment like the oil
spills and wastage. However he believes that ship breaking is actually
good for the environment because at the end of it you are recycling. If
you had to stop ship breaking the excess demand for steel would have to
be supplied through mines, which damages the environment to a greater
extent. If a ship was left to sink, it would eventually pollute the ocean
bed even more. The issue was taken to the Supreme Court, which ruled
in favor of the ship breakers and stated that ship breaking is beneficial
for the environment if done in the correct manner.
Amit feels that the biggest hindrance in India right now is red tape.
Projects get stuck. Today, technology has helped him greatly, as it helps
connect buyers/sellers through emails and via other online platforms.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Not really. I was not really academically inclined.
Entrepreneurship is really something that comes from
inside. I believe that education is important but not
necessary to become an entrepreneur”

N.

M
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There was no concept of tenders, unlike several years ago. The
environment of ship breaking industry in Bhavnagar is extremely
competitive owing to the small community of the industry. Hatimi
steels have regular clients who buy scrap products from them. Ship
breaking being extremely competitive, the industry is fast growing and
thriving. The struggle that they face is that there are limited sellers and
loads of buyers. Often there is a difference of mere dollars in the
purchase price. To overcome this obstacle, Amit feels that you need to
improvise. There are several decisions you take which might be wrong
but it is very important to learn from those decisions. It is important to
keep your word and never go back. It has helped him in building trust
and goodwill and it has paid off in the long run. He states that when the
dealer sticks to their commitment, the client in turns sticks to his/her
commitment. Ship breaking is a very unorganized business and people
involved in the industry are sometimes rash, atrocious and barbaric but
it is very important to treat everyone with respect, as that will in turn
define you, your firm and your entire industry.
Hatimi Steels employees 150-200 daily-workers, yet have never had
any problems with the labor union because of certain measures they
have taken up which include organized camps, safety training
programs, training for first aid and training for firefighting. Having
achieved great laurels in his business, Amit now plans to devote more
time to his family in the near future and strike a perfect work life
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balance.

Success Mantra:
“Success for me is coming home and getting a good night's
sleep. I come back home to my family, relax, and enjoy.”
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INSIGHTS
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“It was a unique experience meeting him among all the
entrepreneurs because of the industry in which he
operates. The huge working capital required, financial risk
taken, overcoming bureaucracy and his ability to keep
going is what really inspires me. His tips and policies to do
business are extremely practical and I want to adopt it in
my business. His definition of success is simple and I
believe that's what matters at the end of the day.”
-

Harsh Aladia

N.

M

“After interviewing Mr. Jain, I learnt that success cannot
necessarily be found in a huge house, or an expensive car
or a designer watch. You can measure your success from
simple things like enjoying with your family and going to
sleep peacefully. He made me realize the importance of
sticking to your words and not going back on them. I also
gained insights into the complexities and workings of the
ship building industry in India.”
Pooja Panikkar
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“Slowly, ideas lead to ideology, lead to policies that lead to actions.”
“Privacy is a vast subject. Also, remember that privacy and
convenience is always a trade-off. When you open a bank account and
want to borrow some money, and you want to get a very cheap loan,
you'll share all details of your assets because you want them to give you
a low interest rate.”

EG
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“My background is putting in large systems that change lives... The
right kind of systems can bring honesty and efficiency.”

LL

“I think politics is the biggest lever of change in India.I'm in politics to
make the lives of millions of Indians better.”

.C
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“The biggest thing the money Infosys brought me is the freedom to do
what I want. And what I want is to give millions more the opportunities I
had.”

M

“Infosys was going to be a different type of company. It was going to be
very ethically run, meritocratic, quality-conscious, transparent.
People didn't confuse the personal with the corporate.”

N.

“My parents were concerned that I would not get good schooling, so
they put me up in my uncle's house in Dharwad, and I spent about six
years there. So at a very young age, I was away from my parents. I
developed an amount of independence and learned to stand on my own
feet.”
“We have developed systems for hiring, training and retaining
employees like an elaborate science.”
-
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ANB Global

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1993

M

Age of starting business: 24 years

N.

Year of inception: 1999
Industry: Assurance, Business Advisory & Consultancy
Website: www.anbglobal.com
Interviewed and compiled by:

Yesha Shah

Shristi Banka
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CA Anil Bhandari, well-known as the current Chairman of Western
India Regional Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India ('ICAI'), commenced his consultancy firm with no seed capital
but a prestigious Chartered Accountancy ('CA') degree. Anil's first
venture was undertaken by him in 1998, with the thought of opening a
website to help aspiring students graduate successfully and opt for an
appropriate career stream. In connection with this, he visited some
well-established coaching classes in commerce as well as science
backgrounds to help him develop an exhaustive repository. This
repository was an invaluable input to many students.

.C
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Anil had started his organisation in the year 1999. For this project
consultancy business, he took up the task of designing his visiting
cards, firm's logo and stationery all by himself. Initially, when he took
off, the business didn't bring in any kind of income for a year or so.
Naturally, his family began pestering him to rethink about this
entrepreneurship decision. Surrounded by friends who had well-paid
jobs in the top accountancy firms of those days, Anil still remained
boldly affixed to his desire to 'start something of my own'.

N.

M

Significance behind company's name or logo:

“'ANB' was devised keeping in mind the philosophy that
simplicity is the ultimate sophistication, which had earlier
been successfully adopted by global leaders like EY, PwC,
KPMG, etc.
Anil decided to go with the first two letters of the dictionary
– 'A' denoting Assurance and 'B' representing Business
Advisory services.
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After taking a hit on the streets, things changed for Anil in the March of
2000, when he was successful in cracking a project finance deal. His
very first deal brought him astonishing revenue of fifteen lakh rupees!
This income was utilised strategically by him for hiring three fresher
CAs in the budding firm, thus rendering his business an increased
corporate outlook. Today, his company has around 550 people working
together as a leading player in assurance and business consultancy
services.

LL

Anil adds that he considers himself and each one of us to be truly
blessed to have been born in Indian families, where we have the
presence of a constant support system, unlike foreign countries
wherein, upon attaining adulthood, an individual is expected to fend for
himself. ‘ANB' is now rightly called a top brand in this industry,

O

holding offices in London, Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore,
Ahmedabad, Dubai and Kenya.”

N.

M
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Role Models/Mentors:
“Anil's father who is a Company Secretary encouraged him
in all walks of his life. Besides him, the success stories of
two companies - Arthur Andersen and Apple Inc. have also
served as inspiring role models for him.”

Anil's motto is, quote, 'To offer best quality services to the client with a
little more heart into the service'. Unlike some of the big guns,
his company's USP is strengthened connectivity with the client and
providing them personalised services. He adds that it is fundamental for
one to understand what they are good at and eventually, pick up that
factor and work more on it. For him, these factors were his extrovert,
persuasive, well disposed and amicable nature that played a crucial role
in choosing his career path.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“India is a great place to be an entrepreneur today for the
simple reason that the market and its opportunities are very
huge. We, as Indians, have a lot of 'fire in our bellies', but we
need to work more on our teamwork abilities. So, please go
out and take risks and immerse yourself in entrepreneurship.
Learn to celebrate your failures.”
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When probed about how does he manage to strike a balance between the
two significant roles of serving a cardinal position at the ICAI along
with occupying the head office of his company, Anil mentions that he
has created a firm which can now function by itself. There are business
leaders within the firm which he overlooks, enabling him to give
maximum time to the ICAI. He jokingly adds that in the past one year,
he feels like he is on a sabbatical from the company since he has worked
for not more than 5 man days! Another interesting story about Anil is
how due to lack of technological advancements in those days, college
admissions were granted on a first come first serve basis and by the time
Anil got to the NM college doors for admission, all seats from General
Quota had been exhausted. Later, he had to resort to his achievements in
sport of hockey to acquire admission to the college through
sports/government quota. But the upside was that it was in the very
same queue that he met his to-be-wife and he will always cherish the
college queue for that.
The company's ownership continues to be more tweaked towards his
family but in the long run, as the firm grows, he says, “Its equity and
ownership will get more diluted giving the partners and directors an
increased stake in the company's business.” Anil's wife, Nirma
Bhandari is also actively involved in running the enterprise as the ‘Head
of Information Risk Management' vertical.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
Not at all. Simply being qualified or even being a rank
holder does not make you successful. It is about the desire
in you to wanting to go ahead and succeed. Skills do not
come from degrees, but from doing.”
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Anil talks about the consultancy business which mainly involves
connecting with like-minded people who have a good amount of
domain knowledge and ensuring that they stay in the company while
paying them salaries, competing with the ruthless outside world. It is
remarkable to note that his company's growth was 100% in the initial
few years, thereafter; they have been scaling up at a comfortable growth
of 40%, year on year. Their biggest challenge remains recruiting likeminded people, bearing a long term career perspective with the firm.
Presently, the company provides services to about 40% of the largest
companies in the country and also close to 10% of the Fortune 500
companies. In order to make it to the top 10 consultancy firms of the
country today, the business' turning point was when they managed to
land an engagement related to technology risk with the second largest
bank in the country, ICICI Bank. This technological job description
and execution was a rarity even with the engineers, back in 1999.
Entrepreneurship is all risk and reward, thus, Anil took up this
opportunity quite confidently and worked very hard towards its
execution. The end result was path-breaking for them. Anil's future
dreams and plans are to convert his company into a larger organisation,
from a 500 people organisation to one with 5,000 people.
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Success Mantra:
“Be innovative in what you have to offer to the market. Our
country has reached the precipice of innovation and no more
labour arbitrage. Believe that anything that you do in life
is a product and the same thought process applies to his
company wherein, you productize all your services.”

LL

INSIGHTS

M
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O

“Apart from being a great honour to meet the top-notch of
the CA fraternity, it was also an invigorating discussion
about the life experiences and learnings of a well-versed
man like Anil Bhandari. He is a commendable orator and
certainly impacts one to hoist the sails of your boat in the
waters of entrepreneurship.”

N.

- Shrishti Banka
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Vserv Digital Services Pvt. Ltd.

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1993

M

Age of starting business: 37 years

N.

Year of inception: 2010
Industry: Mobile Advertising & Internet Technology
Website: www.vserv.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Vidhi Janani

Ujwal Wadhwa
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Dippak Khurana was enterprising, even as a teen. While studying in
FYJC in NM College, he began selling rock band T-shirts. Initially, he
was keen to become a Chartered Accountant (CA) but unfortunately,
his father passed away when he was in SYJC. While he was studying he
joined his maternal uncle's poultry farm business and then he returned
to Mumbai in search of a job, and began preparing for a full time MBA.
However, due to the exam getting postponed Dippak joined The Times
of India (TOI) and working there exposed him to the digital world. He
went on to launch TOI's digital portal TimesofIndia.com.

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M
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“Vserv's logo perfectly articulates our dynamic and
committed approach. The balance of sharp edges with soft
terminals is a very interesting contrast that manifests our
culture. The sharp angular cuts in the logo reinforce our
commitment to simplifying technology and future
forwardness. The colour palette is contemporary and more
meaningful to us, being a reminder of our purpose. The
typography and visual language of the brand help
accentuate the message with a clear hierarchy and order.
Apart from this, our logo embodies the five key values that
define Vserv: Passionate, Innovative, Ethical, Trustworthy
and Agile.”
This was when he realized the full potential of the internet and the
opportunities it provides. He subsequently joined the India Today
Group and then worked with a start-up called Intercept Technologies.
His entrepreneurial DNA, coupled with his deep exposure of Internet
and risk taking decisions, Intercept seemed like the perfect choice for
him. At that point, Intercept had barely started to build India's first
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My role model is N.R. Narayan Murthy. I think he is an
exceptional leader. He is humble and has always tirelessly
focused on achieving organizational goals. More
importantly, I admire him because he has shared the
organization's wealth towards the welfare of his
employees.”

N.

M

.C

O
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online advertising network. He was able to pre-empt what the founders
were looking at building and hence joined the company as VP –
Network. Shortly after meeting his, (then) future wife at Intercept,
Dippak decided to move on from the organization to avoid any possible
conflict of interest. At the same time Yahoo! approached him for taking
up business development. After spending 2 years at Yahoo!, Dippak
again witnessed the throttle of a large organization that was attempting
to build a new business. This encouraged him to join a start-up called
Mauj. At Mauj, he witnessed euphoria and terror and survived both. By
then the operating principle of a start-up became clearer to him. Dippak
has always been intuitive in the decisions he has made in life, right from
his decision to pursue a part time MBA and continue his career with
TOI instead of going for a full time MBA to his decision to become an
entrepreneur. Dippak had seen the online advertising world and mobile
internet consumer adoption. He could anticipate a massive opportunity
by connecting the growing mobile internet user base, time spent by
users on mobile screens, and tons of content creation through mobile
apps and realized that there existed a massive mobile advertising
market. Combining the market domain and skill match, along with the
strong inclination to win and lead, led him to set up Vserv. In 2010, he
joined hands with his ex-colleagues from Yahoo! and started working
towards building India's leading mobile marketing platform that
delivers smart data led results to marketers, app developers, telcos and
data partners. With a team of five people and US $150,000, Dippak
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Khurana and Ashay Padwal launched Vserv, a mobile marketing
platform, in January 2010. Initially, Ajay Adiseshann, the founder of
Paymate was their angel investor in his personal capacity. It took the cofounders, 14 months to launch their flagship product AppWrapper™ in
2011, a revolutionary developer platform that was designed to be the
world's simplest app monetization platform. AppWrapper™ helped
create global supply and just within 3 months of product launch and a
team of just 11 engineers, working out of a small office in Mumbai,
Vserv was receiving advertising requests from over 100 countries
globally. On the back of this product launch, the company started
serving 5 million ad impressions per day. This gave the co-founders the
conviction that they could build a global mobile media business. Vserv
has 500 million+ unique user profiles and a global footprint with offices
across USA, UK, South Africa, India, Dubai, Singapore, Thailand,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines & Vietnam.

M

.C

O

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Start young. Get in as early as possible, before you get
trapped by conventions. Don't get bound by home loans. If
you have a dream, go out and chase it.”

N.

The growth of the mobile internet industry in India in the last decade
caught their eye. Also, the scale at which the mobile marketing industry
was growing both in India and globally, was really something that they
wanted to be a part of. As users in emerging markets spend a huge
amount of time on mobile screens, the question was how to shift
marketer eyeballs on to mobile and get the medium its fair share in the
marketing budget pie. Vserv was founded with the aim to address the
unmet requirements of app developers, publishers as well as
advertisers. Vserv's co-founders saw that the developers were facing a
number of challenges and decided to take a step in order to address these
challenges. Hence, Vserv was setup in 2010 in order to make a
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difference to each and every player in the mobile ecosystem in
emerging markets. Vserv's goal is to remain the leading mobile
marketing platform across emerging markets. The company will
continue to innovate and solve the unique challenges that this sector of
marketing will face in the future. While every business has challenges,
Vserv believed that a strong bonded team can navigate through these
difficult times. Hence, the company has always focused on building the
right team. Some of the challenges that Vserv faced over the course of
its journey was finding the right talent in a young industry and
convincing them to join a fledgling start-up. They also realised that
finding angel investors can be a difficult task in India. Besides these,
Vserv faced some difficulties in business development as well, given
that the mobile was still in its early stages in emerging markets.

N.

M
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Vserv then went on to raise US $2.7 million in Series-A funding from
IDG Ventures India in July 2011. The company started seeing an
increase in the number of users on their marketplace and they were
processing large amounts of data to serve the needs of these users.
Vserv saw an opportunity for advertisers to leverage their data and
launched their own DMP AudiencePro™, in 2012. They then received
another US$4 million in a Series-B round from Epiphany Overseas
Venture India, along with existing investor IDG Ventures India in
September 2012. However, forging partnerships with telco's was not an
easy task and after several rounds of discussions, Vserv finally
partnered with Airtel in India, which was its first global Telco
collaboration. They soon entered into a series of telco partnerships
across various markets in Southeast Asia, thereby making it a market
leader in data integration with telecom operators. Vserv's latest offering
came in early 2015, when the company launched Vserv Aqua Native,
which is a dynamic native advertising format powered by the Vserv
Smart Data™ platform. Vserv Aqua Native is designed to facilitate
seamless experience for consumers on mobile, inclusive of ads.
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Dippak and his founder have struggled from pillar to post to build the
reputation that Vserv commands today and they continue to work with
unmatched fervour and a single minded focus to make Vserv bigger and
even better. Vserv has faced a number of challenges along the way, but
the company with its 200+ strong team has today enabled Vserv to
become one of the leading mobile marketing platforms in emerging
markets
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Success Mantra:
“'Being Unreasonable'. I believe in being unreasonable, both
with himself and with people around him. My belief is that
everyone has infinite capabilities; it's just that we need to
push ourselves to the maximum limit in order to achieve our
goals.”

.C

O

INSIGHTS

N.

M

“Mr. Dippak's interview gave me a new perspective
towards entrepreneurship. I realised how important it is to
have clarity of mind and be a risk taker. Sir's ethical
thinking and practices have influenced me to change my
day-to-day behaviour.”
-
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Mint RPO Services Pvt. Ltd

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1997

M

Age of starting business: 29 years

N.

Year of inception: 2006
Industry: Staffing & Recruiting
Website: www.mintrpo.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Aayush Kothari

Ketaki Deshpande
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Ankush Agarwal comes from an erudite family. His father earned a
Ph.D. from Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) and is currently a
teacher and Associate Dean at Narsee Monjee Institute of Management
Studies (NMIMS). His mother is a housewife. Ankush believes that the
years he spent as a student in N.M. College had a great impact in
shaping his personality. After graduation, he worked with different
companies, the last of which was Mastek Ltd.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:

.C

O

“Mint is simple and means the same across cultures
globally. Nobody can misspell the name and the URL was
easily available. It also signifies freshness and minting
money. The logo is green because mint is green.”

N.

M

After working in the corporate world for nearly a decade and earning an
MBA (Marketing & International Business) from K J Somaiya Institute
of Management Studies, Ankush felt that he had gained enough
experience regarding the functioning of a business and could manage
one on his own. The real push to start his business came after the birth of
his daughter. He underwent an emotional epiphany and realized that he
wanted to create something tangible and substantial for her and her
future. And so, when his baby girl was merely two months old, he
started Mint RPO Services in January 2006. Mint RPO is a recruitment
process outsourcing firm that helps corporates across the globe in
bridging the gaps between their manpower requirements the talent pool
available in the market place.
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Role Models/Mentors:
“No one in particular but I am inspired by Steve Jobs'
journey.”

.C
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Modest as always, Ankush says that his firm does not offer any unique
services. What separates him from the crowd is his own moral compass.
He is honest and takes every possible effort to develop new techniques
that could help his clients in achieving their organisational objectives.
Mint RPO was formed with the vision of being a global, value driven
and progressive business. While seed capital was not a problem in the
beginning, keeping up with working capital requirements was a serious
obstacle. Money that had to be received would come in too late, while
expenses would pile up. He would end up borrowing money to manage
such situations and clear dues like salaries, etc. While working capital is
still an issue, Ankush adapted quickly and now operates on a fixed fee
per month business model which has improved collection cycles to a
great extent. Apart from working capital, other issues such as people
employability issues and tactical vs strategic direction occupy his day
to day thought process.

N.

M

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Figure out what your shortcomings and constraints are.
As entrepreneurship is suitable only for certain type of
people, it can be quite risky. Don't make decisions that
you're not certain you will stick with, because
entrepreneurship can make or break you.”
He could not escape from the 2008 global market crash. Overnight in
the month of October 2008 his business almost came down to zero.
While things seemed bleak, he remained positive and reflected that
at least he will be prepared for the worst possible scenario in the future.
Ankush staunchly believes that proper communication is the best way
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to deal with all business issues. As his enterprise is based on manpower,
he had to hone his people skills and take his business forward by making
every stakeholder feel important. With such a strong set of values and
rising demand for skilled human resource at any given time, Mint
RPO's revenue and business have both taken off. Today with over 70+
employees and offices in India and USA, Mint RPO caters to clients in
20+ countries across the globe. Positive word of mouth spread by past
clients has given the firm much deserved publicity and the number of
new clients is increasing daily.

O

LL

Today Ankush thinks he might be a constraint in his own company's
growth. His biggest problem is that he can't find another Ankush. One
Ankush cannot do everything. Delegation is currently an obstacle
because he wants to create a legacy in both, his personal and
professional life. For this, it is important that Mint RPO be put into safe
hands so that its reputation does not diminish in the future.

N.

M

.C

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“I believe that my MBA degree helped me develop my
professional skills. While qualifications do provide a certain
business orientation, spirit and common sense are more
important.”
Normally, people put their whole life into an organization but he wants
to make a successful exit from this venture and plans to sell it and start
something new. He is only human, so he does wonder if he is making the
right decision. But he doesn't believe in over-thinking things and
reflects c'est la vie or 'such is life', when in doubt.

Success Mantra:
“If you can think it, you can do it! Always be tenacious,
courageous, optimistic and communicative.”
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“It was an amazing experience interviewing Mr. Ankush
Agarwal. 'Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication' is
indeed true and it was reflected by his simple nature and
attitude. Few fundamentals that I learnt from the interview
and wish to apply in my life as well are:
1) If you can dream it, you can do it.
2) Don't Assume, but Ask.
3) Every problem can be solved easily by changing the
attitude towards the problem.”
Aayush Kothari

O

-

N.
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“It was a pleasure meeting Mr. Ankush. His simple
personality is something that I really admire. Mr. Ankush's
definition of 'Assume' has made me rethink my earlier
decisions and has helped me to make certain choices in
life. Following in his footsteps I have started listening to
my heart and following my gut feeling.”
-
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“Entrepreneurial ventures require inspirational leaders who will act as
change agents in bringing transformational progress. Leadership is
about raising the aspirations of followers. It is about making people
believe in themselves. It is about making people more confident. It is
about making them achieve miracles.”

EG
E

“The challenge of Indian companies is to create the powerful
international brands and that are recognized globally. Benchmarking
on a global scale is the only way to compete internationally.”

LL

“No corporation can sustain a progress unless it makes a difference to a
society. The core value of Infosys is therefore a strong sense of social
responsibility.”

.C

O

“There will be instances when your integrity will be tested. Remember
that integrity would be your most important attribute. Lead your team
to fight for truth and never compromise the values. Destiny I believe is
not the matter of chance; it is indeed a matter of choice.”

M

“Character + Chance = Success”

N.

“Performance leads to recognition. Recognition brings respect.
Respect enhances power. Humility and grace in one's moments of
power enhances dignity of an organisation,”
“The real power of money is the power to give it away.”
“Progress is often equal to the difference between mind and mindset.”
“When in doubt, disclose.”
-
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Pay Point India

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1997

M

Age of starting business: 21 years

N.

Year of inception: 1997
Industry: Information Technology
Website: www.paypointindia.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Michelle Dantis

Akriti Birla
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No one in Mr. Rajesh Joshi's family had ever ventured into business.
His father was a conventional man and could not see Rajesh's vision.
Admittedly, he didn't exactly know what his vision was either. He was
pursuing CA and CS in 1997 and had even received a call from IIMIndore. But he knew that he was cut out for something different. After
graduating from NM College in 1997, he pursued an MDBA from
Symbiosis Institute of Management Studies and a diploma in Sales &
Marketing from NMIMS.

Significance behind company's name or logo:

O

LL

“Pay Point stands for a point or a location to make
payments in any mode, at anytime and anywhere.”

N.

M

.C

Rajesh is a 'serial' entrepreneur. As of today, he is on his 5th business
outing. It was during the course of his career that he realized that he
enjoyed building new ventures and taking up new opportunities. His
first venture, Infinity Design (focused on developing and selling web
solutions) was a thought that sprung from casual conversations over
coffee with his friend. The technology boom of the late 90s had turned
the world's attention to India's IT sector which was talented yet
inexpensive. He believes that all his business ideas have come from a
correlation between consumer need and innovation opportunities in
that particular sector.

Role Models/Mentors:
“No role model but I'm inspired by Sachin Tendulkar, A.R.
Rahman, Richard Branson, songs (“Yeh Hausla”, “Ekla
Chalo Re”) and books (Losing my Virginity – Richard
Branson, Maverick by Ricardo Semler).”
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The basis of his business philosophy is helping people fulfil their needs
while being different and using innovative techniques. He considers
himself lucky as his internet business did not require much capital. He
and his partner (an engineer) had to register a domain name and create
their own website to convince their clients about the importance of a
website. Rajesh makes it sound easier than it was, as they had to knock
on some doors and face some rejection just like everyone else. But he
actually never thought that was a huge issue. It was part of life and he
enjoyed every moment of it. The real obstacle, perhaps, was creating
awareness about the internet during the late 1990's & early 2000's.
Clients, even today, tend to look at IT solutions as a cost and not an
investment for business growth and a solution to business problems.
When he started out, he was young and people wanted to invest in his
idea. But today there are far too many young entrepreneurs to generate
that kind of trust.

M
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Go all the way or don't do it at all. Don't build castles in
the air. Today, getting finance is easy but having novel
ideas is difficult. So always think fresh.”

N.

Scaling up was merely a matter of being in the right place at the right
time but the turning point came in 2000 when the Y2K issue (how to get
computers to understand '00 as 2000 and not 1900) was going on. A lot
of global attention was on India and our IT programmers. There was
more opportunity than competition in the business. The big clients went
to big businesses but the small and medium-sized firms came to Auriga
Logic. Scaling up, in terms of manpower, was an actual hindrance. It is
people who make a business grow but people tend to be rigid. He learnt
that dealing with temperamental issues with clear-cut technical
solutions is the right option. He realized that dynamism was the call of
the day and that one should know oneself, be ready to adapt and move
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on. This level of focus proved to be the uniqueness of the services
provided by him. At Infinity Design, he focused on only one thingmaking websites and building a concrete product. At Bajaao.com, their
USP was working on a niche online retail market. At Pay Point India,
their focus is on making currency transfer and access to money easy.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Not essential but they help because people tend to trust you
more if you're from somewhere like IIM-A. Studying is about
discipline but you should translate that into your work.”

N.

M
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Consumers can purchase or make payments for almost any fast moving
consumer services, like utilities, DTH/Mobile recharge, banking and
financial services etc. His services gained distinction as they provided
what the consumer needed, in a market that needed innovation and was
yet untapped. He believes that creating a good product is of utmost
importance. When he started out, he created a proper product and then
went out to clients. He feels it's not enough to just think up ideas and try
to pitch them. He doesn't believe in 'all talk and no action'. With that in
mind, he hopes to set up a company in the US in the future and play with
the 'big boys' of business. He aims to make his company a public listed
one very soon.

Success Mantra:
“If You Build It, They Will Come.” (Field of Dreams)
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“It was a learning experience to meet a serial entrepreneur
like Mr Joshi. I realized that when you start a business, the
most important thing is to create a good product.
Marketing is secondary. His story truly triggered my
inclination towards entrepreneurship, and mostly, towards
never giving up.”
Michelle Dantis
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-
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“Meeting and interviewing Mr. Rajesh Joshi was not only
inspiring but also edifying. He narrated to us his voyage
from within the four walls of his room to the boundless IT
Industry. His responses indicated that regardless of
hindrances it is perseverance that counts.”

N.

M

-
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“The lotus comes from the murkiest water but grows into the purest
thing.”
“As human beings, what we can do is extend help in whatever way
possible.”

EG
E

“Sport is not just about entertainment. It is equally about winning and
losing, pooling and galvanising the energy of the youth, upgrading
people's physical fitness and mental prowess.”

LL

“Education is not a tool for development - individual, community and
the nation. It is the foundation for our future. It is empowerment to make
choices and emboldens the youth to chase their dreams.”

O

“Education is all about igniting young minds and enabling them to
attain their fullest potential.”

.C

“An institution is beyond any individual. It breathes and lives on its own
and always will.”

N.

M

“Wealth and power don't go together. Power cannot be brokered. To me,
power is responsibility.”
“I believe that children have to grow up as all-round personalities, but
it cannot be at the cost of academics.”
“What I have learnt is that it is important to pursue your passion more
than your legacy; if you have a passion with a purpose, then everything
else fits in.”
-
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Leadership Boulevard and Sparsh

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1998

M

Age of starting business: 32 years

N.

Year of inception: 2011
Industry: Education
Website: www.sparshindia.org.in
www.leadershipbouvlevard.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Yati Rungta

Krupa Rambhia
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Ms. Smita Deorah's journey as an entrepreneur started when she
decided not to take her Chartered Accountancy career forward and
rather stay at home in order to spend quality time with her daughter. Not
only did she earn a CA degree but she was also a ranker in all of the CA
exams. She has worked with Price Waterhouse Coopers, during her
articleship, till the year 1999 for almost three and a half years and then
joined Procter and Gamble (India) in 2000. Later, she was transferred to
P&G (Singapore) for seven years.

Significance behind company's name or logo:

.C

O
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“Sparsh is about touching lives. The logo of Leadership
Boulevard depicts that from within the surface, we rise and
take flight. The idea is how we can awaken inner leadership
so that a person can realise his/her potential.”

N.

M

After her daughter Zoya was born, Mrs. Smita did not wish to leave her
at home and go to work. She chose to make the most of her daughter's
formative years by staying with her and investing time in her
development. During this period, she learnt a lot about early childhood
development. She also discovered that she was keen to develop a new
skill apart from finance. Then along came her son Anay. When she saw
the results of her work with her children, she decided to take that to
other children and started an NGO- Sparsh in 2011. Later, when her
husband (Mr. Sumeet Mehta) quit his job, they gave their common
passion of working in the field of education a chance, and decided to
kick-start 'Leadership Boulevard' together in 2012.
There are two organisations namely, 'Leadership Boulevard' and
'Sparsh' that she founded. Sparsh is a non-profit educational
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My parents and my husband encouraged me in every way
possible to go ahead with setting up of leadership schools
and NGO.”
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organisation that started 4 years ago to impact children in the early
childhood stage. A self-sustaining kit is made in English and Marathi to
be given to students to learn. Subsequently, Leadership Boulevard was
started for developing and awakening inner leadership skills among
students with a deep belief that every student can be a leader- and lead
his life in whatever direction he wants. When they need to lead others,
they will lead and when they need to follow others, they will follow.
They will have the courage to formulate their dreams and follow them
too. Their ambition is to reach to more than 1000 children.

N.

M
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Ms. Smita believes in continuous learning. Like every other industry
and venture even they faced problems but the major road to success
depicts how you fight your problems and find out solutions. Her
approach when they faced problems was to not look at the problem as a
problem. She was always solution-oriented in her approach. Despite
problems and hardships, the venture scaled up. Working with the

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Don't be an entrepreneur for the money. It requires a lot of
self awareness, grit and passion. Do it to enjoy the journey of
creating something you find meaningful. Passion is not to be
found; instead passion is what you create. I think it's not
about the end goal, in fact it is about the pain dealt with and
the hardships that come which instead of bogging you down
inspire you to move forward.”
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government in municipal schools was not easy, yet they managed it
somehow. Corporates provided them with funds in the form of
corporate social responsibility. Their continuous hard work led to the
development of the enterprise. She has now opened up a school with
around 100 children from class nursery to 6 in Mahmedabad, Gujarat
and also provides academic support to a school in Jhansi.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“I don't think educational qualifications are that important
but what is important is to be a continuous learner. To be an
entrepreneur you need to continuously learn and grow. I
personally feel that academic qualifications are over-rated;
it is the learning that is important.”

N.
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She has a new school coming up in Mangaon, Maharashtra. Ms. Smita
says that the turning point of her career was when she became a mother
which made her see life in a broader sense. According to her, the venture
that they took up and the service offered is unique because imparting
leadership for leading their own life at a very young age is a unique idea
in itself. She believes in focusing on her goals and plans to open three
more schools reaching 1000 students, imparting each of them with
leadership qualities and teaching them a new way of life.

Success Mantra:
“The most important question to ask in life is not “what
you want” instead ask “what is the pain you want, what
are you willing to struggle for”. What determines your
success is the persistence with which you will struggle for
something and never give up.”
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“The whole concept of social entrepreneurship intrigues
me. She taught me that I should follow my passion and
endure all the hardships and efforts that need to be put in to
achieve the goal with a smile on my face. It's not always
about the destination; in fact it's more about the journey.”
- Yati Rungta

N.
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“The interview that I took was very informal and that was
the best part about it. It felt like talking to a friend. The
interview got me thinking and relating things she said to
my own life. I started believing in the phrase she used,
“Passion is to be created”. She has a very broad view of
looking at life and that is what inspired me. Inspite of being
a chartered accountant, she chose to teach children how to
lead their own lives and that is commendable. She is so
content with what she has in life and she makes it a point to
inculcate the same values in her children. I hope someday I
feel the same happiness and satisfaction in my professional
career.”
- Krupa Rambhia
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“There is only one boss. The customer. And he can fire everybody in the
company from the chairman on down, simply by spending his money
somewhere else.”
“Outstanding leaders go out of their way to boost the self-esteem of
their personnel. If people believe in themselves, it's amazing what they
can accomplish.”
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“High expectations are the key to everything.”

“Exceed your customer's expectations. If you do, they'll come back over
and over. Give them what they want - and a little more.”

.C
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“I learned early on that one of the secrets of campus leadership was the
simplest thing of all: speak to people coming down the sidewalk before
they speak to you. I would always look ahead and speak to the person
coming toward me. If I knew them I would call them by name, but even if
I didn't I would still speak to them.”

N.

M

“If you love your work, you'll be out there every day trying to do it the
best you possibly can, and pretty soon everybody around will catch the
passion from you - like a fever.”
“You can make a lot of mistakes and still recover if you run an efficient
operation. Or you can be brilliant and still go out of business if you're
too inefficient.”
“The key to success is to get out into the store and listen to what the
associates have to say.”
-
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Apps Magnet

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1999

M

Age of starting business: 18 years

N.

Year of inception: 1999
Industry: : Information Technology
Website: www.appsmagnet.com
Interviewed and compiled by:

Arjun Amin

Pranav Dedhia
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The year of Mr. Nirav's graduation proved to be one of the crucial years
of his life as he started his IT enabled Service Company. He was
intrigued by technology since school and later got a golden opportunity
to meet Bill Gates in the 12th grade. This meeting further motivated him
to follow his dreams. He was the secretary of the Computer Society in
college. At an Intercollegiate quiz competition he met a few people and
discussed about starting something of their own, eventually launching
India's first electronic magazine called 'MAGNET – Magazine on the
Net' in February 1998. His dad quit his job to help him with all the
general day-to-day management of the company.

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

O

“'Apps' stand for applications and 'Magnet' stands for
Magazine on the internet.”

M

.C

His relative's boss, Mr. Shekhar Mehtaheard about Nirav's idea and
asked him whether he would be interested in doing business with him.
Initially, Nirav had plans to pursue an MBA degree. However, after
weighing his options, took on the partnership and started Magnet
Technologies Pvt. Ltd. - his first venture.

N.

Role Models/Mentors:
“Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Dhirubhai Ambani, Robin Sharma.”
Magnet became well known for delivering top notch web solutions and
continued growing - reaching two locations and more than 100 people
team. 2008 brought major crisis for Magnet though as it came under
heavy losses and debt. There was a time when he couldn't pay salaries to
his employees. He had to let go 70% of his staff, and then they faced a
loss of almost to 20% of the company's turnover. Nirav didn't leave
thinking it's a "sinking ship" and paid back all debts over the next few
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“For Entrepreneurs, I don't think it is the qualification that
really matters. The things that I learnt in my graduation are
only 5% useful. I think what you actually need in business is
way beyond what you are taught in any education.”

EG
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years.
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LL

The turning point in his business was in 2009 when they redefined their
focus on products and terminated services. They ventured into making
applications under the Apps Magnet brand. His business has been
flourishing since. After Apps Magnet, he's launched many successful
brands - including Putler, Store Apps and Icegram. He has always
dreamt of inventing new things and not worry about money. He firmly
believes that hard work, agility, perseverance, self- confidence and
innovation are the pillars to success. Most importantly he says,
“Believe in yourself and learn from your mistakes.”

N.

M

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“If you want to be an Entrepreneur, Go for it! Remember
to sell your idea first, i.e. even before you build your
product/service. It is like testing your idea before jumping
into business. We keep talking about passion but it is when
the rubber meets the road, the passions are melted. When
we had issues with cash, we were passionate about products,
but we had to stop them. So it is not just passion that will
get you through. Passion is important but you need to
sell your idea to validate and shape it.”
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Success Mantra:
“Focus on your business and its growth, not just on
customers or your employees. In the initial years, I was
more passionate about building things and then I realized
that just building doesn't help. After building we need to
sell it to build the next thing.”
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INSIGHTS
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“I learnt that you should never back out from your
responsibility. Mr. Mehta kept his focus on the business and
its growth, not just customers or employees and he
developed products that would act as a painkiller and not a
vitamin. Perpetual focus on Excellence by him made me
realise that if you have to be the king of the market, you
have to excel in what you are doing. When you're choosing
to be an entrepreneur, you are essentially choosing to be a
problem-solver. This philosophy of Mr. Nirav motivates me
to be a trouble-shooter.”
Pranav Dedhia

N.

“Mr. Nirav is very confident and believes in himself. Even
after facing difficulties like employee turnover, he
managed to continue working on his dream and never lost
his hope. He knows how to face different barriers which
come on his way to success. He believes that patience is a
virtue and has faith in his ideas. He treats growth and
downfall equally.”
Arjun Amin
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DNV Security Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 1999

M

Age of starting business: 22 years

N.

Year of inception: 2006
Industry: Manufacturing and solutions design
Website: www.dnv-india.com
Interviewed and compiled by:

Ketaki Deshpande

Harneesh Sahni
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For Mr. Varuchhi Dubey, it was a matter of destiny. His father was a
banker (now retired) and mother a housewife. After graduation, he
pursued his articleship for Chartered Accountancy. He talked to us
about his routine saying, ”When I was in the last two years of NM, I
reached college at 7:00 am, attended lectures till 12:00, ate something
hurriedly and, rushed to my day job, where I was supposed to report at
11:00 am but I always ended up being late due to my schedule. At times I
had to bunk college and report there for a full day's job and my day used
to end at 8:00 - 9:00 o'clock at Nariman point and then I would go back
home.” Varuchhi would have pursued C.A. had it not been for his
brother-in-law who worked for a leading electronics security systems
company as the technical manager there but later quit to begin his own
company. After a while, he decided to move to New-Zealand and asked

.C

O

Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M

“DNV- So you see a keyhole, what I am trying to show is a
solution, the key hole is what solves your lock door, and it
unlocks it. So the logo is slightly security based because I
have a keyhole and a keyhole leads to a lock, but what I
really want to put pressure is on the fact that we are a
solutions based company.
VITRAN- If you see the V of VITRAN is same as DNV's V.
So where DNV ends is where VITRAN starts and the end of
the I of VITRAN are networking nodes. As it's a distribution
company and it works in channels. Networking is very
important as we deal through the channel. So that is what
we are trying to portray over here and the VITRAN logo
comes with 'we distribute' motto.”
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Varuchhi to handle calls at his office for a few days as they were in the
process of shutting down the business. But working there, he decided to
take over the company and try things out by himself.

EG
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Gradually, he learnt how to program, e-prom (which is the controller
IC), the specifics of a computer system, the coding and the software and
soon Varuchhi was managing the company solely. The seed capital was
zero and therefore he bought a cycle which he used to travel to work
every day, thus saving his rickshaw fare.

LL

The turnover after a year of operation was 8 lakhs. Varuchhi has not
experienced any employee turnover from those initial years. After 3
years Varuchhi Dubey hit a major roadblock.

N.

M
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Start early and remember it's never going to be a steady
rise, it's going to be up and down, whenever you are down
remember this will pass, it has passed before then why not
now. When you are going down, fight with what's going
wrong and settle it, rather than dreaming big. When you
are up dream big, only when your time is right you will be
able to grow, because when you are up its going to happen,
it's your time, everything is possible because when you are
in upward momentum the momentum is going to take you
places, don't stop now it is the time to rise and shine.”
He started having troubles with the product's upgradation and the
company's R&D. Struggling with the difficulty, he took a few
decisions, changed the way they did business totally, and today both
DNV and VITRAN combined is close to a 15 Cr valuation.
The turning point in his life was when he realized how much a leader's
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team looks up to him/her. Describing his company he says, “At DNV
the idea that helped us out was very simple. The customer just closes the
order and then we take care of everything leftover. So we have a small
tagline, which is 'Security Simplified'. Electronic Security is very
complex, everybody cannot understand it, so we say we will simplify it
for you, you just place the order and everything else is our headache.”

M
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Yes. To be super qualified? No. But whatever we study in
a classroom, we wonder “is this of any use??” Will you
really need it when you are in the corner, fighting to s
urvive? I think a lot of survival skills are hidden in those
textbooks, which we realize only when we are in that
situation. When I wrote my first business e-mail, I wasn't
sure of the format. While writing it I recollected what I had
learnt in Business Communication, the format of the letter.
I used it and it worked, it really helped me and I believe if
I weren't qualified academically or would not have studied
enough, I would have struggled; today I have people who
draft these letters. I also havea communications team that
manage this for me now.”

N.

Mr. Dubey's father encouraged him in his own way, at times showing
his support and also encouraging Varuchhi to prove him wrong. His
brother always stood by him and he remembers him saying, "Do you
know brother, the day you cross 1Cr. turnover, all the people who are
saying bad things about you will stop talking." It was very tough for him
to go and meet somebody who used to see him work so hard with
nothing in his hand and he used to live with comments like "You are
actually so busy or you just pretend to be, because if you are busy then
where is the money?" “As nobody had the patience” he adds, “it was
very tough for me.” My brother told me, "You wait till you reach your
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1st Cr. The day you reach it, everybody will change their way, the way
they talk to you.”

EG
E

Success Mantra:
“I believe in the statement –'This will pass'.
“Think positive and dream big and if you are not going to
dream big, you are not going to try and achieve it.”

LL

INSIGHTS

N.
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“Meeting Mr. Dubey was a great opportunity. His story
was something that I was looking forward to. After meeting
him I have understood the importance of hardwork in life. I
have become his huge fan. His story shook me to my core,
his never giving up attitude has taught me that come what
may, "never loose faith as everything will pass". It was an
absolute pleasure meeting such a charismatic personality
like him, he is someone whom I will always look upto.”
-
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“The future was uncertain, absolutely, and there were many hurdles,
twists, and turns to come, but as long as I kept moving forward, one foot
in front of the other, the voices of fear and shame, the messages from
those who wanted me to believe that I wasn't good enough, would be
stilled.”
“The world is your oyster. It's up to you to find the pearls.”

O
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“Others may question your credentials, your papers, your degrees.
Others may look for all kinds of ways to diminish your worth. But what
is inside you no one can take from you or tarnish. This is your worth,
who you really are, your degree that can go with you wherever you go,
that you bring with you the moment you come into a room, that can't be
manipulated or shaken. Without that sense of self, no amount of paper,
no pedigree, and no credentials can make you legit. No matter what, you
have to feel legit inside first.”

N.

M
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“It was right then that I started thinking about Thomas Jefferson on the
Declaration of Independence and the part about our right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. And I remember thinking how did
he know to put the pursuit part in there? That maybe happiness is
something that we can only pursue and maybe we can actually never
have it. No matter what. How did he know that?”
“Walk that walk and go forward all the time. Don't just talk that talk,
walk it and go forward. Also, the walk didn't have to be long strides;
baby steps counted too. Go forward.”
“Wealth can also be that attitude of gratitude with which we remind
ourselves everyday to count our blessings.”
-

Christopher Paul Gardner
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Safex Fire Services

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2000

M

Age of joining business: 20 years

N.

Year of inception: 1972
Industry: Fire safety services
Website: www.safexfire.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Krishna Agarwal

Yesha Shah
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“The name-Safex was created by one of the team members
of the company. It is broken in two parts: SAFE-EX
meaning safe extinguisher. Designed by my father, the logo
consists of two triangles. Fire is said to occur because of
two reasons representing each side of a triangle - fuel, air
and heat, so if you remove either of one, the fire gets
extinguished.”

N.

M
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The company was started by Tejas' father, Mr. Jitendra Chhotalal Shah,
who wasn't entirely financially strong. That pushed him to work since a
young age. He thought that joining a night college was the most viable
option as he didn't want to curb his studies. Using a bicycle and skipping
meals wasn't that cumbersome to achieve the destination he had set for
himself. He lived in a small room with 5 of his siblings and parents.
Nevertheless, he always had a clear vision of what he wanted to become
and had complete family support.
After graduating from N.M. College, he started pursuing an MBA from
S.P. Jain College. He had this earnest attitude to learn things
everywhere he went in spite of having everything handed to him on a
silver platter(considering how his father had succeeded at his business).
He was a bit notorious in college, but he performed where it mattered.
His father, Mr. Jitendra Shah had dealt in spare parts of fire products and
had always conceived a dream of opening up a factory of his own. After
saving some serious amount of money, he entered in the field
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of fire saving services. Along with his brothers, he started the business
with flourish. Tejas entered in the year 2000 when he took the company
global. Even though he knew he was the future head of the company, he
never grew complacent and worked hard as ever. Tejas, being the
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My father, Jitendra Shah. Dad's support and encouragement
has been a major factor in getting me where I am today.”

N.

M
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young blood, sometimes had problems in implementing his new ideas
and convincing everyone about the importance of growth in addition to
sustainability. He has emphasized a lot on his family relations and
always listed it as a priority in his life. His bonding with his brother,
Rishit Shah(the other director of Safex Fire Services) has been a great
factor in taking the company to the pinnacle. His dad's support in all the
new things he wanted to try in his life, and the trust he placed on him for
everything he believed he could deliver has been the major factor in
developing himself and staying young and passionate for his work. His
father was of the belief that work is not to earn to survive; it should be
your passion and not an imposition in itself. He has never waited for a
weekend in my life because he has always loved his work. He is of the
firm belief to start something new everyday, to develop a new idea or
get aware about new things in the world and to keep on researching and
innovating at the same time. He equates work with passion and believes
that one should retire if passion isn't left anymore.
Taking the company global, Tejas started his first project in Nepal in his
first year itself. He travelled with the bare minimum, all in a bid to
expand his company. In 2000, it was quite celebratory when he captured
60% to 70% of the market share of Nepal. Having his first visit in
Europe, Mr. Tejas fell in love with the country ever since.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Hard work and Dedication are two wings that help an
entrepreneur reach heights and achieve their dreams. A
person must always be hungry and passionate about his
work. He should do what he loves. He shouldn't leave any
stone unturned and put in all the time and efforts that he
can.”
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He believes that Europe is a county which would always fight for
survival. It is a country which always innovates to succeed in the
competition. He has made a policy for himself and his employees to
have a compulsory visit to Europe once a year every year and explore
the companies there, know about how they are progressing and
introspect about areas of improvement.

M
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“It is not necessary, but education always helps a person to
do better in life. It broadens one's perspective. Education
has its own importance and should never be ignored.”

N.

Mr. Tejas believed in nurturing manpower and not hiring them.
Spearheading India's third largest fire services providing company, he
has not hired any professionals in his company. He hired graduates and
high school graduates from the vernacular medium, taught them the
work, made them feel a part of the company and gave them the same pay
&recognition that a professional would get in the company. This helped
him earn their trust and loyalty. He treats his employees as an extension
of his own self and thinks that the one thing he would really love to do is
build a hospital for the poor, as he furthers his company.
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Success Mantra:
“I never let my personal relations affect my business, but
I ensure to take that factor in mind while making decisions.
Accepting change, diversifying, adopting so as to expand
have been my goals. I think I have succeeded, if you can
call it that, because I took care not to enter multiple
business lines at once and by nurturing my employees.”

LL

“No matter where you're from, your dreams are valid”
-

Lupita Nyong'o

.C
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“Practice isn't the thing you do once you're good. It's the thing
you do that makes you good.”
-

Malcolm Gladwell

M

“The biggest risk is not taking any risk. In a world that is
changing really quickly, the only strategy that is guaranteed to
fail is not taking risks”

N.

-

Mark Zuckerberg

“A ship is safest at the harbor, but that is not where it is supposed
to be”.
-
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INSIGHTS
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“It was a wonderful opportunity to meet Mr. Tejas. I learnt
that you should always be passionate about your work. You
can give your 100% to anything only when you are 100%
willing to do it. The moment the passion dies just quit it and
get into something that you love. You need to give at least
12 to 15 hours to your work if you need to excel and be the
best in the crowd. Keep trying and have a clear vision and
mission for your game plan in life. Work hard, Party
harder. Innovation is the key to success. Invest your
earnings in your business itself and try to be a monopoly
rather than diversifying in every possible field.”
Yesha Shah

.C

-

N.

M

“He is a very humble and hardworking person. One very
interesting and different thing about him that I envy is- his
ability to spend quality time with his family along with
managing his business”
-
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Crimson Interactive

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2002

M

Age of starting business: 25 years

N.

Year of inception: 2005
Industry: STM (Scientific, Technical, Medical) Industry
Language Services
Website: www.crimsoni.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Shubhangi Jalan

Hardik Thacker
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Mr. Sharad Mittalgraduated from N.M. in the year 2002, and exactly 3
years after that, he embarked onthe dream journey that he had always
envisioned.His aim was to not only to succeed in his professional goals
but also gain personal satisfaction by associating with a worthwhile
cause. The idea of initiating a business venture related to academic
language services came about after conducting essential groundwork
studies on the requirements of non-English-speaking researchers and
based on the fact that there exist very few successful editing/translation
companies in ESL (English as a second language) countries. Sharad
decided to focus on Japan first, because the Japan market is particularly
tough to crack. Theprimary objective of this venture, Crimson
Interactive,which was started with a seed capital of 8 lacINR,wasto
become the largest academic editing player globally, delivering highquality services to clients worldwide. Sharad's motto has always been
to never compromise quality for success;although it may result in shortterm gains, such compromises always prove unsuccessful in the long
run.

N.

M

Significance behind company's name or logo:

Crimson is a POWER color and symbolizes a power
company. It reflects our passion in what we do.

At the start, as is with any new venture, Sharad faced multiple
challenges, including those in organizational development and those on
the client front such as maintaining consistency in the quality of
services offered. This was especially crucial for the client base in Japan,
which is known for the high quality of products and services it offers.
Indeed, Japan is the most quality-conscious country in the world, and
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the skepticism surrounding Indian service providers proved to be a big
challenge. Another hurdle was the cultural differences between these
two countries, making activities like client acquisition and marketing
all the more challenging. This is primarily why most MNCs focus on
either the US or European market; penetration and expectation setting
are both easier.

EG
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Role models/Mentors:
“I look up to all my family members, but my grandmother
holds a special place in my heart, because the kind of
perseverance and confidence that she had in me is what I
value and cherish the most.”

M
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According to Sharad, the philosophy of believing in oneself is very
important. At the time the company was formed, he faced a lot of
challenges, but he always adopted a do-it-yourself approach for all
problems, small or big. As a budding entrepreneur, he knew that this
was just the beginning, and if one just stands up to the problem and goes
down a solution-driven path, even the most complex issues can be
resolved.

N.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“The most important aspect for budding entrepreneurs is not
to get swayed or not to evaluate opportunities in light of the
money-generating aspect. The main focus should be the value
addition that the business is going to bring to your clients. It
is also important for the entrepreneurs to evaluate how they
can differentiate their services from the ones that are present
in the market.”
When Crimson Interactive was started, Sharad conceptualized the idea
“Reverse Outsourcing.”
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In order to leverage costs, many companies outsource their work to
countries like India and Philippines owing to low labor costs. Sharad
did exactly the opposite. Not particularly concerned about leveraging
costs, he devised a plan such that the company could provide round-theclock high-quality services to its Japanese clients while headquartered
in India, by recruiting global talent and outsourcing work to them. This
model proved to be the starting point of his venture and the key to the
company's success. This idea of “Reverse Outsourcing”became so
popular that even other companies started emulating Crimson. In a way,
it also helped position India as a sought-after employer for the world,
and not just a hot outsourcing destination.

N.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Academics are important and beneficial for any
entrepreneur, but not a necessary factor. What is important is
that the person needs to have the drive to pull any venture
forward. Risk-taking ability and the entire thought process for
the requirements of a business are necessary. Although
educational qualifications definitely add on skills and
knowledge, provide a broad mindset, and initiate the thinking
process, the yearning within oneself is what is most
important. Without this, even the highest qualification will not
deliver results.”
The turning point of Crimson Interactive was their deal with Maruzen,
the biggest academic consulting company in Japan and DNP, the
biggest printing company in Japan. The deal was the result of the focusoriented approach and continuous hard work of the company.
Today, the entity Crimson Interactive caters to 40,000+ clients from 89
different countries. In the near future, Sharad sees the company as the
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largest editing player in the world. He aims to expand his business to
several countries worldwide, add different high-value services to the
company's portfolio, and take Crimson to newer heights.

Success Mantra:
“Dream big and believe in yourself! There is no gain without
pain. Work hard and achieve your dreams.”
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INSIGHTS
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“It was a wonderful experience interviewing Mr. Sharad
Mittal. I got to learn a lot. His presence of mind, dynamic
ideas and 'thinking out of the box' concept made an impact
on my mind.”
-

Hardik Thacker

N.

M

“Meeting Mr. Sharad Mittal was a really enriching
experience. His story, thoughts, struggles and ideas helped
me learn different qualities and gave me an insight into the
corporate world.”
-
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“My job as a leader is to make sure everybody in the company has great
opportunities, and that they feel they're having a meaningful impact
and are contributing to the good of society. As a world, we're doing a
better job of that. My goal is for Google to lead, not follow that.”
“Basically, our goal is to organize the world's information and to make
it universally accessible and useful.”
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“We're at maybe 1% of what is possible. Despite the faster change,
we're still moving slow relative to the opportunities we have. I think a lot
of that is because of the negativity... Every story I read is Google vs
someone else. That's boring. We should be focusing on building the
things that don't exist.”

O

“If you're changing the world, you're working on important things.
You're excited to get up in the morning.”

.C

“We don't have as many managers as we should, but we would rather
have too few than too many”

N.

M

“We can't have democracy if we're having to protect you and our users
from the government over stuff we've never had a conversation about.
We need to know what the parameters are, what kind of surveillance the
government is going to do, and how and why.”
-
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IDEAL CREDence

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2003

M

Age of starting business: 18 years

N.

Year of inception: 2010
Industry: Education
Website: www.idealcredence.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Shristi Banka

SupinderKaur
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Mr. Hemang comes from family of teachers, which is evident from the
love he has for teaching. His mother and sister are both teachers.
Because he lost his father at a fairly young age, he was quite
independent and started working at an early age. While at college, he
co-founded 'Study Circle', a coaching institute with his friends.
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After his MBA from NMIMS, he worked with Kotak Mahindra Bank
for three and a half years. Having built enough corporate experience, he
decided to take a plunge (again) & and took up teaching as his vocation.
He started teaching at a reputed institute where he was the Product Head
for14 months.

O
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Significance behind company's name or logo:

.C

“CREDence” stands for Credible & Reliable Education”

N.

M

The idea to open up his own coaching classes emerged from his family
background since he had always been passionate about teaching and
money was not the primary deciding factor. Solely for the joy and
satisfaction of teaching & entrepreneurship, Mr. Hemang, Mr. Amit
Panchmatia (his business partner) and Mr. Bhavin Gala (his business
partner) decided to start their own classes. Since they enjoyed a good
reputation among the students, students came to CREDence. His team
focuses on better conversion ratio compared to other players' i.e. How
many students join CREDence for MBA coaching and how many get
selected at the top B-schools. He says that good results are the only
marketing tools they require. He is still a teacher-mentor at heart and it's
more than just about running a business for him. His ambition is to be
among the top 3 players of MBA coaching classes in Mumbai.
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My Mother and Abhishek Thakore (my friend) are my role
models.
As a teacher, I am hugely inspired by 3 brilliant teachers I
had in school.”
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Initially, due to lack of infrastructure, Mr. Hemang conducted his
classes at a small garage in Vile Parle. He recalls giving admission to his
first few students in his partner's car where they together handled form
filling and other formalities. They hired three garages right next to each
other and had to deal with water leakages. This did not deter their spirit
neither did it stop students from taking admission to his classes owing
to impressive teaching skills and good market image of the partners. His
start was what one would truly call as a 'garage setup'. In 2014, they
shifted to a proper establishment in Vile Parle. 'IDEAL' is a big brand in
the coaching industry which decided to join forces with CREDence due
to their immense growth potential. This is how 'CREDence' became
'IDEAL CREDence’

N.

M

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Have your business plan ready and launch one at a young
age!! You will have more time to learn. The best way to start
business is to identify personal pain points and devise
solutions for the same. Execution is the key.”
Although they met with a good response they had to face the hardships
of managing a startup. He calls this as his 'Super exciting journey'.
Subsequently things stabilized for him and more students from his
classes made it to the top B-schools. Today, CREDence trains 700
students across 5 centres in Mumbai. His USP is the personal touch that
he and his team share with students by conducting group discussions,
personal interview rounds, and participating in community service
activities.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Not necessary, but it does help especially if you want to
raise funds from investors. A great academic performer is not
necessarily a great entrepreneur or vice versa.”

EG
E

For instance, every Sunday some students volunteer as teachers and
teach children who do not speak English. They have also joined hands
with “TEACH FOR INDIA” to train students in football and organize
football matches. His future dream is to expand his business into the
online education space. And make CREDence a national education
company for test preparation to vocational training.

M
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Success Mantra:
“Follow your passion. Money should not be your only focus.
Do not fear failure. Start young. Have a co-founding team
with complementary skills- it will greatly improve the
chances of success.”

N.

“Don't worry about being successful but work toward being
significant and success will naturally follow you.”
-

Oprah Winfrey

“You don't learn to walk by following rules. You learn by doing
and falling over”
-
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HEMANG PANCHMATIA

INSIGHTS
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“My rendezvous with Mr. Hemang Panchmatia has taught
me a very important lesson - one must never forget the
roots where they come from. He has inspired me to take
note of personal pain points in my life and emerge with
unique entrepreneurial ideas from them. His belief in the
fact that in order to be successful, one must always start off
at an early age is truly creditworthy.”
Shristi Banka

LL
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“It was very inspiring and a golden opportunity for me to
be part of this interview session. I learnt that there is no age
limit to be an entrepreneur. I am inspired to think of new
ideas and take them forward without any fear of failure.”
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Supinder Kaur

“The torch relay is an excellent embodiment of all that the Olympic
Games have come to symbolise - a celebration of the human spirit.
Personally to me, it represents striving to be the best in whatever we do,
never giving up despite the odds, and a commitment to health and
fitness.”
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“This is a learning in the business life that first of all you need to have
commitment, dedication and passion for what you are doing.”
“The danger, though - and there have been signs of this recently - is that
Europe begins to demonstrate a return to more nationalist sentiment. To
my mind, that would be a great mistake.”
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“This is not about creating a giant. It's about creating the sustainability
of the steel industry.”

.C

“At the end of the day you have to keep emotions away.”
“I am confident we will win, I am not even thinking beyond that.”

N.

M

“Hard work certainly goes a long way. These days a lot of people work
hard, so you have to make sure you work even harder and really
dedicate yourself to what you are doing and setting out to achieve.”
-
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ASHUTOSH RATHI
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EnLight

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2004

M

Age of starting business: 27 years

N.

Year of inception: 2014
Industry: Management Consulting
Website: www.enlight.in
Interviewed and compiled by:

Vedangi Brahmbhatt

Akshaya Tawde
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Ashutosh Rathi was born in a Marwari family, with his father being a
Chartered Accountant in practice. N.M. library has been a temple to
him. He acknowledges that professors like Dr. Vijayshree Anand, Dr. B.
K. Nair, Prof. Jhaveri and Prof. M.V. Shettyhave contributed in making
him a good human being. He also met his wonderful wife Nikita during
N.M days. They have a son named Advait. After graduation, he
completed his CA and MS (Finance) and started his career with BMR
Advisors (in process and risk consulting). In 2010, he left the firm and
co-founded Basil Partners, a management consulting firm.

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

.C
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“EnLight means “Entrepreneurs' Light”. Authentic
business wisdom lights up the path for growth and success.
Sunrise logo symbolizes embarking on the entrepreneurial
journey towards growth.”

N.

M

During the course of his management consulting career, he observed
that many small and medium enterprises (SMEs) were performing
much below their true potential because they did not have access to
authentic business wisdom, experience and exposure to take their
enterprise to the next level. There was a need of a platform, an ecosystem that could enable them to unleash their true potential. That's how
EnLight came into being. EnLight stands on the pillars of integrity,
wisdom, passion and innovation, the values that Ashutosh breathes.
EnLight's mission is to unlock the growth potential of 1000 small and
medium businesses in 10 years (from 2014 to 2024). This will indirectly
generate massive employment in our job hungry nation in the coming
years.
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Role Models/Mentors:
“I am inspired by Pujya Pandurang, Shastri Athavale,
Mahatma Gandhi and Bobby Parikh, the torchbearer of BMR
Advisors. I am also highly inspired by a fable 'Jonathon
Livingston Seagull'.”
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This novel idea first emerged in November, 2012 out of a fruitful talk
between Ashutosh and his co-founder, Dinesh Tejwani. They decided to
come together to enable entrepreneurs to grow their businesses in an
organized and dynamic manner. In the following 9 months, along with
Subir Biswas (an Enabler), they were able to deliver tremendous value
to four entrepreneurs coming from diverse backgrounds. Finally
towards the end of 2013, they decided to build a committed platform
which would house a team of Enablers from varied domains and
industries. Initially, they found it difficult to make entrepreneurs aware
that business advice could tangibly benefit them in terms of economic
and organizational gains. Keeping with the adage, “Tell me what
company you keep and I'll tell you what you are”, he stood by his vision
of EnLight Enablers.

N.

M

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“There is no fun in doing business only for the sake of making
money. Create a business around your passion and not just
lucrative opportunities.”
Today, the business is on the precipice of scaling up and flying off to
new heights in 2015 by reaching out to a wider audience. As he changed
the course of his career, Ashutosh also had an epiphany that got him to
rethink his life. In 2013, he took off from work for some time and began
to introspect about his purpose in life. This inquiry got him thinking
about how he wants to be remembered after his death and what his
legacy would be. He sculpted his life purpose as “to unlock the true
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potential of every human being”. This is probably what spawned the
unique nature of his business. As of today, EnLight is one of its kind in
India. For every Enabler on the panel, EnLight mandates to have
qualities of wisdom, humility and passion to contribute in every
Enabler. As a result of this mandate, only rare diamonds find space on
EnLight panel.

EG
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“It is not a pre-requisite. But having academic qualifications
adds turbo boosters to your speed and provides you with a
much bigger canvas of opportunities to paint your life on.”

N.

M
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Ashutosh advises us never to compromise on honesty and integrity. Our
past experience about ourselves constrains us from flying high. The
ultimate truth is - each one of us has infinite potential. It's simply a game
of “choice” and how much action you can produce. Your passion can
keep you going in hard times. If your work doesn't excite you, you will
burn out one day. He tries not to cushion himself against risks but treats
them as opportunities. A philanthropist in words and deeds, he declares
that he shall be instrumental in making this world a wonderful place to
“live” where people genuinely care and respect for each other,
unconditionally love each other and live in complete peace and
harmony and make a difference in millions of lives. There’s lot more to
come.

Success Mantra:
“Michelangelo said, “The greater danger for most of us
lies not in setting our aim too high and falling short; but in
setting our aim too low, and achieving our mark.” So aim
high in life and play at full potential.”
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“Mr. Ashutosh Rathi is a young entrepreneur with a great
attitude towards life. On a personal note, he has inspired
me by his way of thinking and his philosophy of working.
He seems to be a very sincere, humble and down to earth
person. He is someone I look upto.”
-

Akshaya Tawde

-

Vedangi Brahmbhatt
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“After meeting Mr. Ashutosh, I got really good and positive
vibes which have left a great impact on me and my thinking.
I learnt one very important lesson from him that 'Once you
take up responsibilities, however difficult it is, accomplish
it in the best possible manner. Never give up.' He is a very
simple and highly optimistic person.”
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“Practice isn't the thing you do once you're good. It's the thing you do
that makes you good.”
“The key to good decision making is not knowledge. It is
understanding. We are swimming in the former. We are desperately
lacking in the latter.”

EG
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“We have, as human beings, a storytelling problem. We're a bit too
quick to come up with explanations for things we don't really have an
explanation for.”
“Who we are cannot be separated from where we're from.”
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“Those three things - autonomy, complexity, and a connection between
effort and reward - are, most people will agree, the three qualities that
work has to have if it is to be satisfying.”

N.
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“It is those who are successful, in other words, who are most ly to be
given the kinds of special opportunities that lead to further success. It's
the rich who get the biggest tax breaks. It's the best students who get the
best teaching and most attention. And it's the biggest nine- and tenyear-olds who get the most coaching and practice. Success is the result
of what sociologists to call “accumulative advantage.”
“The tipping point is that magic moment when an idea, trend, or social
behavior crosses a threshold, tips, and spreads wildfire.”
“It's not how much money we make that ultimately makes us happy
between nine and five. It's whether or not our work fulfills us. Being a
teacher is meaningful.”
-

Malcolm Gladwell

DHAVAL BATHIA
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Genesis Educational Technologies

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2004

M

Age of starting business: 17 years

N.

Year of inception: 2004
Industry: Educational Books and Training
Website: www.dhavalbathia.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Priya Shah

Krupali Gudhka

DHAVAL BATHIA

Mr. Bathia grew up in Mumbai and belongs to a quintessential business
family. His father is a stockbroker and his mother, a housewife. Writing
was a passion for him since childhood. He started writing books from a
young age. He penned his first book 'How to Top Exams and Enjoy
Studies' at the age of 17 when he was in 12th grade. The book has been
translated and published in 14 languages.

EG
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“The word 'Genesis' is taken from the Bible which means
beginning. This word is chosen because I believe that the
spirit of an entrepreneur should always be as if he has
begun anew. If you are complacent and feel that you have
reached the peak then you can never progress, never learn.
You should never look at your past glories.”

N.
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Such paragons aren't easy to find. He wrote his 2nd book 'Vedic
Mathematics Made Easy' at the age of 19 when he was in S.Y.B.Com. It
is quite interesting how this idea of publishing a book on Vedic math,
nonetheless, came into being. Learning Vedic math was more about
coping with college subjects than of interest. He took up Vedic math in
his first year of college out of the fear of getting math as a subject in the
second year. It enabled him to deal with complex calculations with ease.
He based his books on this premise and has written 3 more books until
now- The Best of Sudoku, He Swam with Sharks for an Ice-cream and
Memory Power.
He graduated from N. M. College in 2004, the year in which he started
his business, and which coincidentally was the year when his first book
was finally published. It was published by Jaico and 2 lakh copies were
sold with a turnover of about 40-50 lakh rupees. He feels that the secret

DHAVAL BATHIA

Role Models/Mentors:
“Dhirubhai Ambani. My book- He Swam with Sharks for an
Ice-cream is based on Dhirubhai Ambani.It speaks about the
journey that entrepreneurs must take and the step-by-step
guide to grow your company.”
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of entrepreneurship is something he calls 'The Pipeline of Wealth'.He
says that 90% of the people are like bucket carriers. What is necessary
for an entrepreneur is to install the pipeline, to harness the resources.
His motto is 'Necessity is the mother of invention'.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Always toss your wallet over the wall. When something is
at stake in the future, only then will you take action in
the present. Most of us don't start up due to the fear of
risk. In fact, not taking risk is the biggest risk in itself.
Entrepreneurship is exciting and challenging but
simultaneously the entrepreneur should be honest and
punctual.”

N.
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Acceptance was the biggest problem faced by him at the beginning. His
book was turned down by 11 publishers before it was published by
Jaico. He gave his first corporate lecture in front of a highly qualified
and experienced audience and it was apparent how it was difficult for
them to swallow that a mere 18 year old boy, who wasn't even a
graduate was delivering a lecture in front of such highly educated
audience. His enterprise, however, saw a turning point when its
franchises were launched in Dubai and USA.
He knew that his idea was powerful. He knew that the education
industry would never experience a recession. He is of the opinion that
success is a gamut of wealth, family, happiness and health. All the four
pillars should be balanced in order to succeed. When asked what he

DHAVAL BATHIA

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“No, it isn't important at all. Only basic education is
required. The person must have basic literacy and should
know basic math i.e. profit, percentage and interest. Even
Dhirubhai Ambani was a college dropout.”

EG
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would like to do in life yet, he said that he wants to reach out to the
underprivileged in India and Africa and to create the world's biggest
educational and training company.
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Success Mantra:
“Always be happy with what you do, don't run after money
and don't make decisions that you will regret.”
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INSIGHTS
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“Mr. Dhaval Bathia is a very inspiring being. He started at
a very young age of 17,which is the most exclusive thing
about him. He has not only motivated me to start now but
also taught me the importance of time. Time waits for no
one. His quality of self-confidence is something to really
learn and inculcate within me. I also loved his four pillar
concept of keeping all the four elements balanced in order
to have a happy life.”
-

Priya Shah

AARTI U KAPOOR (NÉE CHANDHOK)
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La Bottega del Gusto

.C

Course: Bachelor of Management Studies
Year of graduation: 2006

M

Age of starting business: 27 years

N.

Year of inception: 2014
Industry: :Hospitality
Website: www.labottegadelgusto.in
Interviewed and compiled by:
Rati Mehra

Reema Joshi
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Entrepreneurship is based on personal skills but one must remember
that it also requires educational knowledge. Aarti U Kapoor (née
Chandhok) has always considered education and financial
independence as important elements of life. Though she initially
wanted to pursue a career in Corporate Law, her family & friends
suggested she pursue a career in Business based on the 60th Rank she
achieved at the Maharashtra level entrance exams. It was this that led
her to join NM for BMS. Throughout the program she excelled in all
subjects and was also the class representative, which helped hone her
leadership skills. After achieving fantastic University level results she
took the CAT exam and scored 98.9 percentile in the test. Armed with
such great results she decided to pursue her MBA at SP Jain. An
extrovert and fun loving girl with a natural flair for networking, Aarti
decided to pursue Wealth Management in Dubai & Singapore as part of
the SP Jain program. This would give her a chance to meet stalwarts
from various industries who have been successful in their own right.
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Armed with her MBA and having witnessed the best practices in
Singapore and Dubai, she decided to move back to India to be closer to
her family and become a part of a Wealth Management start up that
would expose her to not only the Indian banking platform but also give
her first hand experience of how a family managed boutique business is
set up .After almost five years of being part of the firm, she decided to
moved out to another outfit with a larger platform,to enable her to grasp
and understand how bigger firms are run professionally.
It was around this time that Aarti met her life partner and thus started a
new chapter in her life as well as her career. After spending seven years
in the banking industry, she decided it was time to setup something of
her own and apply the networking, marketing & leadership skills
acquired during the first phase of her career.

AARTI U KAPOOR

Her love to travel and desire to have flexible hours to pursue her
interests in photography, reading, sports & travel and the need to have
more time to focus on her personal & professional lives simultaneously
fired her dream to become an entrepreneur. With the support and
encouragement of her husband and under the guidance of her father, she
took the leap and set up La Bottega del Gusto.
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La Bottega del Gusto, is a part of her family business Chenab Impex
Pvt. Ltd that imports, represents and distributes over 80 fine food
brands from around the World in India and distributes these to the finest
hotels, restaurants & stores in India. The website is a step towards direct
retail and was set up with a vision to enable all budding master chefs and
home cooks across India to have access to Gourmet food Ingredients no
matter where they are and to fuel the love for Good Food.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“La Bottega del Gusto means The Shop of Good Taste in
Italian. When I started the website I did not want to limit the
name to only food. The brand name can be associated with
anything that is of 'good taste'. Though for the near future
my plans are to focus only on food, I always want to have
the option to expand to other categories of luxury items.
I love Purple, it is associated with royalty and is also my
favourite color. Gold stands for refinement and purity and
thus I decided to keep the colors Purple and Gold for my
logo. The Website has a very international look and is easy
to browse through.”

AARTI U KAPOOR
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Fortunately for Aarti, the seed capital required for this venture was not
very significant and with the assistance of the parent company along
with her savings, she set up the website. She believes in working smart
and leverages on Chenab's set up for warehousing & logistics etc.
Though the seed of the company had been planted in mid-2013, La
Bottega del Gusto was officially launched in April 2014 at the Good
Food magazines''Good Food Show'amidst thousands of foodies. Aarti
was therefore able to launch her brand infront of a large target audience
without a very big marketing budget.
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My role models are my parents. My father, an engineer
from IIT Mumbai, has always followed his dreams. He has
recently received knighthood from the French Government.
His dedication, adherence to policies and meticulousness
inspire me. He is a very calm, peaceful, simple and a
grounded person. My mother has always been his support
system and confidant, and that is a relationship I would like
to emulate with my husband. My husband is a workaholic
and his dedication and passion towards his business are an
inspiration to do more and be more each day. It would be
impossible to pursue my dream without his encouragement
and support.”
Aarti was also inspired by her cousins as being the youngest girl in the
family, she looked up to her older cousins who are all very successful &
well placed at international Banks and Pharmaceutical companies.
Values that her parents have instilled in, come handy on a daily basis
while making decisions. She has been taught that 'client comes first', the
company believes that there is no grey area and that things should
always be done as per rules and regulations. Mr. Chandhok's clarity and
methodical approach to business has influenced and motivated

AARTI U KAPOOR

Aarti greatly. She feels everybody that she meets in life has something
to teach her.
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She has been working towards 'Spreading the love of Good Food' for
almost a year now and believes that starting small and working smart
under her father's guidance has worked for the website so far. She
believes in hard work and says that “Nothing can be done without
putting in one's own efforts and being passionate about what one does”.
Leveraging on her contacts and her social skills have helped her venture
greatly. The website has been profitable within the first year and has
been able to recover the initial set up costs involved.
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Empowering and educating women has always been a cause close to
her heart and she has been working towards this by employing women
as part of her team and giving them a chance to create identities beyond
their family lives.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“You should have patience, perseverance and belief in
what you are doing. A lot of hard work, research and
networking is important. Get your family on the same
page. You need them in both your good and bad times.”
Her website, La Bottega del Gusto, meaning the Shop of Good Taste in
Italian is an online Gourmet Store that enables you to order the finest
food ingredients from around the World sitting right at home. No matter
which city, town or village you reside in India, Aarti and her team will
work to get you your Gourmet goodies within a few days. In an age
where programs like MasterChef and Top Chef inspire people to
explore newer cuisines, this website empowers them to source
international and good quality ingredients easily & the discounts
offered from time to time enable people to try ingredients and cuisines

AARTI U KAPOOR
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that they may not have access to otherwise. Weekly discounts and
weekend online sales are some of the techniques it uses to keep the
customers involved and happy. The website offers a huge range of
Gourmet products like Granola bars, Pastas, Olive oil, Herbs, Sauces,
Varieties of Teas and Coffees and authentic ingredients for many
cuisines like Mexican, Japanese, Thai, Greek etc. They even offer
100%vegetarian ingredients such as Thai pastes and sauces that are
developed especially for the vegetarian Indian consumers.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Academic exposure gives you a base and helps you start
off smart and be open to ideas and methods. I think
education is the foundation to who you are and become.
There have been many very successful individuals who
have made it big without any formal education but I think
it is easier to stand out in today's day and age with a good
degree and the right exposure.”
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Her vision for the company is to become a household name and have a
regular clientele and of course, to spread the love of good food by
educating people about techniques and cuisines.

Success Mantra:
“Do what you are passionate about and what you enjoy.
Success will follow and you wouldn't have to work a day
in your life.”

AARTI U KAPOOR

INSIGHTS
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“The interview was an amazing experience and an
enlightening one. She's not only an inspiration for all the
women entrepreneurs but also a very hard working
person,one who always keeps herself engaged in
something productive. Her personality of having multiple
interests is something to really learn from. From a long
work experience at a finance biggie to running a Book
Club in Mumbai, to teaching at an NGO over the weekend
while also managing her own venture, she is truly someone
to look upto. The way she lives her life to the fullest not
forgetting to express gratitude to her father and God for
her success is really motivating. I thank her for inspiring
me to live in my greatest spirits and also to teach me to do
what I love.”
-

Rati Mehra
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“Ms. Aarti is a very enthusiastic and passionate person.
She is very humble and has achieved what she dreamed of.
It was amazing to listen to her story and it motivated me to
follow my passion. She is very close to her family and
believes that they are a big part of her success.”
-

Reema Joshi

"In a world that's changing really quickly, the only strategy that is
guaranteed to fail is not taking risks."
"The question isn't 'What do we want to know about people?' It's, 'What
do people want to tell about themselves?"
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"I literally coded Facebook in my dorm room and launched it from my
dorm room. I rented a server for $85 a month, and I funded it by putting
an ad on the site, and we've funded ever since by putting ads on the
site.”
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"A squirrel dying in your front yard may be more relevant to your
interests right now than people dying in Africa."

O

"Move fast and break things. Unless you are breaking stuff, you are not
moving fast enough."
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"This is a perverse thing, personally, but I would rather be in the cycle
where people are underestimating us. It gives us the latitude to go out
and make big bets that excite and amaze people.”

N.

"People can be really smart or have skills that are directly applicable,
but if they don't really believe in it, then they are not going to really work
hard."
“People don't care about what someone says about you in a movie--or
even what you say, right? They care about what you build.”
-

Mark Zuckerburg

DHAVAL DOSHI
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Webventurous

.C

Course: Bachelor of Management Studies
Year of graduation: 2006

M

Age of starting business: 24 years

N.

Year of inception: 2008
Industry: Digital Marketing
Website: www.webventurous.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Hiral Thaker

Mitalee Vadhavekar

DHAVAL DOSHI

Dhaval comes from a Gujarati family. Despite his family business being
in transportation, he decided to follow his passion i.e. Web design and
marketing.
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On graduating from N.M.College in 2006, he worked with Directi as a
channel development specialist and later played a vital role in the
group's online marketing activities. At Directi, he learnt a lot about web
marketing. He realized that web designing was more than what he
thought it was. While still working at Directi, he started free lancing. He
came up with creative ways for freely marketing his business. He got
his first client by placing business cards in books related to online
businesses and online marketing at a Crossword bookstore.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“I was very adventurous about the web. So while
thinking about the name, I mashed those together and
Webventurous came up. My designer, Priya, my wife
Namrata (an architect) and I designed the logo.
It is not flashy but I like the 2 arches in the W.”
As a buffer, he enrolled at Pepperdine University to do an MBA. He
was the youngest student at The George L. Graziadio School of
Business and Management, Los Angeles at that time. At the University,
he participated in many networking events, which helped him build
contacts and get clients in future.
Readying himself for the field of web designing and marketing, he
started Webventurous in 2009. He built and led this marketing agency

DHAVAL DOSHI

Role Models/Mentors:
“My wife played a very important role in this. She has
been around since I started my freelance practice. To be
honest, I have been through tough times because I started
young but my wife has always supported me. She is not a
role model per se. But she is the closest thing to it.”
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from the ground-up with clients across the globe. The products and
services offered include social media marketing, search engine
optimization, PPC Campaigns, website designing, domain name
registration, web hosting etc.
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It is quite surprising that the biggest problem he faced in the beginning
was getting the trust of the people who worked for him. Getting
employees was a challenge and another problem was to retain the
people. To tackle this problem, he expressed himself and shared his
vision with the employees. He trained them and made them believe that
they will grow in the organization. He always led by example. He
created a culture .

N.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“My message to budding entrepreneurs is that just
startup! Read, “Screw it, Just Do It” by Richard
Branson. Just start somewhere.”

Dhaval never pushed his ideas or believed in taking any forceful
decision on behalf of his clients. He made it a point to work towards
consumer satisfaction. The turning point of the business was when he
got one anchor client. As time passed, employee expenses and
overheads saw a rise. He looked for an investor fervently, but couldn't
get one which would suit his needs. It was coupled with a timely

DHAVAL DOSHI

epiphany. He realized that he did not want to do it for the rest of his life
and he sold the company in 2014.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“No, I think we are over-educated but under-qualified.
Education does help you but I would say if you are clear
about what you want to do, then it's great but if you do not
know, then don't do something just for the heck of it. Your
MBA won't help you if you don't have the experience.
Don't be a part of a course that is not practical”

N.

M
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He also started Youthapreneurs in 2012, which is a training center to
help budding entrepreneurs. After Webventurous, he worked at Ant
farm Business Incubator Pvt. Ltd. where he headed marketing. He says
that he wants to be a part of a startup of a product business soon. He
wants to design a software/application for entrepreneurs. He feels that
he has a long way to go, a lot to learn in life and he wants to master fund
raising next. Until now he always bootstrapped and relied on debt
funding, but in future he would like to raise funds for an internet product
company. Letting go off Webventurous wasn't easy. It wasn't the best
period in his life, but he reaffirms that the entrepreneurial bug hasn't
gone and definitely he sees himself starting up something big in the near
future.

Success Mantra:
“Work hard & be persistent. Not following the herd is the
biggest success mantra.”

DHAVAL DOSHI

INSIGHTS

-
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“Mr. Dhaval Doshi is young, energetic and easy going. His
energy and enthusiasm is inspiring. What I learnt from him
is –“Never drag beyond a point.” His communication
skills and his ability to make everyone comfortable around
him was something that I took back with me.”
Mitalee Vadhavekar

N.

M
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“Mr. Dhaval Doshi is quite experienced for his age. There
is a lot to learn from him, his mantra 'Work hard and be
persistent' is very motivating. According to him, we should
be clear in what we want to do and what interests us. There
is no point in doing something just for the sake of doing it. I
learnt that gaining the trust of people is very important in a
startup. In a business, there are times where we have to
choose between Ethics and making money, and what I
learnt from this meeting was to be high on ethics.”
-

Hiral Thaker

"You only have to do a very few things right in your life so long as you
don't do too many things wrong.”
"Should you find yourself in a chronically leaking boat, energy devoted
to changing vessels is likely to be a more productive than energy
devoted to patching leaks.”

EG
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"It is not necessary to do extraordinary things to get extraordinary
results.”
"What we learn from history is that people don't learn from history.”

LL

"Chains of habit are too light to be felt until they are too heavy to be
broken.”

.C

O

"There seems to be some perverse human characteristic that likes to
make easy things difficult.”
"Nothing sedates rationality like large doses of effortless money.”

N.

M

"It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it. If you
think about that, you'll do things differently.”
"It's better to hang out with people better than you. Pick out associates
whose behavior is better than yours and you'll drift in that direction.”
“Long ago, Ben Graham taught me that 'Price is what you pay; value is
what you get.' Whether we're talking about socks or stocks, I like buying
quality merchandise when it is marked down.”
- Warren Buffet

PRIYESH KARIA
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Indus Strategy & Financial Advisors

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce

M

Year of graduation: 2006

Age of starting business: 27 years

N.

Year of inception: 2013
Industry: Financial Services
Website: www.indusstrategy.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Mitalee
Vadhavekar

Abhay
Thakkar

Hiral
Thaker

PRIYESH KARIA
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Coming from a very simple background, Mr. Karia always had a hunger
to be someone that people would look up to. The additional
responsibility of having a single mother and two sisters did not hinder
him in following his way of life. He had become self-sufficient in his
teenage years itself, when he started taking tuition of children studying
in the 8th grade. As he was an introvert, it wasn't very easy for him to
take things as they came by; but Mr. Darshan Shah made a huge
contribution is uplifting his spirits at that time. Even without great
financial support, Priyesh cleared the very rigorous Chartered
Accountancy course from the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India with a rank. Later on, as he joined Articleship Training as a part of
the CA course, Priyesh got a real insight into the financial world of
business. Working for N.M. Raiji and Co., he learned to tackle financial
obstacles and was also involved in valuations. This is where his skills
and confidence were further developed.

N.
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After completing the CA course, Priyesh ventured into a lot of projects,
wanting to self-analyze and understand where his raw potential could
be put to best use. The major hindrance that came was the lack of
enough knowledge and the inability of a chartered accountant to adjust
with a surrounding involving Equity & Banking. In his earlier
assignments, he was an Investment Banker with Inga Capital, a
boutique Investment bank where he was responsible for setting the PE
& M&A desk for the company, and was instrumental in closing deals in
Logistics and Manufacturing sector.
He has covered various sectors like education, power, real estate,
logistics, E-commerce, manufacturing etc. He has also worked with
Mumbai Angel and Venture Nursery on part-time basis, doing business
due diligence for all their investments. This, incidentally, introduced
him to the world of start-ups.Coming into the Investment business was
a b i g d e c i s i o n , s a y s M r. P r i y e s h . H e w a n t e d t o s t o p

PRIYESH KARIA

being dependent on people who valued degrees more than knowledge.
Rather than searching for a job in such companies he decided to open
one himself.

EG
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Role Models/Mentors:
“I believe in self-motivation. However, sometimes it is
necessary to look up to someone and to take their
advice and get specific guidance. Mr. Ajay Srinivasan the CEO of Aditya Birla Group's Financial Services
is one of the people I idolize for his work.”
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Initially he joined Ambition Learning Solutions as a Director, his first
Entrepreneurial venture after quitting his Investment banking job. With
a team of 8 people, he started training his employees regarding the
practical affairs of operations, marketing & management. He believed
that only when you start on a small scale, you will learn and over a
period of time understand large scale businesses. He continued there for
one and half year and then started his finance company with a few of the
veterans from the field of finance. Currently, Priyesh is an advisor at
Ambition Learning Solutions, an education company in the finance
sector, a Venture Partner and Early Investor in Arey Sun Private
Limited, a mobile platform for expressing oneself; and Founding
Venture Partner at Indus Strategy Financial Advisors, an Advisory

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Learn from even the smallest things that you do. Try to
grasp as much as you can from those petty mistakes you
make. Don't look back once you take a decision for it is
pointless to regret then. Be firm in your decisions. Always
have a cash cow from where you can pull in funds to sail your
start-up through. Try to be consistent and have one business
which will keep your cash flowsintact”.

PRIYESH KARIA

and Venture Investor Company.
Priyesh and his few friends invested in a mobile application company
which is doing pretty well. They have also invested in a Lead Recycling
business, buying 50% stake in that business. The business successfully
earned revenue of 10 lakh rupees in just a span of 3-4 months, breaking
even very early.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Depends. A degree is important only if you know how
to utilize it. Do not restrict your scope only to the work
that the degree provides. Always keep enhancing your
knowledge and learning new aspects. For example,
Starbucks sells 10 different things besides coffee, which
are equally important and add to the overall experience
of a customer.”

N.

M

In the coming future, they plan to promote a dairy business and venture
into setting up a restaurant business. The restaurant business will start
the operations in a month's time. The dairy business is still at the
planning stage. They have tied up with a business group who will invest
in both the businesses.

Success Mantra:
“Whatever you do, befocused and aim to achieve precision.
One should always remember that everything happens
for a reason.”

PRIYESH KARIA

INSIGHTS
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“On meeting him, I learnt that you can't be emotional
while doing business. Being straightforward and practical
is very essential. A degree without any practical knowledge
won't get you anywhere. It is only and only your
willingness to do something beyond your potential and
comfort zone that will help you to achieve great heights.”
- Abhay Thakkar
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“His story and humble background were really inspiring. I
got to know about the practical aspects of a business and
the hardships faced by various start-ups. This interview
was different compared to the rest. Persistence is
something that his story taught me.”
- Mitalee Vadhavekar

N.

M

“This interview made me realise that there are many
opportunities for me ahead and that the area of venture
capitalism is interesting and lucrative. Also, I'm highly
inspired to pursue my entrepreneurship goals and
succeed.”
- Tapan Doshi

"I do not want India to be an economic superpower. I want India to be a
happy country.”

EG
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“No institute of science and technology can guarantee discoveries or
inventions, and we cannot plan or command a work of genius at will.
But do we give sufficient thought to the nurture of the young
investigator, to providing the right atmosphere and conditions of work
and full opportunity for development? It is these things that foster
invention and discovery.”
“Growing organisations in any field must constantly evolve, accept or
even seek new ideas, new visions, and new enthusiasms.”
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“(The) Future belongs to the young. We must not only trust them with
responsibility but must thrust it upon them whilst they are still young
and full of energy, zest, hope and even illusions. However heartbreaking it may be to ourselves, we must make way for the new
generations even when we feel we are still in ourIf I were to attribute
any single reason to such success as I have achieved, I would say that
success would not have been possible without a sustained belief that
what I did or attempted to do would serve the needs and interests of our
country and our people and that I was a trustee of such interests.”
“The effective execution of a Plan is what counts and not mere planning
on paper; it is not what we put on our plate or even what we eat that
provides nourishment and growth, but what we digest.”
“To lead men, you have to lead them with affection.”

-

J. R. D Tata

SHAILI SUTARIA
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Griphin

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2006

M

Age of starting business: 25 years

N.

Year of inception: 2011
Industry: :Quick films
Website: www.griphin.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Akshaya Tawde

Vedangi Brahmbhatt

SHAILI SUTARIA

Shaili Sutaria, who grew up in an affluent Indian family with a fair bit of
pampering, was adept at math and science. Her parents wanted her to
pursue biotechnology but she was adamant about what she wanted to do
and followed her heart. Shaili decided to take on management studies
and got admission in Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and
Economics in 2003 and passed out in the year 2006.

EG
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“Griphin stands for the mythological creature griphin.
The head of eagle signifies intelligence and the body of
the lion signifies strength.”
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During her education at NM College, Shaili did not take part in any
extracurricular activities, devoting her time to internships in the field of
film designing as a creative head and assistant director, which included
working for ad films and telefilm companies. Shaili is a child of the arts
and creative head at Griphin today. She's a Los Angeles Film School
Alumni (2009) with multi-nominations in film making and awards in
cinematography and sound design at prestigious festivals such as
'Cannes Film Festival', 'BAFTA – British Academy of Film and
Television Arts' and 'IFFSA – International Film Festival of South

Role Models/Mentors:
“My role model was definitely my brother Jay. He had
believed in me throughout and was instrumental in
achieving my dream.”
Africa'. Shaili's portfolio of work spans over 100 international brands

SHAILI SUTARIA
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including Coca-Cola, Johnson & Johnson, Sony, L'Oreal,
Cadbury's,(the list is long). Shaili is the prime creative force at Griphin
and inspires a creative team of international artists to tell stories in the
unique way that defines Griphin today. After coming back to India from
Los Angeles she found a communication gap in India which added to
other surmounting problems. She wanted to fill that gap with her films.
So Shaili and her brother, Jay decided to start-up with GRIPHIN which
now makes ad films, creative films, quick films, featured films and
short films. Jay Sutaria who was an ace in marketing knew his and his
sister's strengths. Together, their combination of creativity and
entrepreneurship created Griphin. In the nascent stages, they did not
expect that their business would take such a shape and garner so much
appreciation in such a short span. But with success comes the inevitable
compromises and conflicts which affected her relationship with her
brother. She had no option but to overcome these and handle a great
venture and partnership. They started up with no money and all their
investments were from their savings. Shaili and Jay came up with the
idea of forming a Quick Films(1-10 Min video content) Agency, meant
to meet the need of fast growing consumption patterns in this day and
age. At the same time, WHATEOS were born. This idea was first of its
sort in India during that time. It's the concept of communicating or
portraying a story or a product through a video. It has grown over the
years both in terms of revenue and popularity. At the point of inception
there were a handful of explainer video companies all over the world.
Griphin's model was meant for the corporates in India, knowing well
that the whateo was instrumental in marketing MNC's and Corporate
brands. There was video content spread across the internet by the
explainer companies which had no category, no specific standard or

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Keep researching, always be informed and updated related
to every field that affects your venture in any way.”

SHAILI SUTARIA
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specific target audience to serve. The biggest hurdle was to make
people understand what quick films are about and what are they
communicating to consumers and for them to accept the product in the
market. In order to clear the misconceptions related to WHATEOS,
Griphin came up with a Whateo video explaining the concept using the
highest quality of graphics interface and efficiency. Griphin wanted to
differentiate itself in the world of explainer videos and they categorised
and introduced the term, quick films- Whateos!
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Academic qualifications are as important as the practical
experience that one gains in the process of learning. But most
importantly it is not only the knowledge received in school
and college but continuous research is something that is
paramount for success .There must a drive to motivate
oneself, to adapt to new things and not get saturated your
work.”

N.

M

When Franklin Templeton India commissioned Griphin to produce a
quick film on the National Anthem, it was ensured that all troubling
copyright issues were bypassed and the deliverables were satisfactory.
Looking at this as a precedent, Franklin Templeton India gave them a
contract for making 100 videos and that's when Griphin started its work
in full swing. Presently her clients are RIL, Godrej, Pepsi, Visa, Nelson
Mandela's Foundation amongst other reputed brands.
Her motto is to be ever receptive to new ideas, changes in technology
etc. Her vision is to contribute to the world in a productive manner
without any compromise in quality. Shaili is an entrepreneur who gives
her attention to excellence rather than just making profits; she knows
what she has to do and also how to do it best. Currently she is working
on a crowd funded project where anxiety is the main theme. This film is

SHAILI SUTARIA

close to her and she is quite confident to achieve all the milestones that
she has planned for this short film.

Success Mantra:
“Balance Is the Key!”
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INSIGHTS
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“It was a unique experience meeting Ms. Shaili and
exploring the quick films industry. She is very open minded
and humble person, and gave me an insight on what goes
behind making even a small advertisement that we view for
a minute. The work that goes behind is terrific. She is
creative and has inspired me to be hardworking right from
the start.”
Akshaya Tawde

N.
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“Ms. Shaili Sutaria is a source of inspiration for young
girls and boys who aspire to be an entrepreneur and
achieve something big in life. She said, “Do one thing at a
time but do it in the way no one has done yet.” This inspires
me to give my 100% in whatever I do.”
Vedangi Brahmbhatt

“Apart from values and ethics which I have tried to live by, the legacy I
would like to leave behind is a very simple one - that I have always stood
up for what I consider to be the right thing, and I have tried to be as fair
and equitable as I could be.”
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“I have been constantly telling people to encourage people, to question
the unquestioned and not to be ashamed to bring up new ideas, new
processes to get things done.”
“I may have hurt some people along the way, but I would like to be seen
as somebody who has done his best to do the right thing for any
situation and not compromised.”
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“When you see in places like Africa and parts of Asia abject poverty,
hungry children and malnutrition around you, and you look at yourself
as being people who have well being and comforts, I think it takes a very
insensitive, tough person not to feel they need to do something.”

M

“What I would like to do is to leave behind a sustainable entity of a set of
companies that operate in an exemplary manner in terms of ethics,
values and continue what our ancestors left behind.”

N.

“I have always been very confident and very upbeat about the future
potential of India. I think it is a great country with great potential.”
“I followed someone who had very large shoes. He had very large
shoes. Mr. J. R. D. Tata. He was a legend in the Indian business
community. He had been at the helm of the Tata organization for 50
years. You were almost starting to think he was going to be there
forever.”
-

Ratan Tata

ANKIT DOSHI
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InsideIIM.com

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2007

M

Age of starting business: 25 years

N.

Year of inception: 2013
Industry: :Education Management
Website: www.insideiim.com
Interviewed and compiled by:

Shreya Das

Monil Shah

ANKIT DOSHI

Ankit Doshi was a quintessential NMite- a Gujarati, a CA aspirant and
an Umang member. When he graduated in 2007, he was the General
Secretary of NM and had also led the college's cricket team. He got into
the prestigious IIM-Indore (Class of 2011) and that's where he laid the
foundation of his business, 'InsideIIM', which is a career platform for
management graduates.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“There is more to a B-School than an entrance exam.
Getting a glimpse of life inside premier schools is more
important to decide your career course. Most candidates
in India, who decide to take up management education,
first think of getting into an IIM. So InsideIIM.com
sounded catchy!”

N.

M

It all started with Ankit being a little frustrated at IIM-Indore. He
needed an outlet to express himself and so he started blogging, on
Facebook and on his own website www.ankit9doshi.com. Just before
the Lehmann Brothers crash, he started an experimental Collective
Investment Scheme called 'Prayog' between August 2008 and June
2010. He believes that he learnt a lot of important lessons from this
experiment, which was short-lived. Today, he has worked with Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, TATA Capital, WhatsonIndia.com and CPLC
India, which just goes to show how much he has grown. His family
always supported him and that was probably why he could take the leap
into entrepreneurship after working at Bank of America Merrill Lynch
for just a year. His intention in doing so had been to gain exposure and a
professional network because he had already realized his goal in life - to
create businesses that solve real problems.

ANKIT DOSHI

Role models/Mentors:
“My role model is Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla Motors.”

M
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Ankit's ideas on the importance of education were developed by
various factors, including his experiences as a team leader of 500
students during Umang- NM's college festival. He also went on an
academic exchange programme at the University of St. Gallen,
Switzerland (August- December, 2011). He reflects that the four
months he spent in Europe will always remain some of the most
memorable days of his life. He believes that it's not enough to choose
your career or stream on the basis of economic incentives like
placements and packages. It is also important to figure out which fields
and institutions will help you in following your passions and interests.
This will ultimately help you to achieve success in today's competitive
work environment. Through his blog, in 2009, he shared his experience
at IIM-Indore and helped other young students gain an insight into a
premier B-school. During the course of the next 18 months, he received
many messages filled with gratitude for his guidance from across the
country. This made him think about feasibility of the idea of a common
information platform for students and companies, while cutting
through confusion and red tape.

N.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“It is important to follow your dreams. Even if you think it's
impossible, give it a shot. Just go for what you think is the
best for you.”
And thus developed the philosophy behind www.insideiim.com a
genuine desire to connect various schools and opportunity providers
and give the brightest students an opportunity to secure jobs in
prospering industries. His ideas were appreciated by others on the
internet and readers started 'liking' and 'sharing' articles. And so a
thriving client base for InsideIIM was set even before it was

ANKIT DOSHI
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incorporated. But that's when the trouble started. Ankit had an idea, a
market and an effective service but he couldn't find the kind of
workforce that is crucial to the success of an internet based business. It
was difficult to find efficient software programmers and technical
people who would understand the core idea behind the website. If the
idea was misinterpreted along the way to fruition, it would be
disastrous. Another worrisome issue was that some of the people who
were perfect for the job could not join the company because they were
from outside Mumbai. The higher costs of living in the city made them
wary to take up jobs here. Eventually, these problems were overcome
through efficient communication and recruitment.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Not extremely important but in a society where failure
isn't welcomed, it helps you insure yourself. There will
always be exceptions but most educated entrepreneurs
do very well.”

N.
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As Ankit was already renowned in blogging circles, it didn't take long to
overcome the hurdle of user response and they saw revenue within 6-7
months of incorporation. But a true measure of their success was when
the number of registered users on InsideIIM reached 20,000 and virtual
footfalls increased incredibly. He owns majority share in his company
and thinks that delegation is the only issue he still needs to tackle.
Throughout his journey, he has learnt how important people are, even in
a virtual business, and that's the idea he bases his work on. While his
current achievements are impressive enough, Ankit doesn't think any of
them could be termed a turning point because he still has a long way to
go. He hopes to become the best in his field by expanding his business to
greater heights.

ANKIT DOSHI

Success Mantra:
“Work Hard, Play Harder.”

INSIGHTS
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“What is more important? Something that you desire or
something that makes you crave? This thin line of
difference between craving your dream and desiring the
same was the most important thing that I learned from Mr.
Doshi. We desire to live but we should be craving to
survive. The Survival instinct, Leadership, Innovation,
Hard work and Perseverance- these qualities have a truer
and plausible meaning to me now since I interviewed
someone who gave me an insight to all these virtues. I have
started viewing my life with a new perspective; freely
allowing me to make decisions and illuminating my
knowledge to reach great heights.”
-

Shreya Das

“Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to
be truly satisfied is to do what you believe is great work. And the only
way to do great work is to love what you do. If you haven't found it yet,
keep looking. Don't settle. As with all matters of the heart, you'll know
when you find it.”

EG
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“Your time is limited, so don't waste it living someone else's life. Don't
be trapped by dogma - which is living with the results of other people's
thinking. Don't let the noise of others' opinions drown out your own
inner voice. And most important, have the courage to follow.”
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“For the past 33 years, I have looked in the mirror every morning and
asked myself: 'If today were the last day of my life, would I want to do
what I am about to do today?' And whenever the answer has been 'No'
for too many days in a row, I know I need to change something.”

.C

“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.”

M

“Everyone here has the sense that right now is one of those moments
when we are influencing the future.”

N.

“That's been one of my mantras - focus and simplicity. Simple can be
harder than complex: You have to work hard to get your thinking clean
to make it simple. But it's worth it in the end because once you get there,
you can move mountains.”
“Technology is nothing. What's important is that you have a faith in
people, that they're basically good and smart, and if you give them
tools, they'll do wonderful things with them.”
-

Steve Jobs
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Not Like That, Terribly Tiny Tales

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2007

M

Age of starting business: 25 years

N.

Year of inception: 2013
Industry: Storytelling through social media.
Website: www.terriblytinytales.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Mitalee
Vadhavekar

Bhargav
Desai

ANUJ GOSALIA
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Born in a Gujarati family to a father working in the textile industry and a
mother who ran a nursery, Mr. Anuj Gosalia completed his high school
from Maneckji Cooper Education Trust School, Juhu. His father had
taken over a textile business but isn't an entrepreneur at present. His
mother was very enterprising and he got his entrepreneurial inclination
from her. His parents always gave him a free hand and were always
encouraging. They imbibed in him that it is okay to fail and that freedom
is necessary to flourish.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“It is alliteration. We wanted to convey the message that our
stories were really short. Not even small stories. Terribly
Tiny helped to convey it. And there is a hook to the name.”

N.

Anuj says, “In N.M. if you are not pursuing CA, you are either a bad
student or you have other interests. In the beginning of college, you
don't exactly have the foresight to make decisions of yourlife.”
However, he believes that one should know one's priorities and what
one is meant to do. As soon as Anuj graduated from N.M. College in
2007, he started working at “What's On India”, a media technology
startup. Staying true to his calling, he left it after a year and a half and
enrolled at Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII),
Ahmedabad.

ANUJ GOSALIA

Role Models/Mentors:
“I have learnt a lot from a lot of people, but I don't have a
mentor/idol per se. Heroes can fail. I like values from
different people and companies but I don't restrict myself from
idolizing as there are faults in everything.”
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His first venture was called Bechain Nagri which was an online
platform for artists to sell T-shirts, sketch books and a bunch of other
products. He was involved with it for a year and a half but had to leave
the venture due to some differences in thought process. Then, he started
a venture, which is the mother brand of Terribly Tiny Tales, called Not
Like That. It is an advertising agency which works with brands like
Reliance, Hamleys, Girnar Tea, Indian Clothing League etc. to create
communication. He nurtured the idea of creating a social story-telling
platform and brought forth Terribly Tiny Tales.

N.
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Terribly Tiny Tales reaches out to 3.5 lakh fans through social media,
attracting more than a million views every week. Spread out across
India, the writers are not a dedicated part of the TTT core team and are
successful in their own right. It has gradually become his central focus
as a startup as they bring in new writers and diversify into short films in
the near future. These short films aren't going to be written as stories but
are being scripted to be films of 150 seconds. Their stories are available
as postcards, T-shirts, hoodies. Customized products are also made
available on request.(Tailored Tiny Tale).
On incubation, they put in some funds for setting up the website and a
small office. It was frugal, and as he likes to put it, 'a terribly tiny idea'
back then. That is what he believes in. Terribly tiny ideas do work. Your
ideas may not be terribly tiny. They can be about chasing money or

ANUJ GOSALIA
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buying swanky cars. A big idea is more difficult and intimidating
according to him. It is very romantic to say that you want to build the
world's wealthiest company or something along those lines. There is a
small problem in the world that he wanted to fix. And if you go about
fixing that, it might open up a big opportunity. As an entrepreneur he
knows that the mission shouldn't be to build a large company. If it
happens along the way, then it is great. There is always a financial
motivation. Otherwise, there is no point. But, that shouldn't be the only
motivation. You should be able to fix something with your idea. What
he wanted to fix was that writers did not have a platform on the social
media except Twitter. You have to be either funny on Twitter or brandish
your 'exciting' social life to be famous. He didn't like that and decided
that building a platform on Facebook for serious writers was important.
He knew that people preferred photos over text. So, a black background
with white text would be more impactful and aesthetical. The
monochromatic theme would make the text stand out and make the
content more shareable. On your content and photo-filled timeline,
these pictures would pop out in the news feed.

N.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“I hate this question. I think I am not qualified to
advice. If there is something I can say is this: Solve a
problem, be hungry to grow, if there is opportunity- take it.”
According to him, anyone who says businesses are born out of
rationale, it isn't. It is born out of passion, a little foolishness, an ability
to fix something even if it is really small. It is born out of desire, unlike a
job which is born out of insecurity. When you choose to start up, you are
trading security to do something bigger and better. Eventually, how you
think about the world is important. Because it is very easy to be
influenced by a Success Story, by someone who has cracked one

ANUJ GOSALIA

industry, but you may not be suited for it. It must be born of your own
interests, your own desire. Otherwise, you cannot do it. It is just too
difficult.

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“No. I don't agree to it.”
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Anuj feels that the only obstacle in his career was trade-off. The more
you invest in a startup you think of the financial opportunity cost. And
the more you get involved, the more intense it is. It is more like an art
class, or like playing a musical instrument or playing a sport. You don't
think about what else you could have done, you immerse yourself into
what you love to do. Coming to terms with it is important. The level of
commitment required as an entrepreneur, to push aside your inhibitions
is large compared to when you are in a job. Again, there is peer pressure.

N.
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Getting involved in extra-curricularswas a turning point in his life.
Building up contacts, gaining exposure opened a totally new world.
Handling lots of clubs and activities gave him a new perspective.
Taking a small idea, going along with it, all the sweat put in makes the
whole journey worth it. It made him realize that actually doing
something so productive, bringing an idea to realization and seeing it
come to life was a beautiful thing. TTT is like a small story in your head
which has the potential to affect people's lives. He wants to take TTT to
as many people in the world as possible, bring out more products
around TTT, connecting people to it. Everyday he wakes up to build a
better product, figures out ways to write better stories. There is no
tangible goal but to keep going on everyday.

ANUJ GOSALIA

INSIGHTS
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“Being a TTT fan, I was just too eager to meet him! His
thoughts and the way he shared them was amazing. I wish
we could spend a little more time with him... but the overall
experience was superb and refreshing.”

Mitalee Vadhavekar
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“Mr. Anuj's perspective towards not only his venture, but
also on life, was surprisingly refreshing and eye-opening.
His matter-of-fact humility was infectious and has
contributed to his enterprise. How he handled his business
and how he not only created a brand, but stayed true to it is
something I found very important”.

-

Bhargav Desai

KARAN THAKKAR
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Ecocentric

.C

Course: Bachelor of Management Studies
Year of graduation: 2007

M

Age of starting business: 24 years

N.

Year of inception: 2011
Industry: Electronic waste recycling
Website: www.ecocentric.co.in
Interviewed and compiled by:
Vivek Ajmera

Mitalee
Vadhavekar

KARAN THAKKAR

Mr. Karan Thakkar has been a true pioneer of innovation and
leadership. He grew up in a middle class family and flourished in his
personal and professional career due to his creative freedom and risk
taking ability. His mother and elder brother took over their family
business after Karan's father passed away. Later after graduation he
worked in KPMG's advisory business vertical as a consultant for three
years.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“It’s actually a Pen drive! We wanted the logo to be
different. We did not want it to be mundane and
regular. So, the brand consultants came up with this
and the entire team could associate with it instantly.
All of us were amazed and we knew that this is it! If
you see the insignia carefully, it’s a switch and has an
‘E’, ‘C’ and ‘O’. That’s the story behind it. It’s
electronics, its Eco. The colors are also earthy.”

Then in April 2010, he came up with the idea for “Ecocentric” while
sitting in his office(the first Apple IPad had just been launched). As a
consultant at KPMG he advised many mining companies, his
experience at the mines combined with the fact that India would
generate a lot of e-waste in near future gave birth to the idea of e-waste
recycling. He began the company at the age of 24 and in the first year, he
realized that a team is very important to achieve your dream and to

KARAN THAKKAR

ensure that your vision materializes into action. Being a young team,
sports is something that binds them together. Every year, they have their
company off sites which helps them to reflect, appreciate, and share
grievances and thoughts with each other.
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Role Models/Mentors:
“I have no role model in particular. The interaction
with corporate leaders like Mr. Ratan Tata,
Mr. Kishore Biyani when I was in college, made me
believe that my dreams are achievable. It’s no rocket
science. You can do it tomorrow! We can be far better
than what we are doing. Also, my experience at
KPMG and some of clients, which were the best in
their respective fields made me realize that it’s the
organizational excellence that helps you move
forward.”

N.
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Mr. Karan quit his job on 10th May 2010. On 14th May, the Ministry of
Environment & Forestry issued the draft rule regulating the e-waste
management in India. This also gave him the encouragement to get into
this sector. He started alone with no knowledge about the industry. Two
students from VTJI who were equally passionate about e-waste
management helped him out initially as interns. Over the first year the
interns contributed in data collection. Later Karan realized only a more
professional team can take EcoCentric to the next stage, while having
dinner one evening, he had a word with his friend Hemal about his idea
which got Hemal so excited that he quit his job at JP Morgan even
though he was supposed to work in London.
This is also the same time where he met his wife Anchal, who later
joined the company, and plays a very active role in the CSR initiatives
of the company. Hemal is one of the three partners of the company

KARAN THAKKAR

today. The third partner, Sanket, also met similarly along the way and
got woven in the Eco \Centric story. He was working for BPCL before
he became a part of EcoCentric. Team has made all the difference and
Karan believes the team should trust you and your vision to get
associated with you.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“It depends on what you take out of the opportunities
that college provides! It’s not about what you have
got; it’s about what you make out of it. It’s only how
hard you try.
There are a lot of opportunities available today. It’s
very important that you understand what you are
made up of. If you like what you are doing
irrespective of what it is, you will keep improving.
Don’t get carried away, just do what you feel like
doing and do it well. Doing it well is very important.
Have the competitor’s spirit. Don’t lose hope! When
the right time comes, things will open up.
Keep trying. Do justice to whatever you have in your
hand, which automatically leads you to the path. The
wait only makes you stronger and wiser.”
As Karan had no knowledge about E-waste, it became difficult for him
towards the beginning but gradually he put up his team and got started,
today EcoCentric also has ex-CEOS of other recycling companies
amongst other senior people in the company. He believes E-Waste
management is still at a nascent stage in India. Karan says, “We are still
not aware about the impact which hazardous waste has on our
environment. The road map is to keep educating the masses and
implement world-class processes to solve the challenges of scientific
disposal of E-Waste. We are now setting up a 10,000 mtpa processing

KARAN THAKKAR

plant. We have 5 offices namely in Mumbai, Pune, Ahmedabad, Nagpur
and Chennai and we plan to open two more in the coming financial year.
Investing in the right technology has always been on our agenda. We are
in talks with leading establishments outside India for technology
transfer and other initiatives where we can work hand in hand.”
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Their Mission Statement is: “Caring for the environment, through
Creative e-waste management solutions, for committed individuals”
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Given a choice I would have started before school!But at the
same time we have many examples where people with high
qualifications have done extremely well. At the same time there
are examples where very successful people have had no
qualification, I think there is no answer to this. And that is the
beauty of entrepreneurship- there are no rules!”

N.
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He started very small – with his own personal savings which he earned
while working with KPMG. Initially it was a small set up. He was all
alone and it was from his personal wealth. But when he understood the
opportunity, He started working towards a bigger plan – to set up a
team, to set up a plant. Which is when started getting the banks involved
and slowly and steadily he started diluting his stake and got two
partners who also invested in the company.
Mr. Thakkar feels that entrepreneurs are like magicians. He says, “They
put all the ingredients in their magic hat and what comes out is a product
or service”. He started attending conferences and seminars and met
many company officials to understand the root cause of this challenge
and after a year's struggle, in Jan 2012 he started working on setting up a
recycling plant. He realized that the actual solution was to build a

KARAN THAKKAR

recycling facility. The USP of their company is total e-waste
management and waste consulting. His dream is to watch EcoCentric
become the largest recycling company by 2020.
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Success Mantra:
“There is no one particular formula that makes you
successful. You have to come up with your own
Success mantra.”
INSIGHTS
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“A levelheaded and a mature person, Mr. Karan Thakkar
was the easiest to relate to. His experience in KPMG and
his background was the reason why I could relate to him.
He also emphasized on being patient and believing in
oneself. He gave me a lot of tips and suggestions for
college activities and otherwise. His interview got me
thinking about dreams and ambitions. All in all, it was a
great experience! Inspiring!”
- Mitalee Vadhavekar

N.

“Mr. Karan Thakkar inspired me to stay cool no matter
what situation you are facing, told me how you can survive
with a smile on your face in bad times along with faith and
courage in your heart. With a clear vision everything is
possible. He made me think that nothing is tough when you
will what your Dil says. ”
- Vivek Ajmera

RAHUL CHANDALIA
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Rednbrown.com

.C

Course: Bachelor of Management Studies
Year of graduation: 2008

M

Age of starting business: 26 years

N.

Year of inception: 2013
Industry: Personalized Merchandizing / Gifting
Website: www.rednbrown.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Mansa Jain

Harshwardhan
Tawade

RAHUL CHANDALIA
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When Mr. Rahul Chandalia was in NM, he always knew that he would
become a businessman as his family was in the textile business. But
while pursuing his MBA, he found the purpose of his existence. He met
his then classmate and future wife, Saloni Parekh and they bonded over
their mutual love for creative arts and entrepreneurship. However, it
was after getting married that they decided to materialize their ideas and
transform them into a business. In the meantime, Rahul worked as an
investment banker and tried his hands at his family business. But the
call to do something on his own was too loud to ignore.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“Rednbrown comes from love (red) and humans (brown).
That's because a gift is given by humans to someone they
love. My wife interprets it as- red is for roses and brown is
for cake which is our business in a nutshell.”
Rahul and his wife started Rednbrown together as an online branded
cake shop but later they incorporated personalized gifts, corporate gifts,
couple products and unique concept bouquets too, as per customers'
demand. The idea behind it was to deliver happiness and joy to families,
while expressing their creativity at the same time. His father floated
them a loan of Rs. 12 lakhs to get started. They started this in April,
2013. Their difficulties and achievements can be viewed like the
changing of seasons. After autumn and winter, came spring and
summer.

RAHUL CHANDALIA
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My role model is Mr. Virendra Chandalia (Father).
There are two kind of people, workaholic and
partyholic. He is a mix of both and has maintained
that since years.
He makes sure that business doesn't affect his family
life and always gave us the freedom to do everything
and support in all forms.
My passion and confidence is borrowed from him.”

M
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Starting in April, getting customers was a challenge because April to
September is a slack period in the gift-giving business. There are no
major festivals or 'days' in those months. Also, they didn't really know
their customers at that time and if they would like what they are
creating? Would they come again? Such questions hounded them.
There was really nothing to do but they had trust in themselves and their
products which kept them going. Their patience was rewarded very
soon. The enterprise scaled up right from Raksha Bandhan and shot up
in the Diwali season. There was a time, when there were so many orders
that they had to reject some because they didn't have enough employees
and they wanted to do justice for orders they had taken!

N.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Work out of passion and love your business. Be
patient as many businesses don't start earning from
the first day. Networking (Maintaining relations) is the
key to success; you never know who can help you in
what stage of life.”

After that, they started receiving regular orders. In the second year of
business, they found that nearly 80% of their past buyers were giving
them repeat orders& still continue to be loyal to the brand. Also, their

RAHUL CHANDALIA
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promotions via Facebook and Instagram received great response.
Earlier where they had only 50 products to offer, today they showcase
more than 1000 products which grow by 5-6 items every month. But
one issue remains- inadequate skilled manpower, especially during
peak seasons. They are now concentrating on reducing employee
turnover. They felt deep satisfaction when their shop took off because a
lot of efforts went into making of Rednbrown. They had always planned
to shift their headquarters from Byculla to Bandra. This was due to the
popular perception that Bandra is one of the trendiest places in the city,
where their personalized and unique products would be appreciated.
Also, it's a shopping hub and has a higher number of youth footfalls
(who are the target demographic). However, in the past few months, the
response they have received from their current local customers has
made them continue their shop at Byculla.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“One should have some basic education, of course,
but further qualifications is always an advantage, it
creates confidence and also an impression.
Entrepreneurship depends on your skills and passion
towards your venture.”
Each and every product, personalized gifts, alcohol bouquets, corporate
gifts and cake that they sell is unique and tailor-made as per customer's
requirements, and this has helped them thrive, regardless of their
physical surroundings.
Rahul believes that it is the uniqueness of their products and it is also
one stop gifting store for edible and non-edible products that brings
consumers to them, instead of going to a conventional gift shop. The
determined duoaim to expand Rednbrown to greater heights, not just in

RAHUL CHANDALIA

Mumbai or India but the world!

Success Mantra:
“Follow your heart and passion. Believe in yourself.”
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“Life ain't about how hard you hit. It's about how hard you can
get hit and keep moving forward.”
-

Rocky Balboa

-

Steve Jobs
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“Because the people who are crazy enough to think they can
change the world are the ones who do”

- The Pursuit of Happyness

M
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“You got a dream, you gotta protect it. People can't do somethin'
themselves, they wanna tell you, you can't do it. If you want
somethin', go get it. Period.”

N.

“Remember Red, hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things,
and no good thing ever dies.”
- The Shawshank Redemption

“A million dollars isn't cool, you know what's cool? A billion
dollars.”
- The Social Network

RAHUL CHANDALIA

INSIGHTS

Harshwardhan Tawde
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“The interview was a first of its kind experience to me. I
learnt it's tougher to take an interview than to give one. I
got a lot of insight into his business and the interview came
out to be really well. Mr. Rahul Chandalia's journey to
success taught me that being passionate about one's work
will help you go on against all odds and would eventually
lead you to success!”
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“It wasa mesmerizing experience for having interviewed
someone like Mr. Chandalia. He's truly an inspiration to
the youth. His motto of following your heart in whatever
situation you are, completely inspired me. It motivates me
to do something that is of my interest and that if I can do it
w h o l e h e a r t e d l y, i t ' s o u g h t t o b e a s u c c e s s .
He being an N.M. alumnus made it more impactful. This
interview gave me a new direction towards achieving my
goals. Really an amazing experience!”
-

Mansa Jain
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Coldwell-Banker Propconsult Realty

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2008

M

Age of starting business: 26 years

N.

Year of inception: 2014
Industry: Real estate
Website: www.coldwellbankerpropconsult.in
Interviewed and compiled by:
Shraddha Shenoy
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Rahul Sharma is a Chartered accountant who graduated from Narsee
Monjee College in 2008. Presently, he is involved in four firms which
include Coldwell-Banker Redefine Realty, Coldwell-Banker
PropConsult Realty, Chrysalis etc. He cleared his CA final in 2011. His
family includes his father, mother and a sister. He always wanted to do
CA, since his father too is a CA. As he grew up, he could see his father
managing 10 different firms at a time. That is just what he wanted to do.
His sister too is a chartered accountant.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“Coldwell was already an existing firm, so the name was
decided by the previous owners.”
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He stayed in Andheri for 20 years and did his schooling from R.N. Shah.
He completed his Junior College and graduation from NMCCE. His
father was a topper in his own time, but ironically Rahul never studied
under his guidance. He has worked as much as 18 hours a day at E&Y.
He has now been associated with various developers for the past two
years, in his private capacity. He was always interested in real estate and
this is something that grabbed his attention. Describing his company he
said, “Coldwell-Banker, is basically a change that we want to see. The
business of brokering has always been there, but we are just taking it a
notch higher”. He had always been in some way or the other dealing
with builders. So this is something that he always wanted to do.
Coldwell Banker Redefine Realty is an office where the local business
of Coldwell Banker India and the foreign clientele of LiveNRI are
catered to for their domestic real estate needs. Things were pretty much

RAHUL SHARMA

well planned and pretty smooth for Mr. Rahul. It wasn't something very
difficult he said, “The setup itself is not so difficult. I think if there is
space, why not utilise it before someone else grabs it away”.
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My father. He's always been there. I've seen him
manage ten different firms all at the same time. That
made me wonder, So why can't I?”
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He owns 30% of the stakes in Coldwell Banker Redefine Realty and
50% in Coldwell Banker Propconsult Realty. He believes NRI
customers are easier to convince than local customers, since they rely
completely on their research. He worked at EY for 4 years and quit to
explore his interest in the real estate. Other than the six firms that he
manages, he also dabbles in shares. He's invested wisely, considering
the fact that he partnered with people who already owned office spaces.
So he saved on the office space purchasing. He also got people with a
good real estate clientele to work with him, thus establishing himself in
the real estate industry.
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He spent 25 lakhs to buy the franchise. Also, at an age like his, most of
his friends were looking to buy houses, which was a small part of his
client base. He learnt about the concept of incentives based on target
after he hired his first agent. So later, as he went on learning, came up
with a concept of incentives that will only kick in once a particular
target has been achieved which as a result increased the conversion
rates as well.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Just go out there and do it!”

RAHUL SHARMA
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Being a person who's always had an interest in real estate, Rahul
Sharma got his click when he visited the USA to attend ColdwellBanker orientation. He came back to India. And gave the cheque and
finalised. He did his bit of research and was absolutely convinced.
Since he belonged to a financially stable family, he always had a
support in terms of doing things out of the usual or taking a risk. He says
if he knew he could convince his father with a good plan, he could go
ahead with it. He plans on opening another firm by 2016.
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Success Mantra:
“The basic thrill of being an entrepreneur is the
constant pressure whether the venture shall perform
or not, and I believe, it is that pressure that keeps you
going and drives one harder to work better and
smarter.”
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INSIGHTS
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“I interviewed an extraordinary person. He is a CA who is
managing more than seven firms. His plans are so easy but
extremely well executed. I am an out-of-the-box-thinker
myself and meeting him gave me the much needed push.
The way Mr. Rahul Sharma works so many things out with
such ease is commendable and I definitely do look up to
him as a businessman. It surely has been an honour
interviewing him.”
-

Shraddha Shenoy
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Que Queens

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2008

M

Age of starting business: 20 years

N.

Year of inception: 2007
Industry: Event Management
Website: www.quequeens.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Yati Rungta

Apoorva
Kanotra

SHRUTI SUNIL SARAF
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Ms. Shruti Saraf, a Mumbai based entrepreneur is one of the most
reputed names in the event management services industry. She began
her company at the age of 20 with her first project being a multi-crore
wedding that won her great appreciation and brought her into the
limelight. Initially, for two years she worked as a professional
freelancer for fashion shows, earning a lot of money, graduating from a
volunteer to a runner to a manager. She has also worked with some of
the most renowned names in the fashion and TV industry such as
Vikram Bawa, Morani's and Soorma's. With around 40-100 freelancers
working under her every year, Shruti Saraf has worked with some of the
A-list companies and production houses in India such as Zee TV, Red
chillies entertainment, Cineyug, E-Factor and many more. She has
carved a niche for herself in the world of event management.
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In an hour long interview, she talked about her dreams as a child and
what made her so determined to build her own company. Her father, Mr
Sunil Saraf is a businessman. He is a partner at POWER POST and her
mother, Mrs. Meena Sunil Saraf is a housewife. As a young girl, she
believed she would finish her graduation, find a man and get married,
but today she loves her job and her company more than anything in the
world. All she wanted to do when she grew up was to travel the world.

N.

She thought of every possible profession, which would make her travel
but never thought about event management. She was very curious as a
child and always wanted to know how things work. An aptitude test at
school said that she should take up engineering as her career. She
remembers laughing and telling her teacher, 'I can barely pass in math
and physics. Are you sure you checked my test right?’
Shruti Saraf got the taste of stage management when she was in the 8th
grade. Her class was performing 'Romeo & Juliet' and she decided to
manage props, changing acts etc. “It was my first experience of chaos

SHRUTI SUNIL SARAF
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and thrill, the first stir of a good feeling, an achievement.” she says. It
was on her first day of college (fashion design college i.e. WLC), when
an announcement was made that they needed volunteers for a fashion
event. And there she was- at her first ever, big scale event and an actual
part of it! It was a small job but just being backstage and on set made her
feel amazing. There began her journey in events and entrepreneurship.
With Que Queens came together her dream to travel combined with the
foresight of an engineer and an entrepreneur.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“I had a lot of names in my mind but after every few days I
used to find them 'not me'. Que Queens was the only name
that stayed with me for a month and I felt connected to it. As
simple as it may sound, Que Queens has a deeper meaning
to it. It stands for the principles Que Queens embodies.
Each and every member of the team comes with clarity of
thought and communication so that each event is carried
out effortlessly. Likewise, the team commands a foresight
of alternative plans and actions for the perfect execution of
events. And just like a Queen, team members of Que Queens
come with high regard of excellence. They play the most
vital role in the planning and execution just as the powerful
chess piece, with its ability to move in any direction.”

SHRUTI SUNIL SARAF
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My role model has always been my dad. I always
wanted to be like him- hardworking, well-spoken,
well read, and respected in society. He holds a
certain power and it only comes from hard work and
success. If you want to talk about famous faces, then
Laxmi Mittal, Steve Jobs, Thomas Edison and books
of Paulo Coelho and many more things have inspired
me. My mentors have been Vikram Bawa, Karan
Soorma and my school friend Om Dhumatkar.”
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In those days, as a part time job, she used to work with a stylistPriyanka Karunakaran (now a model, tv host) and the photographer
Vikram Bawa. Vikram used to have these amazing stories; of how he
started his business and his journey so far. He spoke of his early
struggles, and how life changed for him as he grew. He was her first
mentor. “I remember he told me, 'For a 20-year-old, you are very
ambitious, and I can't believe you have a company running for you.' He
said any business takes at least 10 years to get established and this is the
best age to start, as you will be there sooner or later. He told me, as you
grow, the business will grow with you, and you will make your own
experiences and learn from them.” Ms Saraf took his words as the
inspiration to move forward and after that day she kept growing and life
kept bringing her new opportunities. There were times when she
stumbled and fell but then she would pull herself together and keep
walking. The best thing she learnt from him was, 'Never give up'.
Shruti Saraf started the company with zero investment. And on her first
project, she made massive profit which made her think she could pull
off events on her own. She started meeting more and more people who
spoke about entrepreneurship. One thing she learnt in these seven years
of her experience is that, “You don't need money to start a business, you
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“I just want to tell all new entrepreneurs- listen to
your instinct. Every business begins with beginners
luck and each obstacle will teach you. Don't take your
opportunities for granted. Grab them! All the wrong
decisions will teach you how to make a right one.
Don't be afraid to make a mistake but learn fast and
move on. If you have achieved something, wait and
enjoy and if you failed, get working on your plan B.”
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need an opportunity, and money comes to you. If one door shuts,
another one opens, you can never learn another person's experience but
you can use them as your inspiration. Take a little risk, it is good for the
health of your business. If you have the will, the way will come to you
and creativity always pays off. Come up with new ideas and find ways
to implement it. And always hire one lazy person in the office, as he will
find short cuts for you.”

N.

M

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Yes, I think academic qualifications are necessary
but what is most important is curiosity. You must
always try to upgrade yourself, you must always try
to read and learn. There should be a hunger to learn.
Don't ever say, 'I know everything' because you
don't and you can't. I recently started reading
biographies and following interviews of people who
inspire me. If you want to be somebody you have to
first reach his or her wavelength. Understand human
instinct. Understand what made them take what
decision, how they learnt from their mistakes. Don't copy
them, just understand their mental space.”

SHRUTI SUNIL SARAF

Success Mantra:
“No matter how you feel- Get up, dress up, show up
and never give up.”

EG
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INSIGHTS
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“She is an event management professional, a career choice
which interests me a lot. I learnt from her that it's not
necessary to do a job according to the course you've done.
You can get your calling from anywhere, even something
you've probably just thought of doing in your free time.”

-

Yati Rungta

VARUN SHETH
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Ketto

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2008

M

Age of starting business: 24 years

N.

Year of inception: 2012
Industry: Crowd-funding
Website: www.ketto.org
Interviewed and compiled by:
Namita Bhatt

Keshav Lohia

VARUN SHETH
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Ketto is an online marketplace to fund enterprises, people and NGOs.
All a potential customer needs to do is put up his details, and the amount
of funds he/she is looking to raise and they are set. People who are
genuinely interested in the ideas invest and back these projects to the
extent possible. Ketto bridges the gap between the investor/funder and
the entrepreneur/organisation. The funder puts in whatever amount
they can while getting benefits out of the enterprise, if any, as the
entrepreneur kickstarts his business.

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

M
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“When we were thinking about the name, we wanted a short
one that would be catchy and something that people could
remember the enterprise for. 'Ketto' was one of the
suggestions and based on a survey for a name that could be
easily remembered, Ketto (Key to Tomorrow) won with
overwhelming majority.”

N.

Varun stresses that it was not his need, but the need of the people in India
that drove him to start Ketto. He was also lucky to come up with such an
idea at the time he did. Internet was spreading like wildfire while the
business market had experienced a slump. He knew that the best time to
start a business was when it wasn't prospective. All it took was turning
the tables for things to swing in his favour.
He didn't hold back from making flamboyant statements that his
business involved everyone who was online. It is quite interesting to see
that his site has raised money for NGOs along with other businesses. He
didn't want to start a run-of-the-mill crowdfunding site. His site is a

VARUN SHETH
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Role Models/Mentors:
“I don't derive encouragement from particular people. People
that I meet every day, talk to, listen to and meet online are
inspirational enough. They all pique my interest. Where
entrepreneurship is concerned, I think a lot of Steve Jobs,
Mark Zuckerburg and Larry Page. They have/ had a goal of
changing lives by creating value across the world, is
something that has inspired me a lot.”

.C

O

LL

huge help for NGOs as their cost gets reduced by a whooping 35%
percent. He doesn't fail to point out that entering the online industry
cannot be done on a whim with the greed for money. It takes a lot of
research. Before stepping in, he had researched a lot about other online
platforms such as this one, markets in and outside India. He spoke for
long lengths of time with different NGOs, banks and businesses to gain
an understanding of what was missing in the industry for new ventures
and how he could best fill this hole.

N.

M

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Move fast, believe in yourself, keep yourself in the
customers' shoes. Do not overthink, believe in your product,
sell it and then improve. Always keep your ears open for
feedback, take calculated risks and manage time properly else
success will always evade you. Learning from your faliures
will be the biggest lessons you'll learn in life.”
Whenever faced with problems, he motivated himself. He believes that
self-motivation is the best motivation. Starting up Ketto was the
toughest period in his life. But he never lost hope. He knew he had to
stick it through and with the help of his family and friends, his dream
was actualized. His next ambitious step is to offer unsecured loans to

VARUN SHETH

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Dhirubhai Ambani, Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerburg did not
have great academic qualifications. I don't think a degree can
always help you become an entrepreneur.”

LL
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people based on contacts and the background of the person. He wants to
set up a mini-bank where people can regularly engage in monetary
transactions. He wants it to be governed by a foolproof regulatory
system with credit ratings, etc. He reminisced that back in the day, the
story of the developers of Angry Birds, the game had inspired him quite
a bit. He had loved the idea of a simple concept with enough throttle to
make it big after so many faliures. He feels, that is the most important
thing in life and to live successfully, one should strive on.

M

.C

O

Success Mantra:
“Try and try until you succeed. It really is as simple as that.
Work through adversity and don't give up on your dream. “

N.

“It's not about ideas. It's about making ideas happen.”
-

Scott Belsky

"When everything seems to be going against you, remember that
the airplane takes off against the wind, not with it."
-

Henry Ford

VARUN SHETH

INSIGHTS
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“We went in for a formal interview, expecting a serious
man in a formal attire. Cut to Ketto, the entire atmosphere
is different: youthful, buzzing and inspiring. What we see is
a simple man dressed in a casual t-shirt and a blue jeans!
One thing that really inspired me was a line he mentioned,
'Do not overthink your idea, give it a try for 12 months and
work on feedback.'"
Keshav Lohia

-

N.

M
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“He is a young and energetic businessman. The thing that
inspired me was the way he treated his employees. He is
very friendly with them and makes sure that they are happy.
He in fact gets chocolates for them. According to him “if
the employees are happy they will give their best to the
firm. He is a very practical person but is also very
ambitious. He makes sure that any decision taken by him is
not affected by any emotions.”
-

Namita Bhat

“The delicate balance of mentoring someone is not creating them in
your own image, but giving them the opportunity to create themselves.”
“There is a fine line between censorship and good taste and moral
responsibility.”
“You shouldn't dream your film, you should make it!”

EG
E

“I dream for a living.”

“All of us every single year, we're a different person. I don't think we're
the same person all our lives.”

O

LL

“I think documentaries are the greatest way to educate an entire
generation that doesn't often look back to learn anything about the
history that provided a safe haven for so many of us today.”

.C

“If the world ran the way a crew runs a set, we'd have a better, more
progressive world.”

N.

M

“Cell phones tend to bring us more inside of our lives whereas movies
offer a chance to escape, so there are two competing forces.”
“People have forgotten how to tell a story. Stories don't have a middle
or an end any more. They usually have a beginning that never stops
beginning.”
“One of the gratuities about being a director is that you can volunteer
yourself out of difficult details.”
-

Steven Spielberg

VINIT RUGHANI
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Imperial International Sports Academy

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2009

M

Age of starting business: 20 years

N.

Year of inception: 2010
Industry: Sports

Website: www.iisa.in
Interviewed and compiled by:
Akshaya Tawde

Vidhi Janani

VINIT RUGHANI
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With humble beginnings and a great appetite for everything in life, Mr.
Vinit had a passion for sports. Born with risk-taking traits, his first
attempt at entrepreneurship was when he sold video game CDs to his
friends while still in 8th Grade! As a child, he loved playing football and
hockey and even played for the Mumbai Hockey Association. In his
first year at NM College, he was discovering himself and trying out new
things. Ironically, one of the things he tried was selling mobile phones
(Nokia 6600)! But the very next year (SYJC), his father became very ill
and it dawned on Vinit that it was time to get serious, so as to help his
father with his financial responsibilities in the future.

O

LL

Significance behind company's name or logo:

N.

M

.C

“As a startup, the name of the company was Imperial India
Football Academy but because of immense response from
the youth, we thought of expanding horizons geographically
so India became International and including all Sports not
just Football due to the need of structured sports programs
in India. And so we named the company Imperial
International Sports Academy.”
There on he started his journey towards gaining more knowledge and
during this period, he met his life-long friend Nirmal Shah who was the
backbone of all his initiatives.
Blessed with a good memory, he decided to pursue professional courses
(CA, CS, CFP, CFA). His father and an older cousin are CAs and NM
alumni, as well. At 19, he was an article at Anugrah, a brokerage firm,

VINIT RUGHANI

where he gained an edge in derivatives and managed a million dollar
portfolio at the proprietary desk of the firm. He ranked 22nd in his CA
Foundation and 23rd in his CS Foundation. After completing his CA,
he worked in an investment banking firm for 6 months called Quad
Core Consultancy Services.

EG
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While working at Anugrah, he along with his school friends, Rishi,who
was a pilot and Yash who was returning to the country after completing
his higher studies in UK decided to start something related to sports as
they were passionate about football.

O

LL

Role Models/Mentors:
“No role model as such but I'm inspired by many things. I've
learnt from the circumstances I've faced and from every
person I've come across in life, from a tea seller to any
employee in my company.”

M

.C

And so Imperial India Football Academy was incorporated, which
catered to football training of kids in various schools. Later, they
decided to widen their prospects by not limiting themselves to football
and including other sports too.

N.

While the main company is Imperial International Sports Academy
(IISA) under which there are two subsidiaries, Imperial Sports
Education Pvt Ltd and Edutours Rising Star Pvt Ltd.
It was created for providing physical education and sports programs to
help create 'sports educated' children while ensuring that all the
stakeholders (schools, parents and policymakers) are involved in this
process. But there were two prime problems. The first was to convince
their initial clients to give them a playground for conducting activities.
\

VINIT RUGHANI
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Don't try to get a job for the sake of that first paycheck but
with the pure intention of building and growing your career.
Success shall come not because of the strength of your
qualifications or the wealth of your resources but success
shall come because of the enduring power of your ideas,
ingenuity, perseverance, never say quit or never give up
attitude”

LL

Fortunately, his first client was his own school- St Joseph's High School
where he was already a well-known sports player. It was easier to
convince them than other clients because the authorities had conviction
and faith in his dream.

N.

M
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The second issue was how to sustain further income and increase
revenues post the company's break-even point. As a marketing
technique in the 1st year of incorporation, they organized a football
tournament where the guest of honour was Mr Bhaichung Bhutia, the
former captain of the Indian Football team. In view of the event's
success, they arranged another tournament the following year, in which
around 250 schools from all over India participated.
The chief guest was Ex-Fifa World Player of the year Luis Figo from
Portugal but unfortunately this event turned out to be a huge
commercial blunder.
They suffered unexpected losses and being a startup in the 2nd second
year of business, a loss of crores of rupees could have been the end of his
business dreams. But they stuck together as a team. His best friend
Nirmal and mentor, Mr. Balkishan Sharma guided them through the
tough phase. He was motivated in such a way by Mr Sharma's faith in

VINIT RUGHANI

him that his own hope and belief in carrying on business was revived.
He now aimed at setting a bench mark in his field.

EG
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“Yes and no. As a businessman, when youapproach
Clients/investors they look forward to your proposal as you are
educated and qualified. But because all qualities especially soft
skills and emotional quotient aren't taught through education,
practical learning is equally important.”

N.

M
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Currently, IISA is tied up with 250 schools and cater to 1.5 lakh
students in Mumbai, Gujarat and other 28 cities across 8 states and is
also associated with governmental organizations. His workforce
includes 250 employees involving coaches, skilled trainers, and
relationship managers, who are also enthusiastic about sports. In brief,
the company is involved in providing a complete sports solution to
every rising star in India. He aims that when it comes to sports at the
grassroots level, the first name that comes to people's minds should be
IISA. He wants to see 1 million kids associated with IISA in the future.
There are still many aspirations and dreams to be completed, but to
name a few of them, Vinit wants to launch websites, namelysportsbook.com and sportscart.com. Before he turns 30, he wants IISA
to be the premier organization in the field of sports and LISTED at the
stock exchange.

Success Mantra:
“Dhirubhai Ambani's quote “If you have belief to choose
your own road, if you have the courage to stay on it, if you
have the conviction to surmount the rough stretches, if you do,
the road begins to follow you.”

VINIT RUGHANI

INSIGHTS
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“Vinit Sir is a vibrant person. He inspired me by the way he
multi-tasked in his early days of college, his large appetite
for learning and his never-give-up attitude. The most
impressive thing was even though he is so qualified and has
the choice of a stable future with his qualifications, he still
chooses to follow his passion i.e. sports and is successful.
He is grounded and that's the great part!”
Akshaya Tawde

LL

-
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“I was awestruck to meet an entrepreneur who has
achieved so much at such a young age. Having a dynamic
personality, he is a role model to those CAs who aspire to
become entrepreneurs.Being one amongst them, he has set
an example for me and several other aspirers who wish to
stay connected to their passion. Inspite of having so many
degrees, he is into a business that is not related to his
professional qualifications, which taught me- 'if you have
the will to achieve your passion then nothing can stop you'.
I would say that it was an absolute joy meeting someone as
enterprising as Mr. Vinit Rughani.”
-

Vidhi Janani

ANANT MUKIM
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Blurb Box

.C

Course: Bachelor of Management Studies
Year of graduation: 2011

M

Age of starting business: 21 years

N.

Year of inception: 2012
Industry: Customized Merchandising & Printing
Website: www.blurbbox.in
Interviewed and compiled by:
Ketaki Deshpande

Harsh Aladia

ANANT MUKIM
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Anant Mukim was meant to be an entrepreneur. At 16, he started a car
waxing and polishing company called 'Auto Glaze' out of his pocket
money. He also started a youth magazine called 'Ignition' with content
like places to visit, tech gurus, tricks, hacks and recent trends. After
graduation, he took up a job for 6 months to gain contacts and
experience. In 2012, he started 'Blurb Box' and hasn't looked back.
Blurb Box helps corporate enterprises and brands to ideate and create
inventive merchandizing solutions. The idea came from an
understanding of market demand and supply. Anant and his partners
realized that people providing customized merchandizing and printing
services were not keen on experimenting with techniques and were
focusing more on cost control than on quality. Recognizing the gap in
demand and supply for such services, he and his partners decided to find
solutions to bridge this gap. Having no real mentor, they researched the
feasibility and viability of the idea. Today, he believes that they learnt
all that they did, on the job, while working with clients and suppliers.

N.

M
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Significance behind company's name or logo:

“The word 'Blurb' means a 'thought bubble' and the name
signifies a 'box full of thoughts and ideas'.”
The company aims to increase the aesthetic appeal of products and add
value to the client's offering. While his products and services help
clients to express themselves to customers, the business philosophy is
straightforward - providing innovation in customized printing and
merchandizing at a reasonable cost. When he started out, he faced an

ANANT MUKIM
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issue that most young entrepreneurs have to deal with today- gaining
the trust of clients. A bunch of young college graduates didn't exactly
inspire confidence, so they had to persuade people while ensuring that
the product reached the right place, at the right time and in the right
condition. Also, keeping costs low and selling at the prevailing market
price while being innovative and creative was a challenge, as was
managing people. But he learnt from his mistakes and moved on which
helped the business to grow.

Role Models/Mentors:
“Bill Gates, Richard Branson.”

N.
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His journey to success has taught him some very interesting things, like
taking charge. Once, due to a manufacturing delay in a supplier's
factory, he found himself in a bit of a spot as the event was on the next
day and the product was still in Kolkata! Proactive as ever, Anant flew
down to Kolkata, collected and delivered the product to the venue
himself! Blurb Box's uniqueness is perhaps the high quality service it
provides. Last December, their production lines were so full that they
couldn't take any new orders for five days! Doing such good work is
what gives Anant a sense of satisfaction as does working with
heavyweights like Red Bull, ICICI, Times of India Group, Johnnie
Walker, Edelman, Vodafone, and Development Bank of Singapore.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Go out and take the first step. Take risks and have the right
attitude.”
He agrees with Bill Gates' quote, “Success is a lousy teacher. It seduces
smart people into thinking that they can't lose.” While he agrees that
personal satisfaction is like success, he believes in aiming higher and

ANANT MUKIM

Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“They're not essential but being educated gives me an edge in
this unorganized market and it helps me in resolving certain
issues with ease.”
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higher. Success itself is a facilitator. And like any entrepreneur, Anant
also wants to expand his business and get more clients in the future. But
more importantly, he wants to figure out ways to give back to society.
His vision is to help children in need to obtain food and education. It is
something that he hopes to achieve in collaboration with other
entrepreneurs.

.C
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Success Mantra:
“Set newer and bigger goals for yourself as one can never be
successful enough.”

N.

M

“If you just work on stuff that you like and you're passionate
about, you don't have to have a master plan with how things will
play out.”
-

Mark Zuckerberg

“Risk more than others think is safe. Dream more than others
think is practical.”
-

Howard Schultz

ANANT MUKIM

INSIGHTS
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“I would describe him as a 'Man of creative action'. He is a
risk taker and has the fire in him to succeed. One
remarkable thing about him is his belief in execution and
out-of-the-box thinking. I am really inspired by his
definition of success as an entrepreneur. After meeting him
my approach towards my ideas has changed. I no longer
just keep it in my mind but I am willing to execute,
experiment, learn and progress with my ideas.”
Harsh Aladia

LL
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“After meeting Mr. Mukim I understood one thing that if
you have an idea, start working on it at the same moment. I
am really impressed by his attitude towards his work. The
thing that distinguishes him from others is that he is a man
of his words; if he makes a promise he makes it a point to
deliver it.”
-

Ketaki Deshpande

“I have always believed that once you identify the best person for a
particular project and tell him or her exactly what you expect, you must
put your complete trust in that person, allowing him or her to work
independently without interference. If you do, the project is bound to
succeed.”

EG
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“I realised, in all humility, that chosing to lead one kind of life means
putting aside the desire to pursue other option.”
“Gifts can be dangerous and make a nation dependent on foreign aid.
They can scuttle dairy development here.”

O
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“We must build on the resources represented by our young
professionals and by our nation's farmers. Without their involvement,
we cannot succeed. With their involvement we can not fail.”

.C

“Where you have the will you have the skill; study, search, practice
application; healthy irreverence; look for the kink in the thing, be
curious.”

N.

M

“True development must be such that it brings the modernization
process to the service of our majority, namely the rural poor. It must
bring to these people not only the pittance which they need for their
humble diet but also the means where by they can act together to obtain
for themselves the benefits of modern science and organization and in
that process the means whereby they can build for themselves, in every
village, a society which is at peace with itself, concerned with its
neighbours and able to see a bright for all its children.”

- Varghese Kurien

PRATIK SHAH
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Adapt Affairs

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2011

M

Age of starting business: 23 years

N.

Year of inception: 2012
Industry: Manufacturing
Website: www.adaptaffairs.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Priyanka Bothra

Kinjal Somaiya

PRATIK SHAH

The thought of starting a new company despite being a member of a
business family is an achievement in itself. Pratik Shah has a family of
five members. His mother is a housewife, his father a businessman in
the printing industry. He has two elder sisters. They are married, one
settled in Qatar and the other in India. He never wanted to join his father
because the methods of conducting business activities were very
different. So, to avoid conflicts he started with his own enterprise.

LL
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“Honestly, I didn't give much thought to the name and logo.
My preference was to start the company's name with
alphabet 'A'. I just made sure that the web domain of the
company's name should be available and when I saw that
www.adaptaffairs.com was available for sale, I just bought
it. What I want to signify with my company's name is that
I'm ready to adapt with any situation. The logo was made in
an hour and a half.”
The idea of becoming an entrepreneur was developed during his college
days. However he never expected it to be at such a young age. He had
appeared for his final CS exam and was awaiting results. He had
already cracked a job in a corporate house. When the results were out,
he got to know that he had failed. He was broken and that's when he
decided he wants to start up his own business.
After a good research for his venture he came up with an idea of dealing
in Portable and Reusable Display Solution. He consulted to his brother-

PRATIK SHAH

in-law about it. He found the idea interesting and encouraged him. He
used to work 12 to 14 hrs a day finding out information about the
Portable display kits. He found out that these kits were manufactured in
Korea and China also. He went as a buyer to a Indian company dealing
in portable display kits and gained knowledge about the product as a
whole.

EG
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Role Models/Mentors:
“My brother-in-law has always been there for me. He has
guided me throughout my journey.”

.C
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Adapt affairs is a Sole Proprietary firm dealing with portable display
kits and Portable tents. The motto of his working life is “I need to learn. I
need to grow.” The vision of his enterprise is to become a big brand and
deal into a variety of related products in this particular industry. In other
words, his mission is to enter the manufacturing sector and diversify
into various products. The philosophy that he follows is to ‘Grow slow
but grow strong.’

N.

M

As any other business concern problems were faced in bringing up this
venture too. The initial problems he faced while commencing the
business was almost everything. From lack of technical knowledge to
being a new entrant to the market was a challenge. Initially people didn't
take him seriously. But he was determined, and he overcame all these
problems.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“If you have an idea, just go for it. Do not think a lot whether
it will succeed or fails. India is a very big market. There is
room for everyone. Rome wasn't made in one day.”

PRATIK SHAH

Working in the Marketing and Hospitality departments for the college
festivals, helped him a lot in moving forward. He believes that extra
circulars are equally important as they enhance your communication
skills, provide you with good convincing ability and give you a lot of
exposure.
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“When I started Adapt Affairs, I was just a B.Com graduate
who was in the first year of LLB and had failed his CS finals
examination. But in this span of time along with Adapt Affairs
I have to clear my CS finals and complete LLB general.
Accordingly to me education always pays off directly or
indirectly.”“When I started Adapt Affairs, I was just a B.Com
graduate who was in the first year of LLB and had failed his
CS finals examination. But in this span of time along with
Adapt Affairs I have to clear my CS finals and complete LLB
general. Accordingly to me education always pays off directly
or indirectly.”

N.

M

The uniqueness of his product is its service aspect. He believes in
quality service. Patience and immediate response to the customer
queries have become his strengths. He believes in maintaining a
personal relationship with the client. The turning point of his life was
his failure in his CS exam. He was broken, and wanted to do something
with his life. That is how he came up with this startup. At that point, he
hardly knew how important this startup would prove to be in his life in
the near future. He realized that that was what he enjoyed doing. His
failure was a blessing in disguise.

Success Mantra:
“The Harder you work, the Luckier you get. Work Hard!!!”

PRATIK SHAH

INSIGHTS
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“It was an amazing experience. I was really inspired after
listening to the way he dealt with the situations, the ups and
downs he went through and yet didn't give up. I'm glad I got
this opportunity to interview Mr. Pratik Shah.”

-

Kinjal Somaiya
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“It was inspiring to meet a man so young with so much zest
and passion for what he does. He has taught me that age is
not a barrier for fulfilling dreams.”

-

Namita Bhat

“If you can dream it, you can do it.”
“The more you like yourself, the less you are like anyone else, which
makes you unique.”
“All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.”
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“We keep moving forward, opening new doors, and doing new things,
because we're curious and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths.”
“I always like to look on the optimistic side of life, but I am realistic
enough to know that life is a complex matter.”
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“You can design and create, and build the most wonderful place in the
world. But it takes people to make the dream a reality.”

.C

“It's kind of fun to do the impossible.”
“The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.”

N.
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“When you believe in a thing, believe in it all the way, implicitly and
unquestionable.”
“Or heritage and ideals, our code and standards - the things we live by
and teach our children - are preserved or diminished by how freely we
exchange ideas and feelings.”
“Times and conditions change so rapidly that we must keep our aim
constantly focused on the future.”

- Walt Disney

SONAKSHI PRATAP
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Theek Kar Do

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2011

M

Age of starting business: 21 years

N.

Year of inception: 2012
Industry: Electronics
Website: www.theekkardo.com
Interviewed and compiled by:
Yesha Shah

Monil Shah

SONAKSHI PRATAP
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Ms. Sonakshi Pratap completed her CA studies after graduating from
Narsee Monjee College. She was always active in extra-curricular
activities like 'Umang'. She worked with KPMG for around 8 months
before she started Theek Kar Do. Theek Kar Do is an online portal for
repairing electronic appliances. The idea of starting the company
emerged from a problem that she faced personally. During the
summers, she returned home tired and exhausted. She switched on her
air conditioner and adding to her agony, it was not functioning. She
called up a few local technicians to repair her air conditioner but they
either did not turn up or didn't give her the service that she desired. This
is when she realized how unorganized the repair industry is in India.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“Theek Kar Do (TKD) as the name suggests is an
organization set up with a mission to solve the problem of
post warranty service of electronics faced by Mumbaikars.”

Everybody has an electronic appliance but there is not a single reliable
company to take care of these once their warranty is over. That's when
she thought of providing a one-stop shop for any electronic repairs. If
any of your electronic appliances are not operational and need
repairing, you call their helpline number or log on to their website and
they send you their verified technicians to solve your problem. She was
so dazzled by the tremendous opportunity that existed in her industry
that she quit her job to work on her idea. While she was working as a
CA, she was never satisfied with her work and a 9 to 6 job never excited

SONAKSHI PRATAP

her. She felt as if she is not fully utilizing her potential. She wanted to
create something or do something bigger in life. She has a good
understanding of the financial aspects of business, which helps her to
analyse a situation and take a decision quickly.
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Role Models/Mentors:
“SandeepMaheshwari, Founder& CEO of ImagesBazaar, he
is an inspiration and a motivator.”

M
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The industry in which she is working is really different from where she
has previously worked. She had to shift from an organized sector to an
unorganized sector. In KPMG, she used to do audits for Standard
Chartered Bank and as a part of her work she dealt with plumbers and
electricians. These workers were mostly illiterate. They don't
understand the importance of quality and great customer service.
Educating and training the technicians at Theek Kar Do about quality
and great customer service has been her biggest challenge. In her
business model, it is the credibility of the brand that retains customers
compared to the technical skills of an individual worker. Hence, it is
extremely important for her company to ensure standardization in
providing services to its customers.

N.

Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“The most important message is to get a mentor. You need
somebody who will guide you through your business. Get a
team; without a team, your business will fail. If you have an
idea, a dream or a passion to do something, don't think again.
Just go for it, just do it, and take the leap. It will be the best
decision of your life.”
Mr. Sandeep Maheshwari, founder of Images Bazaar, who is known for

SONAKSHI PRATAP

his life changing seminars, is Sonakshi's mentor. She has imbibed his
philosophies at Theek Kar Do since its inception. One of the things that
she has learnt from him is “My work is my life. Earlier, when I was
working as a CA every Monday morning I used to crib while leaving for
work. Now, since it's my own company, I enjoy my work thoroughly. I
can't wait to go to office. The main reason is I am extremely passionate
about what I am doing.”
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Do you think academic qualifications are necessary
to be an entrepreneur?
“My CA knowledge has helped me a lot in my business.
Academics are important but they are not the only thing. Our
education cannot give us all the skills required for business.”
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She faced a lot of obstacles while scaling up her business. Prior to her
entrepreneurial venture, she used to interact with CEOs of big
companies and suddenly after starting Theek Kar Do she found herself
dealing with unorganized labour which was a huge challenge for her.
She had to perform multiple roles and had to adapt to different
situations quickly. There are a lot of things that education does not teach
you like relationship management (with employees, customers, cofounders, investors etc.), networking and thinking out of the box. But
her labours bore fruit and the number of users on the portal has grown to
20,000 and the kind of people logging on the site is expanding
incredibly.
The change in the business model from brick-and-mortar to online was
a turning point for her venture. She focused her attention on providing
the best possible service, which completely changed her scenario and
the business started flourishing. Expanding the business across the
entire country is the dream that she wants to achieve in the near future.

SONAKSHI PRATAP

Success Mantra:
“Work hard, meet new people and learn every day.”
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INSIGHTS

-

Yesha Shah
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“My interview with Ms. Sonakshi motivated me to get
involved in extra circular activities. What I realized was
that it was important to bea leader, be it in a game or in a
college fest. That will surely bring out great
entrepreneurship skills within you. It is very difficult to
convince the crowd about your master plan but people will
recognize you only when you execute and express your
plan well. Do not be afraid to try and it's only when you try,
that you will realize how easy things are. The idea may be
small but if you have the confidence and faith, just go for
it.”

N.

“It was a great experience meeting Ms. Sonakshi. She is
proactive and hardworking. I learnt that we should go
ahead with our gut feeling and that we don't need a special
moment to get an idea. One can get an idea from any
personal problems one faces.”
-

Monil Shah

“Failure is an option here. If things are not failing, you are not
innovating enough.”
“There's a fundamental difference, if you look into the future, between a
humanity that is a space-faring civilization, that's out there exploring
the stars … compared with one where we are forever confined to Earth
until some eventual extinction event.”
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“We have essentially no patents in SpaceX. Our primary long-term
competition is in China. If we published patents, it would be farcical,
because the Chinese would just use them as a recipe book.”

LL

“[Physics is] a good framework for thinking. … Boil things down to
their fundamental truths and reason up from there.”
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"[My biggest mistake is probably] weighing too much on someone's
talent and not someone's personality. I think it matters whether
someone has a good heart.”

M

“If something is important enough, even if the odds are against you, you
should still do it.”

N.

“The first step is to establish that something is possible; then
probability will occur.”
“I came to the conclusion that we should aspire to increase the scope
and scale of human consciousness in order to better understand what
questions to ask. Really, the only thing that makes sense is to strive for
greater collective enlightenment.”
-

Elon Musk

SUNNY JAIN
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Avi Infotech

.C

Course: Bachelor of Commerce
Year of graduation: 2011
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Age of starting business: 22 years

N.

Year of inception: 2012
Industry: Electronic security solutions
Website: www.aviinfotech.net
Interviewed and compiled by:
Rati Mehra

SUNNY JAIN

Fresh out of NM College, Mr. Sunny Jain had an open option of joining
his family business. He had envisioned his future as someone heading a
textile company with ease and alacrity, but what he saw did not attract
him. When Sunny had the availability of a plethora of opportunities,
Sunny Jain took the unconventional route by choosing the field of
securities.
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Significance behind company's name or logo:
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“The secret to our success is believing in Quality product &
quality services, our products are manufactured by
prominent and reputed company's masters in their own field.
We don't believe in selling our products rather we make
them buy it.Creating Innovative Solution build upon the core
competencies, expertise and experiences is our aim.”

N.

He joined a young company, 'Avi Infotech' which had a product range of
only two items - access controls and time attendance systems. This firm
was focused towards providing electronic security solutions to other
businesses. With growing consumer awareness and technological
advancements, Sunny realized that the firm's product range wasn't
diverse and comprehensive and wanted to introduce new technologies,
which would cater to the customers' needs better. He attracted
considerable clientele by introducing CCTV cameras, boom barriers,
alarm systems, video door phones and related services. The company
was the first in its field to provide HD security cameras to the Indian
market. Avi Infotech now provides services to businesses such as

SUNNY JAIN

Yashraj, Shahpoorji Pallonji Builders, Ajmera Constructions,
Doodhwala Constructions, Siemens Communications Ltd., New
Consolidated Constructions Company Ltd., SP Jain Center of
Management, Sun 'n' Sand Hotel, China Gate, Chemistry and Anita
Dongre.
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With Jain's steady contribution towards the growth of Avi InfoTech, it is
now possible for the firm to look at their short term and long-term goals.
The main focus for now is to maintain the reputation that they have
strived to build over the years. In the business world, trust can take a
business to new heights. The company believes that goodwill once lost
can scarcely be earned again. Jain is also preoccupied with bringing in
the best of the world to India since new technology creates waves in the
market. However, the journey does not end here for Jain. He wants Avi
Infotech to have its own manufacturing units, which would be an
extremely tiresome and challenging task. Apart from production, Jains'
plans for Avi include innovation. He believes that this company has the
potential to be pioneers in new security technology all across India.
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Message for budding entrepreneurs:
“Be determined and patient. Try to find areas which interest
you the most or which are profit making.”
On asked why he chose this particular field, Sunny says that security
sells itself. Security is at the bottom of Maslow's Hierarchy of needs and
is a basic human instinct. In a budding economy like India, he realized
the need for businesses and individuals to feel more secure. He also
jokingly admits that he is a very protective person so, in a sense, his
traits have been reflected in his career choices.
Hailing from a well-to-do household, it was a real challenge for Sunny
to be thrown, with minimal product knowledge and experience in

SUNNY JAIN

marketing, into a volatile market. His struggling period consisted of
days where he had to be a door-to-door salesman and was faced with
questions that he did not have the answers to. Patience was his constant
companion on such rocky roads and he kept reminding himself that he
has to take one day at a time and just complete the task set for him.
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Unshaken determination and long days of hard work have given Sunny
the confidence to stand with his head held high. With his heart in the
past and the future in his mind, he works efficiently, energetically and
enthusiastically.
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Success Mantra:
“Be Determined and Work hard”
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INSIGHTS
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“Mr.Sunny Jain inspires me to be energetic, hard-working,
enthusiastic and determined. He also teaches us to build
trust in business relations and be honest in one's conduct. It
was a flawless interview with so much to learn.”

-

Rati Mehra

AFTERWORD
The core values of INTENT, since its inception, have been Leadership
and Innovation. We Lead to bring a Change and Innovate Ideas to make
the Change happen.
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This book was one of our attempts to reach out to that niche which
craved for just one opportunity, just one reason to take initiative; to
make that one leap.
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This project was our way of trying to show that we do identify with
budding entrepreneurs in our college, SVKM's Narsee Monjee College
of Commerce and Economics; and that the act of inspiring and
developing a simple sense of business in them takes nothing but a great
Team with Vision and Determination to do so.
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In the past few months, we have rigorously networked and gathered
information about various Alumni of our college. These 50 stories mark
the significance of the 'Golden Jubilee Year' of NM College, but there
were several entrepreneurs out there whom we could not reach. This
book is a dedication to all those who have wanted to choose their own
ways, build their own homes and make their own destinies.
It is our sincere hope that the book will demonstrate how “Self-Belief”
and “Self-Motivation” is more than enough to succeed and do what we
are passionate about.
We wish that this book contributes to a better understanding of all that
we could possibly know about Entrepreneurship, Leadership and most
importantly- Life. Life is lived just once, so live it the way you want.
Take responsibility of your own success and failure; and you shall see
that more or less, every life lived with passion is a SUCCESS STORY.
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